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A story is only a story – one person’s experience of events shared as a collective. There are as many stories of an event as there are those experiencing that event.

Today is the 20th year anniversary of the Opening of the 11:11 Doorway. I began what is written below as a small note telling others of the experience I had in my life leading into this now. As this story unfolded it took on a different shape as the explanation of my life experience began to unfold. So, I make this post without reservation to share with others who are also feeling this event, through telling my story. I hope you enjoy.

This just flowed!

LOVE

Bill Ballard
Latest Releases Concerning The Shift

Bill Ballard – Mount Shasta – Venus Transit – The Time Is Now To Choose If You Want To Go For 5D positive Timeline

I’m heading to Shasta with so many others for the Venus Transit. Many of us know and are openly stating the 5D energies are here now. No need to wait until June 21 for focusing together on Manifesting New 5D Earth. The time is NOW! Please share this info with everyone you know. The Venus transit will be a choice for all of humanity of the timelines we will collectively experience. This is one of the Most Holy times ever on Earth... Please join in with your focused intent!

It is very interesting how my lightbody was bending the light in this video. Notice how the LIGHT comes around the throat chakra and then bends around and radiates all over my shirt. Very cool as it happens as the power of the words were coming through as I spoke. That is a divine sync! I could not have planned or even set up that one!

Be LOVE!

Bill Ballard

View this important video NOW!

Please visit Bill’s youtube site for additional videos that provide the most recent information concerning this transformation of humanity & upliftment of Planet Earth.

You can, in addition, visit Bill’s Facebook page for updates and comments.
The Great Awakening | A New Beginning

Humanity is experiencing the timeframe known throughout the ages as the “End of the Great Awakening.” It is the closing of the 11:11 Doorway, the completion of the Great Awakening cycle ushered in by the Harmonic Convergence 25 years ago. We are finally at the stage where mass consciousness awakens from the domination via frequency control that has been inflicted by a few in leadership positions around the world.

The majority of humans operate within this engineered program carefully designed to keep them enslaved within the lower dimensions. This has been part of the Divine Plan. Thankfully, it is almost over.

**Frequency Acceleration & Energy Shifts**

2011 was a remarkable year filled with accelerated energy shifts. These accelerations are on-going through 2012. There is the requirement to raise personal frequency so as to acquire greater awareness, consciousness and understanding! These frequency increases are the key to higher learning and dimensional awareness.

The consumerism game promoted by the Illuminati is an intentional lowering of frequencies that keeps humanity concerned with the exterior illusion rather than the interior reality. One item on their dark agenda is the elimination of 95% of the planet’s human population, reducing the number to a more manageable 500 million inhabitants. Population reduction is designed to keep tabs on those who remain, dominating them into service for the few elite in control.

Exposure of this agenda increased in 2011 due to the efforts of those inhabiting earth’s higher frequencies. Part of their earth mission is to expose the truth of the great illusion we call the collective manifestation.

The Illuminati have tried to keep humanity’s awakening in check as the control game ends with humanity’s ascension. Now it is too late for them to stop the process of awakening as many are realizing the illusory nature of the game. Ascension - raising vibrations and consciousness expansion – is occurring on individual levels for tens of millions of individuals.
Dark Side Manipulations Are On The Rise

Chemtrails and HAARP\(^5\) frequencies are being used in tectonic warfare and weather manipulation to create imbalances of too much rain or drought, which then results in global food shortages\(^6\). There is also the intentional use of HAARP frequencies to lower the vibration of earth’s population, and the introduction of GMO foods that destroy farmland and are mostly devoid of nutrients. HAARP man-made earthquakes and other weather-manipulated disasters (e.g., hurricanes and tsunamis), are designed to reduce population via hidden forms of warfare generally unknown to a mostly-asleep humanity.

Other Illuminati manipulations designed to lower vibrations include vaccinations, water fluoridation, and psychotropic drugs. Mass lowering of frequency is managed via television and radio waves. Religion also plays its part in lowering individual spiritual development via a clever admixture of truths, half-truths and lies.

Consumerism Is Rampant And Money Is God

A large part of the control agenda includes gross imbalance in the distribution of wealth via global monetary systems, the destruction of Mother Earth and her resources, the introduction and use of chemical poisons and fertilizers, and the intentional poisoning of the world’s water systems. And if \textit{that} isn’t enough governments around the world allow fracking\(^7\) for natural gas, which poisons fresh-water aquifers and creates manmade earthquakes.

Members of the international ruling class include a few large conglomerates that own media outlets and manipulate the public’s mind via television, radio, movies, and music industry programming. A related branch controls what is taught in educational systems and is increasingly pressuring governments to control access to the Internet.

The Game Is All About Control

In the political sphere we have large multi-national corporations controlling national governments through bribes proffered and received the form of financial support for increasingly expensive runs for political
office. The American Constitution and Bill of Rights are being destroyed before our eyes.

They own and control monetary systems and utilize a small clique of international banksters\(^8\) to finance wars and build a gigantic military industrial complex that enriches the few and fosters hatred and fear among nations. As an added bonus they siphon money from the public via taxation to pay for these wars.

Oil and fossil fuels continue to be subsidized while clean – and especially free - energy technologies remain unfunded. Worse, the patents for these new technologies are bought by major energy corporations and immediately suppressed.

**They Control Through Fear**

In 2011 we have seen increased attacks on whistle blowers exposing corrupt systems. Cyber warfare is on the rise. I personally had 6,570 virus attacks in less than six months. Videos and websites are being taken down in an attempt to slow down and/or abort humanity’s awakening.

And yet the awakening continues. In fact it is picking up pace faster than the Controllers attempts to control it. We have all played a part in allowing the dark’s manipulation and control of our global society. 2011 has exposed so much of this because humanity is awakening and increasingly participating in the coming shift.

**The Shift Of The Ages Begins**

Much of humanity is becoming increasingly aware that we each create our lives by our focus, and the thoughts and emotions (power) we put into our creation. This is the game we have played on earth to gain the experience needed to feed our souls and ultimately the mind of God. As Shakespeare wrote we are indeed actors on the stage of a great play.

The Great Awakening is the realization we are more than this physical body – that we are truly *great spirits* having human experiences. Awakening is realizing this *is* an illusion, taking back personal power, and *knowingly* becoming the sons and daughters of Creator Source we truly are.
2011 has seen individuals who were previously telling these stories in separate little groups finally meet via the Internet and join together in exposing the truth of what humanity is going through and who we humans really are!

Who we really are and the power we have individually is the secret of the Great Awakening. This secret is the reason the ones on the dark side want to keep you dumbed down, not knowing who you truly are! See, if you know who you are - the power you have - then the control and manipulation the dark side has imposed is lost. When you know who you are others can no longer cord themselves to you to steal your energy and power. The moment you reclaim your power they can no longer operate in your world as spiritual vampires.

People on earth are at various stages of awakening. Truly, the journey back to Creator Source is a constant revelation of further and greater awakening, expansion of consciousness and vibrational frequency increase. That is the game.

This Great Awakening is the beginning of humanity’s process of ascension. Ascension has many meanings and differs at various times in each individual’s awareness and level of consciousness. We ascend as we return to Creator Source via our higher selves.

**Earth Is A School**

What makes this time in universal history so special is it signifies the beginning of the “In breath of Creator Source.” It is not just Earth or Humanity ascending. *It is the entire universe!* With that said, many do not seem to understand what life on Earth is about. This is a complex subject - one that continues to evolve as my understanding grows.

This is what my Higher Self has shown me. *Earth is a school.* Our series of lives here is literally for the purpose of growth in awareness.

The universe we live in – as is each universe – is an expression of the God who created it. Each universe realizes itself by experiencing all that can be experienced within a clearly defined realm of existence.
All things are Vibration termed Holy Spirit. All Vibration is consciousness expressing itself, working together with other vibrations and experiencing what it is. Together all are experiencing all there is of what we term Creator Source (God). With each experience we feed the Mind of Creator Source. As we advance we tap into all the experiences learned by others – experiences recorded in the Akashic Records.

We, the knowers doing this – the awake and aware ones – are the explorers of consciousness. We explore the “almost” unlimited levels in our universe, created individually or as part of the Greater Earth. We do so jointly as a collective experience. I comprehend this at my current level of vibration and dimensional awareness.

Everything vibrates and is conscious at subatomic levels and beyond. Quantum physics outlines of the perimeters of the real world created by our thoughts and emotions. These laws state why thought or consciousness creates our reality.

The world of reality created by thought is different than the world out-pictured in the Illusion. The movie The Matrix is a wonderful example of this. What we think is reality and what we think is illusion switch places.

We as individuals and by our thought and emotions create situations we experience as life. Quite literally and in accordance with the Law of Attraction we witness these situations happen.

When you realize you are creating your reality you can literally control your life and what manifests in it, and do so in the most benevolent ways. Your realization of these powers puts you on the path of ascended mastery, or mastery of life ascending back to Source. It is your holy connection.

**The Path To Mastery**

We all are on that path of mastery whether we realize it and acknowledge it or not. To ascend to the highest levels you have to follow your life cord back home. This requires minding what you think and feel, and recognizing how you put focused thought, intent and emotional power into the illusion. This is what controls the experience you have in life.
Ascension is the process of following that life cord, silver cord, ascension column or Antakarana (all the same thing) back home to Source. We ascend in reverse of the way we descended, but having new experiences that are so much grander and with greater appreciation because of what we learned in duality and the worlds of lower density.

Descension/ascension is like going spelunking into a cave. You do not know the cave when you enter into its depths of density. The Divine Plan is to explore to the bottom or end of each tunnel or passage. Before you descend you usually fasten a cord to the outside of the cave. This is your life cord which is connected to Creator or the highest level of who you/we are in true ONENESS, the point to which we eventually return.

Each of us has this cord. Many individuals doing astral projection or in near death experiences describe seeing the cord as they leave the body. Exploration of the “whole cave” or all the experiences is what we came to Earth School to do. But that does not end with the lower vibrational experiences. We each in Earth School experience all our different lives. These lives explore all the tunnels - the entire cave of experiences in each incarnation. I do all I can do in so many incarnations, but what I don’t do in my experiences, others will do.

When you know this cave (all experiences of lower dimensions) in its entirety it is time to move to another experience. You ascend from the depths of the dense and dark areas you have found your way to.

So what do you do? You follow the Antakarana or Life Cord/Ascension column back the same way you entered. You reached the farthest point of separation from who you truly are – which is the smallest of the small – and fully experienced individual consciousness, or Ego. You completed the mission that took you farthest from Source.

**The Earth School Mission**

Most don’t realize what the mission means. Some ancient texts do reveal it. But in reality you have all this information encoded inside you, locked into your DNA. Look inside to see if the old texts and/or new channelings resonate as truth for you. Meditate and you can find.
By the way, praying is the art of speaking to God and the Source field. Meditation is the opposite. It is listening to God, and there is an art to hearing what you are being told!

In one way the “Creator,” rather than being an individual entity, is the collective consciousness of the Holy Spirit and all the individual fragments of consciousness that exist within this particular universe and all its dimensions and parallel realities. We are all fragments of the Great Creator, and, together we make the whole. Creator is All That Is, including that which we term “us.”

We are individualized fragments of that whole Being, the collective consciousness which is individually experiencing life, and through which the Mind of God – All That Is - is fed. Experiencing all that can be experienced in all the various dimensions is our mission in life. We incarnate as individual fragments of consciousness. We are to master each of these incarnations by learning from them and exploring all the different lower dimensional parts of the “cave” we dropped into. When the time is done and we have experienced as much as we can it is time to ascend back to the higher realms.

Earth School and the lower vibrational dimensions has taught us all we can learn from these lower dimensional experiences. It is time to go back home! Ascension!

Earth School is a way of working together in this collective experience via karma and multiple lifetimes. We are here to experience all we can in these lower dimensions for soul growth. We will eventually become the creator ourselves and many already are experiencing this as we complete our time here.

**Graduation**

Every so often there is a graduation period, usually at the end of the astrological cycles, when energy is highest. In each of these cycles we align with the Galactic Center as we are doing right now.

Souls who have learned all they can will choose to move out of the lower vibrational experiences within duality and back into their higher powers. This is what present time in Earth history is about. And right now it is
bigger than Earth. The whole universe is ascending. Actually the universe and Earth have been working towards this ascension for a long time. Earth is the center of focus for what is going on at the universal level at this time.

**Atlantean Times And Now**

Right now on Earth and throughout the past cycle that began with the Fall of Atlantis there have been representatives of other civilizations from around the universe incarnating here. These beings (not necessarily human originally but human at this time) are the ambassadors sent to experience Earth School by their civilizations. Through their eyes and experiences those civilizations watch and gain experience of the lower dimensional vibrations through their chosen representative. It is like putting a camera on a spelunker’s hard hat so that those who remain outside the cave – the depths of the lower densities – can see what goes on in real time as the “cave” is being explored and the life in duality is being lived. Only so many individuals can go into the cave at one time. This is because only a finite number of individuals can be on Earth and in the lower densities of Earth School at one time. With this understanding you can appreciate that much of the universe is witnessing what is occurring here now. We are indeed the universal Main Attraction!

The ambassadors, who were chosen to experience this school, are the strongest of the strong souls from each of these various universal civilizations. You may term them Old Souls. You reading this are the toughest of the tough. Does Earth school feel tough to you yet?

**Why are you here? What’s going on at the Universal level?**

We are basically a universe of Light. Duality has not been the norm, and only exists in dimensions below the 4th. Duality is in all separate from Source. We live as individual egos in 3D-4D. This is not so in 5D upwards. Only a small part of this universe is experiencing the lower vibrations and this duality experiment. In this dimension and higher the civilization of light is returning to Source creator – finding its way back to Source.

Some civilizations ran into a problem ascending. These civilizations discovered that by existing in light alone they encountered a level where
ascension slowed and almost stopped. They could not easily go higher. So the Divine plan was to drop into the lowest dimensions and experience what we could learn.

Why? There is zero negativity in the higher dimensions where all is light. There is simply no state of conflict resolution and no ability for an individual or collective to make decisions. In the lower dimension where we are this is the norm. Everything is conflict resolution. *Everything!* In the higher dimensions this problem of indecision results from the lack of negativity or duality.

Some higher civilizations in the universe reached a level of light where growth stopped *because they could not make the decisions needed to choose what to do next.* Without making choices where do you go? You become stagnant or stalemated.

The Divine Plan was set forth. We created a place of duality and negativity, an Earth school which would become a solution for this problem. It was designed to explore and experience negativity, the opposite polarity. Duality was born for solutions rather than just to create vortexes.

Duality is the theme of this worldly experience but has not been the greater part of the universal experience. But how, now when we are in our smallest individualized components for experiencing this duality, how do we ascend back? We raise our frequency. This activates our DNA and expands our individual consciousness levels!

Ascension is the process of returning up the life cord (silver cord or Antakarana). We descended in this manner to the smallest fragments of individual personalities, becoming who we presently are.

**All Energy Patterns Derive From One Source**

Creator (Source or God) created the Eternals. The Eternals were exact replicas of Source sent into the void to experience all that is. The Eternals were limited in number. These, in turn, created smaller fragments of themselves called Archangels. The Archangels were the first to contain different aspects of creation and were made overseers of this universe.
The Archangels fragmented into Angels and Angelic Families, each with different characteristics or personalities. The Angels fragmented into Monads and Monadic Families, each with the ability to experience All That Is differently. The Monads, in turn, fragmented into soul groups and soul families. Each Soul Family contains 144 individual souls.

Souls are the smallest fragment of the One creator and exist in a non-polarized state - a state of wholeness. As souls we descended and divided into polar opposites (dual natures), also called Twin Flames. This occurred before incarnation into the lower dimensional Earth.

**Earth School**

Earth was created as a duality school in which to experience various levels of negativity. It is an experiment to determine the precise level of negativity needed in higher dimensions for conflict resolution. As such it provides a much-needed solution that allows the upper realms to return to Creator Source from within this universe.

Conflict resolution requires duality – opposing positions – from which to make decisions. Without the dark how do you know it is light? Without “left” what direction is “right”? Attaining mastery of conflict resolution is what we do each and every day in Earth School. Only the bravest of the brave and strongest of the strong volunteer for Earth School. Earth School is *not* easy. This you have no doubt experienced in your life.

While in Earth School (or any other 3-4th dimensional realm) the soul is no longer in oneness. It fragments into two equal opposite polarities called Twin Souls. These express either as reflections or polar opposites depending on the experience each individual fragment chooses for soul growth and experience. The twins in a state of reflection experience divine perfection. It is a very magical experience for twins to find themselves incarnate on earth at the same time. Not all twin souls/flames find each other while in incarnation. But those that *do* find each other in the reflective state enjoy a truly magical experience. This happens if the twins individually choose to ascend on the same path. Then, when together, their vibrations attune and accept each other.
Just as with anything manifesting in your field, what remains comfortably within your field must be a matching vibration called forth for your learning experience. Otherwise it feels out of tune. So, to continue together during the ascension process twin souls must maintain the same rate of consciousness expansion - the same rate of vibrational frequency increase.

When twin souls do not increase vibrations equally one of the twin flames (sometimes both) becomes the activator for the other. This is occurring with many twin flames at this time who have chosen different paths. Sooner or later they must meet again and begin the process of re-merging.

Eventually we all rejoin and merge with each other! Each consciousness returns to the One Source from which it came. Twin Flames merge into one being to complete the soul. The 144 souls merge into the Soul Family. The soul families merge into the Monad then into the monadic family. The monadic family merges back into its angel. The angels, in turn, merge back into Archangels then into the Eternals and back to Creator or Source. Your fragmented self follows its life cord up the Ascension Column – ascending the path that you previously descended.

So in our life experience we each are discovering ourselves. On a larger level the universal creator in which we live is also trying to understand itself, via consciousness and our life experiences. But how can this occur if you are all light? Without dark you cannot recognize the light. Limits will be hit and a new way of being must be conceived. This new way became duality.

**How It Began**

A group of inter-universal travelers created a vortex (a wormhole) through which exploration of great distances could be undertaken. However, they did not know where the wormhole led. Turns out it ended up in this universe, the one we live in.

These beings (no doubt as a result of a higher plan) entered our universe. But their energies and vibrations did not match our universe. Perhaps they came from a twin universe – a parallel reality where it is mostly
negative energies rather than how it is in our universe where we naturally consist of light. A negative universe, in theory, has to exist to create balance for a universe of light.

These beings came through the wormhole/portal/vortex they created and found themselves in an area of Orion. These negative frequencies were so different from the vibrations of this universe that it was a shock both for the newcomers as well as those in this universe working on ascension back to Source.

These negative beings were allowed sovereign space to live in the constellation of Orion, near Sirius. As the Council of Elohim (the higher-level creators of the illusion) were pondering the possible potentials of these negative beings it was realized they may hold the key to the universal ascension process and returning to Source.

**The Experiment**

Many have heard of the Battles of Light and Dark within the constellation of Orion. These battles were an experiment. The purpose of the experiment was to experience duality and ascend back to Source within the mind of the collective. Exactly how much negativity was needed in the experiment was unknown. However, the initial adverse effects of the experiment made it clear the experiment would have to take place under quarantine in order to limit the amount of the damage incurred.

To understand what was happening you have to realize that in a hologram a change in one part affects and changes the whole. In various experiences of duality on other worlds we developed technologies which ended up being used in this battle between Light and Dark. This is much like our invention of atomic weapons or HAARP in today’s civilization.

More often than not we blew up the planets we were living on. Sometimes we destroyed entire star systems with the weapons we developed. The resultant shockwaves affected star systems outside the designed experiment. Because of this it was determined that a contained area was needed to continue these experiments. Our solar system on the edge of the Galaxy was far enough away from other star systems to fit
the bill. Our Earth - a living being ensouled by Sanat Kumara - agreed to allow this.

Now this gets tricky because there are different gods or creators of different universes. Each of these universes is created with different rules. No two are exactly alike. Much as you are the creator of your own body and I am of mine. 14

So a plan was devised for souls to volunteer to play a game of duality. Calls were sent out throughout the universe for souls to join the experiment. The experiment was designed to determine how much of an unknown quantity of negativity was required to propel civilizations of light more quickly into the next higher levels. The volunteer souls needed to be the strongest that each civilization they represented had to offer. These volunteers became the ambassadors who would, after Orion, attend Earth School to complete the Divine Mission.

I must take a step back to explain how the negativity was brought into play. The Elohim who created this experiment worked through those original negative inter-universal travelers. The volunteer souls were passed through these negative incarnate physical beings (almost like you would consider a multiple personality) so that a portion of their negativity was ingrained in the souls of the volunteers who passed through their bodies. No one knew exactly how much negativity was going to be necessary. The experiment consisted of the partially-negative light beings incarnating with varying amounts of negativity impressed on their souls.

The experiment began in the constellation of Orion. Those playing on the side of the Light gathered in upper Orion. Those anchoring the Dark energies controlled the south. The Belt of Orion was the Zone of Overlap. It marked the zone where these varying energies mixed.

Technology was developed as civilizations developed. Soon the opposing groups began space travel and, with their high-tech weaponry, began blowing up entire planets in the Orion system. This occurred for thousands if not millions of years (which is really only the blink of an eye in space time, as you know).
After what may appear to us to have been a very long time it was decided too many civilizations were being destroyed. Many of the civilizations being destroyed were not participants in the games of Light and Dark. Changes were occurring in holograms in other dimensions and parts of the universe. So the Elohim decided the experiment within the whole constellation of Orion had to be reduced to a single Solar System or just a very few, instead of continuing on such a large scale. They chose the outer edges of the Milky Way where effects of blown up planets would prove less problematic.

The goal of the experiment was to decide what percentage of negative influence was necessary for conflict resolution without adversely affecting all developed civilization. In addition, could those volunteer souls who had accepted the challenge to incorporate the dark into their light while incarnated “find their way back to the light?”

**The Experiment Is Restricted**

The experiment moved to a more confined and quarantined area inside our present Solar System on a planet known as Maldek (now destroyed). Maldek used to be between Mars and Jupiter. It is now the asteroid belt that produces the meteor shower Earth experiences each August 11-13 as she passes through Maldek’s remnants. Maldek was the first planet in this sector of space that was destroyed.

After Maldek was destroyed the original 144,000 volunteer souls came to Earth to continue the experiment. Earth, in turn, was prepared and conditioned to handle those who would incarnate to undertake the experiment. New rules of quarantine were put in place because of what had previously happened. We would not be allowed to affect the rest of the universe in the ways we previously had.

Souls here eventually dropped into the lower 3rd dimensional vibrations and experienced their greatest individuality (and separation) from Source. The mission was to forget the connection to Source and to experience duality within these lower vibrations.
What happened

Maldek was the 1st planet we blew up, but that did not count as Earth’s 1st world. We came to Earth and experimented with several different types of physical bodies to find one that we could incarnate into easily for this Earth experiment. When the Earth was ready and after many physical forms had been tried and discarded the first major Earth civilization came into being. However, this represented the second duality experiment in this solar system. That second experiment and first Earth civilization was called Mu.

At that time up through the end of Atlantis during the “Fall” there were many ETs on Earth. These interacted with humanity through each of these cycles or different worlds. During the time of Mu many ET space battles occurred as negative ETs tried to take over Earth. Many individuals now incarnate remember the wars in the heavens, the time when spaceships equipped with lasers battled overhead.

I remember. Those who remember have dreams filled with these memories. Present-day Turkey has remains of this civilization in caves moved into to protect us from the onslaught of negative ET crafts battling with the Light ones overhead. Have you had dreams like this?

Lemuria was the 2nd major civilization in this Earth experiment of lower dimensional density and duality. Lemuria was a continent located in the Pacific and was a global civilization. ETs continued open communications with Earth during this time. This global civilization consisted of many millions of souls who incarnated for lessons in duality. Lemuria existed for tens of thousands of years and is among the first that many remember fully or incompletely.

Lemurians were not too different in appearance from those of the South Seas or aboriginals in present-day Earth. There are many remnants of this culture to be found in places like Easter Island. Atlantis was the 3rd civilization cycle and existed when Lemuria fell beneath the waves of the Pacific.
The condition of complete separation finally occurred with the Fall of Atlantis. It was determined we needed to go even lower into the densities, forgetting more of who we are and our connection to Source.

Those of us who volunteered made it so. The separation was accomplished via the ego – by shifting our consciousness from our hearts into our heads. We learned to forget and got farther from Source. We forgot our connection to Source. We began to fear, to be seemingly incomplete. We were now able to take on more negativity, which was what the experiment required. We had to determine how much negativity we could experience coming from the light, and still survive.

As souls dropped in vibration the negativity impressed upon each soul exerted greater influence in each life. It is said that negativity levels increased to over 50% at times while the experiment unfolded.

Over time Atlantis developed from a low technology higher 5th (heart-based) dimensional civilization into a 4th (head/ego based) dimensional civilization. We actually were further advanced technologically than we are today. Crystals were used for transmitting electrical power as well as for information storage – just as we do now with computers and fiber optics.

Atlantis had satellites the size of a small moon that collected power from the universe as well as other dimensions, and concentrated the power to beam to Earth. There were many modern technologies equivalent to electricity used during this time period.

A group of beings (not originally of this experiment but part of the Divine Plan) were introduced during the time of middle Atlantis. They were ego-based beings from Mars who had blown up their planet thereby making it uninhabitable. They saw this blue planet and came to Earth. They settled in an area of Atlantis. The original Atlanteans allowed it as they were living from their hearts and had not experienced the wars in the time-frame of Atlantis’ original development.

Over time these beings from Mars took control of the Atlantean government. They forced their domination and introduced war. They
took control of the power-gathering satellite orbiting Earth and converted it to a weapon. Very similar situations are going on presently on Earth with these same souls. Individuals like Hitler, the Bushes, the Cheneys – all are the same souls doing the same things that resulted in the Fall of Atlantis. Many Americans presently incarnate were also souls on Atlantis who are here now trying to correct the mistakes they made during Atlantean times.

When the satellite moon which gathered energy for Earth’s electrical grid was converted into a weapon the mechanics that kept this satellite in orbit went out of balance. It was not designed for such use. The satellite moon crashed into Earth causing what is biblically recounted as the Great Deluge of Noah’s time. Humanity “fell” from the 5th dimension into the 4th, and, with the end of Atlantis down into the 3rd dimension. This was the shift into the lower dimensional awareness of living completely in the ego and head. With that shift we went the furthest from Source we could experience.

**The Fourth World**

The development of the new society from the time since Atlantis fell until now represents the 4th World. We are ascending to the higher dimensions and into the 5th world. The Divine Plan for this transition is that *no nuclear war will be allowed*, even though regular news programs makes it seem we are once again at the point of blowing up our world.

But forget regular news. That is controlled by the Illuminati. We are finally completing the 4th world and our drop into Ego. With that part of the Divine Plan complete we move up the ladder to higher frequencies. We ascend in consciousness back to living from our hearts.

We – the toughest of the tough souls – chose to take on levels of negativity in excess of 50%. We did so and now are finding our way out of the cave, ascending back to the light. We accomplished this greatest of all missions. We found the magical combination of light and dark, the percentage necessary for conflict resolution.

So, now it is graduation time. The quarantine lifts and disclosure concerning star families must occur. It is time to return to the higher
levels of consciousness. The magical percentage needed in higher dimensions to propel further ascension was unearthed - 98% Light and 2% Negativity. With that, the civilizations of Light in higher realms know the amount of negativity required to decide which direction to take for furthering positive evolution.

Everyone on Earth has the choice of Ascension at this time. The window in which this is likely to occur extends from December 2012 – January 2016. Does everyone go? No. It is up to each individual. The one thing shared by this universe with each individual fragment is personal choice to experience as we so choose. You can stay in the crap if you want. You can ascend – if that is what you choose – at your own pace. In future times speed may be more of a requirement.

**Consciousness Within Duality**

You incarnated here and now to experience rapid soul growth via the duality-learning process. Everyone knows something is going on at this time. It is no longer a secret.

Each individual soul’s experiences feeds the mind of Creator Source. It feeds the Creator Source Collective of which we are individual fragments. Each of us is a part of the other whether we realize it or not.

As Christ said, what you do to the least of these you do to me. And so it is for each of us. In recognizing “the least” which is the smallest fragment of vibrating consciousness (Holy Spirit) we recognize the atom and its components.

Your consciousness affects every atom, every mineral, every animal, every planet with all you do. One drop in the ocean raises the level of the sea. What we do affects the entire hologram. And I mean in saying this that the smallest unit of vibrating consciousness we recognize at this time is the atom – that atom is affecting the entire hologram. This is more impactful than just affecting other incarnated humans. It affects far more than that.

So if thought creates reality – and quantum physics shows that individual consciousness affects things down to the smallest sub-atomic particle - we realize our consciousness affects All That Is!
An atom’s electrons has been filmed going in and out of our known dimensional existence and possibly entering alternate states such as other dimensions or parallel universes. Within the hologram, the Mandelbrot, we find the keys to collective ascension. We jointly create new reality! And the next reality/illusion we experience is that of LOVE!

At core layers we are individual fragments of creator consciousness. We incarnated to discover ourselves and the meaning of life both as individuals and as part of Creator Source. We do this through life experience - all the emotions we master. We are here to create and change the hologram we call life. We are responsible for our individual lives and our shared collective experiences.

To recap – the lower energies of Earth were needed for this experiment. Right now many souls are completing the Earth School experience. Many other civilizations of Light throughout the universe and in other dimensions have seen and experienced literally through our eyes and experiences. It is now time for the next step, which is universal ascension. That is what occurs now. Everywhere.

**The Environment**

So-called “global warming” isn’t limited to Earth. It impacts every planet in our solar system. This is because all planets increase in frequency as we near the Galactic Center. It is like boiling water. As the frequencies increase we heat up. As water boils it gets faster until it changes form. The same is going on across our universe and is readily visible in our own solar system.

Scientists throughout Earth see these changes, many without understanding what they see. They don’t understand the spiritual meaning underlying events. They don’t realize ascension is a natural process occurring as a result of Earth experience.

Earth ascends from the darkest, most dense vibrations and seems to be racing up the ascension ladder at lightning speed. To put it in perspective 125 years ago horses were the primary form of transportation. Today man-made spacecraft travel far beyond our solar system into the galaxy.
The rest of the universe is here watching on spiritual energetic levels as well as physical levels. *We are the show!* We are the great players in this Ascension drama on the universal level!

**IT’S TIME TO WAKE UP**

The 25 years of Great Awakening ends December 2011. The 20 years of the 11:11 Doorway closes. We see an ever-rising number remembering they are great spirits having a physical experience. But most humans still haven’t remembered. They don’t recall we are far more than human.

The veil of forgetfulness has been placed over us for this Earth experiment. If we came here knowing who we were and our powers there would be no game, no experiment, no experience. So the veil is there for this reason. Some volunteers do have memories and encodings that unlock as they increase in vibration. Events in their lives often trigger memory of events in Earth history.

To complete this cycle and remove the veil (if ascension is what you choose) you must raise your physical frequency. *No one can do this for you!* You will find that Earth’s own frequency is on the rise and yours must equal Earth’s new frequency or be even higher. Earth’s frequency is rising due to the efforts of planetary volunteers, ETs, and our solar system approaching the Galactic Center.

There is no greater time to be alive on Earth, nor is there any greater choice for your soul and you to make as an individual fragment of God Consciousness. You can choose to ascend. It is a personal choice that each and every one on Earth has to make at this time. That is what the End of the Great Awakening is all about. The Doorway to the 11:11 is about to close.

If you do not choose to raise your personal physical frequency things will become very chaotic in life, and you will likely face the option of being removed via death. Death is no big deal. In reality there is no death as you cannot kill a soul. You simply transition. Those who choose not to ascend and have not completed the 3-4D experience will go to a different place (universe) that resonates at the level of vibration they need or desire to experience. There are plenty places to go play.
What this means is that each individual must decide whether or not he or she wants to ascend to New Earth or even higher dimensions. It takes time for a person to raise the frequencies of the physical body. However, what can be done right now on Earth may have taken many lifetimes to accomplish during previous times.

**The Ascension Process**

To raise one’s frequency will take almost a year to do. In order to ascend as Earth is doing now one must do his/her own personal work. There is no one who can do that for you. So don’t expect to be saved by Jesus or Maitreya. That is not going to happen no matter how much you desire it. Those are myths created by the groups controlling the world at this time.

The prophesied return of the Christ to Earth is *the raising the frequency of those shifting consciousness from head to heart*. The process involves activating our chakras and increasing our personal physical frequencies.

We first must *consciously choose to ascend*. We do this by focusing our consciousness. We ask in prayer for help from our guides and higher selves. We learn to shift from fear-based ego energies to love-based energies that emanate from our hearts. Your actual consciousness can be placed wherever you desire to emanate from. You could place it in your big toe if you so choose. The false teaching is that the brain is the center of consciousness. Wrong! You can move consciousness to any point of your physical being or up and down your Antakarana.

After a period of time of focusing consciousness in your heart the heart chakra activates. An energy vortex in the shape of a toroid manifests from your sacred heart space. It is like a giant energy doughnut around the body. You will “feel” as if you have birthed a sun where your heart used to be. All the other chakras also begin activation when you focus attention on them.

In addition to the chakras there is the Merkabah. All vibrating matter has a Merkabah surrounding it. The Merkabah is a double 3-dimensional star tetrahedron represented by the Star of David or merged Yin Yang symbol.
The Merkabah is known as the “seed of life” in sacred geometry. It becomes a consciousness vehicle when used with the body’s chakra system. Science has proven that the fully activated heart chakra emits electrical energies 50,000 times stronger than that emitted by a non-chakra activated human brain. Each activated chakra increases the power of the heart chakra 10 times. Chakra activation is part of the ascension process and is the same for every individual. However, the way the activations occur is unique to each.

**Multiple Pathways To Ascension Exist**

There are many pathways to ascension. I accomplished it by focusing love in my heart for a long period of time. After years of moving in and out of the bliss state I knew I had to find a way to anchor the blissful sensation fully. Of course there were others saying it was not possible. But I knew doing so was part of my ascension process. It was familiar. I also knew I was supposed to teach others this as part of my mission to assist Mother Earth and humanity with ascension.

After coming close for years it took a 40-day focused intent before I was able to manifest this state permanently. I was also told by Archangel Michael to invite a minimum of 8,000 others around the earth to begin the planetary ascension process in earnest. The magic number was 1% of the square root of the planetary population, or 8,000 individuals necessary to change the world. That was a few years ago. Today there are tens of millions of individuals activating around the globe.

Ascension is going on in earnest. It cannot be stopped. Of course, as we activate in this dimensional level we continue to play with balances within the duality. Individuals on the ascension path increasingly light up the higher frequencies while those in the lower fight to keep their powers and 4th dimensional control.

This will continue until the time of the dimensional shift, which is now guaranteed to occur.

Those with activated heart chakras now play by 5th dimensional rules. Our creative powers are returning and our manifestation capabilities are almost instantaneous. We are above the levels of duality and are no
longer being affected by those lower vibrational events around us. We are in the 3D-4D world but not of it.

Being in 3D-4D but not of it must be experienced to be understood. It requires ascending above fear-based patterning to realize you can be in the middle of the chaos and not be affected by it. Lower frequency manipulations continue to affect individuals vibrating at lower consciousness levels while individuals resonating at higher levels walk right though the chaos unscathed. It is a very interesting thing to experience.

**The Ascension Cycle And Purification**

It used to be that if you activated your heart chakra you could no longer remain in the densities of Earth. This is no longer so. With the increase in frequency the physical body now goes through a purification. Old negative energies (chemical and emotional traumas) are discarded. This occurs whether you choose ascension in body or by dropping the body. We each must go through the vibrational increases we have been experiencing since the ascension cycle began. We each must detox.

Frequencies will continue to increase exponentially throughout 2012. Uncomfortable feelings will most assuredly arise if individuals decide to resist change and hang on to the old ways. Sooner or later those who choose not to resonate with the higher frequencies will be removed because Earth’s frequencies will simply be too high for their continued physical embodiment.

Don’t worry about children and pets. Their souls are increasing in frequency naturally and will end up exactly where they are supposed to be. It is the older generation that has to do the work of releasing and clearing. This generation must unlearn all the illusory things taught as truth and replace them with the inner truth of heart reality.

The ascension process involves the reactivation of all strands of DNA. Unlocking these strands is the key to remembering that you already know everything. Regained memory – the removal of the veil of forgetfulness – can only be obtained by raising frequency, raising consciousness into higher dimensions.
In Closing

Everyone currently on Earth is from different places in the Universe and will be going to different places after the shift. Some will remain with the New Earth. Some will return to their home planet to build the new there. Others will continue up the various dimensional levels from which they came. A few who remember the promise will go all the way back home, to the highest of all dimensional levels, beyond the beyond, or back to the mind of God, traveling from the lowest all the way to the highest in this ascension process. Only you know where you are supposed to go.

Don’t be afraid of what you see going on with wars, plagues and all the rest of the control agenda. That is the last ditch effort to hold on to power by those light souls who have chosen to play the negative polarity game to anchor the lower vibrations. They just do not realize who they are at this time. We are all the same and these are your brothers playing their part so we could have this experience of Earth School.

This is a fantastic time to be alive. Each individual is being internally guided. 2012 will bring ever increasing realignments and energy adjustments as you shift frequencies with Mother Earth.
The End of the Great Awakening – Separation of the Wheat and Chaff

We are finally at the end of the Great Awakening. Energies shift and realign everywhere. Many on the ascension timeline seem to have similar situations occurring in their lives, all at the same time. They watch as those they love fall away.

This is not because certain individuals don’t love you anymore, or you them. It is all about vibration and the vibration each person chooses to live in. There is no higher, no lower, no better and no worse. It is all a learning experience that each individual chooses for learning and soul’s growth. We all have done this for many lifetimes. Now separation occurs at the end of 2011 as that between wheat and chaff.

Don’t think of these things as bad or good, for it is not. It simply just is, and is magnified because of the vibrations Mother Earth incorporates as she and humanity prepare for ascension.

Ascension has already occurred for many, is occurring and in reality will always occur. As we raise frequencies consciousness returns and the veils are dropped concerning who and what we truly are.

We are not mere mortals! We never have been. However, this knowledge of who we are would have prevented the game and experiences we came to Earth School to learn from happening. Remembering who we are, our powers, and how to maneuver though dimensions occurs now. We find many previously drawn into our lives to share learning experiences (and Karma) now falling away. We are being moved to where we need to position ourselves, to being with those of similar vibration, and into the soul families we came to earth with in the first place. Our placement depends on our decision concerning where we wish to go after ascension.

We are explorers who seek life experiences that provide soul growth. We repeat certain experiences until our souls have learned all they can and advance to the next level of experience. As we expand consciousness by increasing vibration we change ourselves and the world around us. We alter the illusion. For indeed it is an illusion! Everything externalized around us is an illusion we create individually, in small groups, or as a
collective, joining together to experience lessons we created within the illusion.

**The Illusory Nature Of Reality**

The dimensional shift is another illusion we are creating by thought and emotion. There will be a variety of illusions created in the New Earth as many are on different levels of soul growth. The main thing to realize is your ability to create what you wish to experience next. Be careful in this now where you focus your thought if you wish to enjoy a peaceful future existence.

The Earth’s 5th dimensional energies are causing manifestations to occur instantly for those who have reached the highest vibrations available to them at this time. The same is happening for those still playing in the lower vibrations. As some create Heaven on Earth, others are creating Hell on Earth. Neither is better or worse. Each gives the individual the experience of being a creator. The foundation remains the same. *We are great creator gods.* Each of us created our own reality. That is the awakening to higher teachings!

Many are experiencing individuals they spent this and many other lifetimes with fall away as they near the next cycle and choose the ascension path. This is all part of the process. You must let these others go with the love they deserve. It is time to cut all cords to those of lower vibrations who draw the light or attempt to suck you into their lower vibrations. It is their learning experience. If you are complete with your karmic issues and learning lessons say “thank you for being my teacher,” and lovingly let them go floating away.

Many of us have our consciousness set in a fully vertical direction like rockets. This is one level of experiencing what is. The more vertical you become in your thought forms the more connected to Source and disconnected from the illusion you become.

Both linear and vertical thinking are at play in this illusion. Some choose to do both. Some choose to be entirely vertical information gatherers and sharers and watch all going on around them from the standpoint of an observer rather than player in the game. But even information gathering...
and sharing makes these players as they continue to awaken others and share higher truths.

This sharing of higher truths is and will be always an ongoing process because we all are truly One Being vibrating at different levels of understanding as we experience the universal illusion. Each atom, each mineral, each plant, each planet, each and every animal and entity in form are all connected and part of you as you are a part of it. There truly is no separation, only different levels of comprehension and experiencing what we call life. At the highest levels of understanding life is eternal and ever growing. All death is an illusion. It is a choice.

As we approach this dimensional shift the old paradigm collapses. Individuals who remain unaware of the dimensional change, who think linearly and are focused in the illusion will experience many disappointments as external realities collapse. This is why enlightened beings have told us to be prepared to release all the things in our lives. If you hang on in an attempt to control or manipulate outcomes you will most likely not succeed. Releasing everything is key at this time because everything is being shaken up and attuned to new frequencies. Many realities within the illusion will play out simultaneously. By releasing you are not attached to the outcome.

Ascension is simply not going to be the same for everyone. We are all going to different places after experiencing everything we need to experience to feed our souls and the mind of God. We each contribute our experiences to the Akashic Records and, with proper attunement, we also read from them. All information in the multiverse is available to you once you learn to raise your consciousness to that level.

As events play out it will seem as if Earth herself might be destroyed. We hear rumblings of World War III. This is all part of a desperate attempt to anchor humanity in the dark polarity so this 3rd and 4th dimensional illusion might be maintained. However, the current illusion collapses with increased rapidity as humanity awakens.

Each will experience this in a different way. Yes, the ones who have been holding on to power don’t want this illusion to end. They are in their
version of heaven as they manipulate and control others. There are individuals who will not awaken (for various reasons) and will continue to play the willing victim. However that is not truth as there are no victims, only karmic games in this illusion.

A friend asked me if I was experiencing this falling away of others as vibrations increase. I said “yes.” I am experiencing so many individuals fall away I can hardly keep up. The lesson right now is to realize what is actually occurring. And what’s occurring is our realization that fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, cousins and friends are not our real families. Some are, yes. But for the most part those falling away are individuals we chose to incarnate with to learn certain lessons we needed to learn.

For most individuals their real families are on much higher levels. For some individuals their real family members are in their lives at this time. These different circumstances reflect the fact that each is a fragment of God undertaking the Earth school to nourish soul growth. We will more than likely choose to experience completely different illusions on the next level.

**Remain Centered And Relaxed**

Be at peace. Yes, it is true this illusion is fragmenting and breaking apart. How the pieces are arranged when they land will be the result of the vibratory level attained by each individual fragment.

It is all vibration. The Holy Spirit in each has its own fragment of consciousness feeding the whole. So let go. Let everything be. When the shift is completed you can attune to the new at that time. In the meantime maintain your focus in your heart’s mind of what you choose to manifest and experience in the future.

Some have asked why I am so intent on watching the End Times play out. Well, that is what I came here to do. I have also been asked if my focus - even as an observer - is bringing more of the darker and lower energies into existence. Being an observer does not do that. The darker, lower frequencies also require focused intent of thought and emotion to create and maintain its lower illusion. I came here as an observer, as one who
remembers my personal connection in order to share my understanding with others. I have done this all my life.

It is a bit strange to me how many individuals cannot hear or see the truth in my messages, but rather seem amused at what I share from my heart as truth. I see neither good nor bad in what is playing out. Almost like a mechanic I watch how the various parts fit together to create the Big Picture. I know what I choose for my next experience will not be affected by what humanity creates as a whole. My focus is truly vertical. It is complete connection to Source / All That Is.

I am excited about what is happening at this time. Yes, it certainly looks dark or bad to those who don’t see the big picture. But this cycle (unlike the last in Atlantis) will have a different outcome. I see so many souls taking back their power, raising their vibration, expanding their consciousness, manifesting their new realities that I know Earth will not be destroyed as it has in the past cycles.

We are remembering who we are, that we are Sons and Daughters of God and have always expressed ourselves as unique fragments of All That Is.

With Unconditional Love for All That Is.
Mastering & Holding Light Frequencies

The greatest thing we can do while incarnate is to understand we are eternal. To discover this eternal aspect of self we must move beyond the body and begin exploration of the soul. When we do we discover our soul at its core to be consciousness.

**What is consciousness?**

Consciousness is vibration, the highest form of Spirit, that which creates this illusion we experience and call life. There are numerous unique levels of the One consciousness that, when slowed in vibration, manifest as Love, Light, sound, physical density and emotion. All are various levels of the original thought or consciousness we term God.

To enjoy the experience of creating illusory life experience at this density we must first master vibration. Mastery of vibration can also be termed mastery of light. An ascended master is simply one who has mastered the vibrations that produce life within this illusion.

Life is truly eternal. Everything in this existence is vibration interconnected via Spirit – the Holy Spirit. In Spirit we are connected to All That Is, or God. We are each different expressions of that One vibration vibrating on different levels and creating our illusion on both an individual and collective level. It does not matter how fragmented we seem we are each still part of that One Spirit.

We feel, utilize and create in and through Spirit Light - vibration. There are many names and descriptions for this Spirit light - life force, chi, prana, energy, the Field.

Feeling is the key to understanding the light which can only be “seen” in the vibrational dimensions to which we are attuned. In the low density of the 3rd dimension we perceive the slowest visible spectrum of light. There are light spectra that range far beyond what we perceive in this density. It has been calculated that humans only see about 3% of the actual known spectrum of Light.

That will soon change.
The light vibration to which we are attuned is the reality we see and experience in the illusion. As we change, the light vibration adjusts and changes. Why do I say this? Because light is truly all there is. It is pure energy and lasts forever. It is a slowed vibration of consciousness. It is the beginning and the end, the alpha and omega. We came from it and shall return to it. All in the illusion changes as the vibration we experience in life changes. We as fragments of the One experience this and play our part in experiencing All That Is within the illusion. We do so because we are part of the divine plan. We help the Creator Source to understand what it is. That is the mission within our different lives – to experience what we each do individually and within the collective.

We volunteered to drop into the lower dimensions to experience this illusion. As we ascend (individually and as the collective) we create new illusions in which to play. We experience each illusion, learn to master and comprehend its meaning, and, when done, we ascend to a new and different illusion. It is a journey we repeat until all that can be experienced in this universal reality/illusion is learned and we return home to Creator Source.

Mastery of vibration and light is how we master the illusion, our creation, and our lives. Mastering separation from Source in the lower 3rd and 4th dimensions occurs when we realize we do create our individual lives. Becoming an Ascended Master is one of the greatest attainments we achieve while in the lower densities of human form. Once mastery is gained it is time to create something new.

**Light and Vibration**

There are many ways to understand light. One of the simplest is to turn within and feel its vibration. Light is the only eternal, real aspect of existence. All exterior – what you see with your eyes opened – is the illusion we collectively create. We also change the illusion collectively as we individually change.

Playing in another’s illusory experience (i.e., life) is comfortable when he or she vibrates at a similar level of light (enlightenment). If the light levels are dissimilar it can be very irritating to the person of higher vibration. This is because lower vibrations are dense and heavy. They support
individuals operating from ego, fear, materialism, confusion, drama, and those who constantly spew their emotional crap. You know the vibration is dense when there is never enough, or things never work out, or there are always problems, or someone else is always to blame. Lower vibrations always find fault. Individuals in tune with the higher vibrations don’t have to find fault because they have mastered the lower densities. Getting away from the lower vibrations is partly the reason why individuals on the path of mastery previously went to an ashram. They didn’t want to experience the crap or share lessons with those who lacked higher understanding. Do you blame them?

As the current ascension begins we find ourselves associating with others of similar vibration and on the same path, and with the same awareness as our own. We share knowledge and help each other because we hold different pieces of the puzzle.

We are simultaneously students and teachers going through the process of increasing the light in our own fields and vibrating ever higher. We find ourselves relearning or remembering many things we knew and have always known hidden deep within our soul. Being with others of the same or similar vibrations helps us to remember and to unlock those codes of understanding that raise us into ever higher awareness and states of ever-expanding consciousness. We are becoming aware of All That Is (God, (“ourselves”)) as we ascend beyond the densities of forgetfulness and the veils are removed.

**How Do We Increase Light And Vibration?**

We do this in many ways. The one that works for me best is simply to turn my focus inside and concentrate. That is pretty much a constant way of being for me now. Meditation is 24/7 while doing all I do. I turn inward to feel Spirit - my fragment of the whole - and align my thought/consciousness on that. This is the way that works best for me to bring my soul into this body.

When you truly realize you are Soul, and, on a greater level, a fragment of All That IS, you begin to desire to fill your physical form with more and more divine light. You find yourself on a path of mastery ascending back home.
Consciousness is truly all there is on the spiritual level. Everything is made of light. You are that light. You are that spirit, that vibration. Your task is to pull as much of you as you can into your physical form. You do that through consciousness, through being aware that you can. You are only limited by thoughts of limitation. These are the rules you play by. When you expand your consciousness you remove self-limiting rules.

It is light (energy, spirit, vibration, prana, life force, spiritual energy or whatever words you use) which manifests into your experience of life. You embody that yourself. The more light you contain in your energy field – your Merkabah – the more readily your desired manifestation occurs in your life. You begin demonstrating mastery of the illusion and begin performing what you used to think of as miracles. The miraculous becomes the natural way of living your life. Best of all you are conscious of it. Of course we each are masters in our illusion. However, some are unconscious of this while those who are awakened do so with focused intent.

Given that we are all masters in our illusion the question becomes what is it you desire to create and experience? The law of attraction states what you put out to the universe will return to you as a manifestation of the same vibration amplified, thus creating your experience. We all do this. So we are not victims if we have bad experiences in life. We have created it all by what we put out and what we allow in to our energy fields. That is why all on the path must master each thought, emotion and vibration within the energy field. We must be very careful with what we think, feel, and allow into our fields. We must also be aware of the individuals to whom we are attached or who might have attuned to our fields.

**The Role Of Victimhood In Experience**

Spiritual vampires want to drain your energy or have you share in their lower vibrations. That cording for feeding off another’s life force only works in the 3rd and 4th dimensions and cannot happen in higher realm because ego is limited to the 4th dimension. There are no negative ETs in the 5th dimension and higher. You must be in your heart to advance beyond the 4th dimension.
It is of note that those who want sympathy and compassion from others often create situations in which they appear helpless. Such individuals have given away their power. They indeed are not helpless but have chosen that role for their experience.

There are no victims - just learning experiences designed for soul growth. When individuals give away their power, become helpless and encounter difficult life experiences they have created those situations themselves. There is no need to feel sorry for them. They realize in due time they created the situation being experienced and only they can change it. So don’t buy into it or give them your power and energy in the form of pity or sympathy. If you do they will not learn their lesson and realize they are creating the undesirable situation. It is better to explain that they have created their situation and leave them to experience their creation until they have had enough and change it. They do receive compassion from the higher realms whether they realize it or not. For indeed all go through the process of miscreation in our journeys toward mastery. It is only when we choose not to have crap in our lives any longer that we align with our own inner mastery and ascend vibrationally. It is a personal choice.

So How Do You Increase Your Light?

The first step is to realize your inner Source of Light and focus on it. As you learn to feel the light inside your field you learn you can magnify it, raise or lower the frequency, and attune to various levels and dimensions. It is a bit like tuning in a radio station and is similar to how telepathy works. We literally tune in to another’s resonant frequency.

Learning how to do this is one of the tasks on your path to mastery. As you begin to learn (or remember / recognize) this skill you can ask your guides, angels and Inner Being to work with you as you go. Ask to receive light until you learn to manifest and control it yourself. That’s how it works.

We all have help from the universe if we ask for it. The universe is in service to us. We are together on the stairway back to heaven and it is known we are all on different steps on the stairway and will be assisted spiritually by those on higher levels.
Ask And Ye Shall Receive

Asking is key when you begin. Maintaining focus on what you wish to create attracts it into your life. You will be given all the help you need. Once you understand this concept you realize that universal service is key to all returning to Source and fulfilling our part of the Divine Plan.

To ascend to the next level you must be 51% in service to others. Some have stated that at least 51% of your karma must be balanced. In my understanding karma cannot go to the 5th dimension anyway. All karma and those attachments must be cleared through forgiveness and released. Healed. Karmic ties were among the mechanisms used in the duality dimensions to play the games between souls. We played to experience lessons in life. There is no need for karma or to repeat these lessons in the higher realms.

After the Fall of Atlantis we shifted into the lower dimensions by moving from our hearts into our heads. We became beings of ego and fear in those lower dimensions. Learning to move consciousness from your head (ego) to your heart is one of the steps at the beginning of the ascension process. The 3D illusion has taught us via schools and training that consciousness resides only in the brain. This is simply not true.

Your consciousness is the true you, that which always is, has ever been and will ever be. Consciousness is not fixed in the brain. It can be moved anywhere you choose. How do you think astral projection works? Thinking it is only in the brain limits you and leaves you in a state of duality as the brain is right/left and functions in polarity. Manifestation from the brain also creates both polarities - that which you desire as well as that which you don’t.

The Fundamental Problem With “The Secret”

The inability to see consciousness as separate from the brain was the problem with the concept, book, and movie known as “The Secret”. Sure you can use the brain to create money. However, you will likely also create an opposite effect which takes your money due to the dual-sided nature of the brain. When you create from your heart, only your intent is manifested, and done so much more as the energy field of the heart is far greater in its power that that of the brain. When you really get the art of
manifestation you have no desire for material things anyway. You find you have everything you need readily available. Earthly matters fall away as your focus becomes more vertically aligned.

**Heart Consciousness**

The heart, when the consciousness is moved there, is of ONENESS and connected to the Source Field of all there is or God and far more than the brain ever could be. You learn to “feel” instead of “think” about things. Feeling is truthful as the thought can be illusion. You *feel the truth* rather than seeing it. As you maintain your focus of shifting your consciousness from your head into the heart, sooner or later the Heart Chakra will “activate”. This will generate an electrical field or energy toroid around your physical body. It is like a giant energy donut that goes from your heart down to your feet up and around to your head and back into your body. Scientists have now measured that “activated” heart chakra energy field at *more than 50,000 times the power of the electrical field of the brain*. This is the first of the true Ascended Mastery initiations and is defined as being the 5th Ascension or Ascended Mastery Initiation. It is the beginning of the En-Lightenment. It is a sensation of rapture and is a permanent state of bliss occurring in one’s life from that point on. It is the point of no return in one’s ascension process. At that point, you are Christed energy.

The first ascended mastery initiation is the desire to know one’s self - to find God. You choose to find your way up the mastery path when you do this. Everything unfolds shortly after you make that choice. There is a soul probationary period when you make this choice. That is designed to see if you really want to complete the Earth School experience.

To understand the probationary period you must understand the descension process and how you became the individual fragment of consciousness you recognize yourself as being. Ascending is nothing more than a reversal of descending back up the frequency range.

The second ascension initiation is reached when the probationary period ends and one has maintained his/her desire to ascend. In past lifetimes this probationary time could have taken an entire lifetime. Now as we
complete this cycle known as the Piscean Age the probationary period can occur in just a few weeks.

Everyone on Earth has the same ability to ascend if they decide now, right now. But you do have to have that desire. Everyone who asks and stays focused on their work will be given help. Time is sped up now as we spiral to the center point if you have not noticed. That will indeed continue as we move closer to mass ascension and oneness. The probationary period may be far less time now for those waking as the vibration of Earth has increased, allowing an expanded consciousness to manifest more readily. What took many of us on this path a lifetime, if not many lifetimes to accomplish, can now be done by those awaking now, not in years, but rather in months or weeks, because time has sped up. Those who have led the way have put their experiences into the consciousness grid for all humanity to learn from. That consciousness grid can be looked at as our collective Akashic Record for Earth which anyone can attune to.

The third Ascension mastery initiation is the conscious embodying of one’s soul. People think that they have already done this but when you realize the vastness of the soul and that it is experiencing multiple realities at the same time, and in multiple dimensions and universes, and in various physical forms far beyond just you, you realize that what is in your physical form is only a very tiny fragment of who you truly are. And even then that is only a small fragment of what you truly are on the grandest scale, which is ALL THAT IS, or God. You are that and that is you! I AM THAT I AM! Does that make sense?

Bringing more of YOU into your physical form is what you are doing as you increase your light, for THAT IS YOU! YOU ARE THAT LIGHT! This initiation is the conscious realization of embodying soul but in reality that understanding of embodying the true you – bringing heaven to earth – is ever expanding. Look at the tip of your little finger’s fingernail. That is how much soul is actually in your physical body. That should be a good representation to you. The trick is to get the whole of that which is you – your soul – into your little body. That is done by the expansion of what
you think you are – by expanding your consciousness. It is an ongoing and eternal process as we ascend back to source.

**Consciousness is truly what you are at the core. Consciousness is truly what God is.** All else is only different levels of vibration slowed so we can experience this we think of as reality and become individual fragments of the ONE or God for the collective experience. Bringing as much of that consciousness and light into your physical body is how you expand. That IS the path of mastery.

The fourth ascension initiation is allowing soul to manipulate life for its experiences. It is the Soul that is connected to source and is fed by your life experiences. You are only an incarnation of the soul in human form. People have a very difficult time when soul wants the individual to do one thing but that individual is in his/her ego and not listening and decides to do another. Conflict occurs at that point and lessons are being given to that individual that will continue until that person has recognized what initiates the conflict and surrenders to the soul. That’s a difficult thing to master, Learning to be still, quiet, and meditate is the process of learning to hear what soul is telling you.

Harmony and synchronicities will eventually result when soul is allowed to run one’s life and there will be a smooth experience no matter what else goes on around you in the world. In these End Times when the vibration is increasing and humanity becomes more and more spiritual the old paradigm is collapsing. There is so much chaos. Spirit does not want you to have a problem life unless you are choosing that for yourself by being in ego rather than living life from your heart.

Problems will occur in the lives of all who choose ego as that is part of learning your lessons. In the end times that will be amplified greatly. Being tired of that crap and wanting a better way is the beginning of the mastery process. Allowing spirit to control your life gives you direct connection to source and the Divine Plan. The ego doesn’t understand the divine plan. However, each individual can take as long as they desire to learn that lesson. And it could take a whole additional cycle of 26,000 years for some currently on Earth to learn. About 2,500 more lifetimes of crap before they learn their lessons and come to the next time of
graduation. Although anyone can do it in any lifetime they choose. But right now there is much help as this ascension in en masse.

The fifth ascension initiation is the first one that brings a person into the path of true Ascended Mastery. The transfiguration in one’s physical being begins here. It is most easily defined as the “activation” (NOT OPENING) of the heart chakra. This takes an initiate into Christ Consciousness. When the heart chakra activates the light becomes an intense sensation of LOVE and true bliss which becomes permanent in one’s body. There is NO mistaking it as it feels like a little sun has lit up where the heart used to be.

Basically you have turned on the first of the nuclear power plants within your physical body, and that is when the energy toroid that is activated from the heart increases your energy field by more than 50,000 times... Each additional chakra activated and higher chakra download amplifies the field by 10x. This is an ever and ongoing process all the way back to source. These initiations take time for the body to transform and transfigure as the process unfolds.

In the 5th ascension initiation many things happen. The first is the cessation of the karmic roles and of life death cycles that one has been on throughout their previous incarnations while in Earth School. The individual graduates and becomes a beginner-level Ascended Master. This initiation is the entry into 5th dimensional Christ Consciousness and awareness. That person has begun the return into oneness and finds his/her connection to source. These things no one can do for you – not Jesus, Buddha, Maitreya or any other ascended master. They don’t want to spoil your fun and lessons of Earth School. These masters are in higher vibrational levels and will not be descending into lower 3 or 4D ever again! You must join them in the higher dimensional vibrational levels where they reside if you wish to see them. That’s where this is taking you!

These masters or any Earth-ascended Melchizedek can only tell you and describe the process you must do and complete for yourself. If not now then you will be doing it in the future. There is no better time than right now! You have help.
The 5th level initiate has truly embodied that which they are on a higher level. A connection to All That IS or God is now recognized in a different way than before. The initiate realizes the divinity of all creation and her connection to it. The energy that is in one’s field at that point is so magnified by the activation of the heart chakra that they become a broadcasting station as well as an antennae. They have reached the level of an “Energy Bearer” and are transfiguring not just themselves but the world, planet and people around them. That is when we are truly changing the vibration of Mother Earth and changing our world.

In 2009 there was a call sent forth by Archangel Michael for a minimum number of 8,000 individuals worldwide to activate in this manner. 8,000 is the square root of 1% of the planet’s population of 7 Billion, which is the required number of individuals needed to shift the whole planet’s consciousness for Earth and humanity’s ascension process. This was the “hundredth monkey” effect.

Previously, during the Harmonic Convergence as well as the Opening of the 11:11 Doorway it took a minimum of 144,000 individuals with a focused intent joining in to activate the planet. We were not in our mastery at that point in time but these events began the End Times and the 25 year process of the Great Awakening.

The Harmonic Convergence harmonized those who participated and shifted the Earth’s frequencies back into the 4th dimension, beginning the process of her ascension and humanity’s awakening. The Opening of the 11:11 Doorway allowed the Earth’s vibrations to speed up and has continued since. Humanity’s consciousness began expanding greatly then. There were a million of Archangel Michael’s Legions who were volunteers incarnating on Earth for the purpose of unified focus for those planetary events. This was to make sure 1/8th of them would be awake and aware to participate. The illusion we experience as 3-4D life is that strong on Earth.

The volunteers participating in these events were awake and consciously aware of the process and what Mother Earth was going to go through at that time. They also knew the opposite polarity, the dark side that was in control of Mother Earth. The awakening of humanity has taken a long
time. 2011 is the End of that Great Awakening for humanity, as finally the whole of humanity is now vibrating faster and expanding their consciousness. The End of 2011 is the closing of the 11:11 Doorway.

In the 5th Ascension initiation (as the vibration of the physical being occurs) many shifts begin in the body as the transfiguration process unfolds. The body holds more and more light within itself. The individual’s Merkabah is activated by this 5th initiation.

The Merkabah is the boundary of the Light body and is seen as spinning double-star tetrahedrons. It will be ever expanding as the individual expands and grows in the return to source or God. One of the first things that happens as the vibrations of the physical body speeds up is the body goes through a detox, dropping everything of lower density. That can be very uncomfortable or even painful. For me it was extremely painful and showed up as lower back problems, gout and joint problems. I did not understand what was going on at that time, but I do now as so many other individuals are going through these same things.

Ascension symptoms will be different for each individual and I hope no one goes though that which I experienced. For me though, my ascension process began while Earth was in the 4th dimensional frequencies while I was experiencing 5th dimensional frequencies. Since the beginning of 2011 the 5th dimensional frequencies are manifesting on Earth and I feel like I am finally at home. This process of ascending Mother Earth has been very uncomfortable for me as it has been for many others who came here as volunteers. We were vibrating so much faster in our personal frequencies and no one else was. They felt comfortable in the lower vibrations while it was almost sickening to us. We tried to lower our vibrations by drinking, smoking or drugs… That is one of the things most volunteers had in common trying to lower their vibration to fit in and be normal.

In this incarnation I came in to this body in 1962 but came with a 4th dimensional awakened state, knowing a fragment of my connection to source, remembering what I was here to do. Earth was in a 3rd dimensional state and in one of her darkest periods then. I NEVER felt as if I belonged and wondered why so much on Earth was so very wrong. I
was never comfortable and wondered why I was put here in such misery. This process until now has been a long and arduous journey as we have made the changes occur with Mother Earth necessary for her and humanity’s ascension. **We are there now!**

What happens as the body speeds up and more light comes in to the physical form is that each atom vibrates faster than previously. The feeling of expansion is like a shot of caffeine or amphetamines. It is like speed as one goes through this process. It is very much like a drug, one which the person wants more of as they increase their frequency and even more of this sensation occurs. As I look back on my own younger years and that too of the situation on a global scale, I realize that humanity’s doing drugs was the search for this feeling – looking for this memory of ecstasy which I presently experience. This sensation is the norm now. All of these drugs were mimicking the sensations of the body as the chakras activate.

That is what so many individuals doing drugs are looking for. It is the sensation of home, the memory of the bliss one feels when connected to source and who they truly are. When activated it is a permanent state of bliss, and of LOVE in the highest levels, and unconditional for all that is. Description of this experience is difficult to explain to another who has not experienced it themselves. But I can say it is like the feeling of being IN LOVE, except this sensation is never ending. Originally as I went through the 1st stages of my 5th initiation I called it a “never ending cosmic orgasm.” That really is a good description.

When the body begins to detox in the 5th initiation it is very important to watch what one intakes as food, chemicals or the vibrations of others, and their environment. All of these things are a part of one’s diet of vibration. All of these things cause toxicity in the physical and emotional body that WILL be and must be cleared out.

Detox can be very uncomfortable. Detoxing and the reason it is happening is like being on a merry-go-round. When you are centered at the axis it is a smooth ride as you spin and spiral faster and faster. On the outer edge is where the gravity of centrifuge is trying to sling you away from that spinning center. The same thing is going on in your body as you
increase vibration. All the lower energies and lower density inhabiting your body will be thrown away as you increase your frequency and add light into your field. All distractions, no matter what they are, must be dealt with. Clearing karma and old thought patterns are as important as the foods you eat. Removing the cords connecting you to others choosing to remain in the old karmic illusion must be done. These can even be individuals for whom you have had great love.

As you increase your light and vibration you become a radio receiver transmitter on a much higher level. You broadcast higher vibrations. You will find at this point that many individuals who were in your life drop away as their vibration no longer matches yours. Their vibration can actually feel sickening to you as you increase and their vibration remains low and yours goes ever higher. Don’t worry. Everyone here is on the Ascended Mastery path sooner or later. That is what Earth School is all about. You will be the guides of those you have loved so in the future if you choose. We are all helping each other up that stairway to heaven. No one will be left behind although they may not come this ascension period.

At this level you realize your true divinity and your direct connection to Source. This direct connection allows you the information you need. There is no one to follow. The time for following gurus and masters is gone! Only follow yourself as you master you. You have embodied your true being. Let your higher self control your life. Life then becomes very magical as synchronicities flow readily. That IS your new way of being. You have actually completely surrendered to spirit and to helping initiate the Divine Plan as a conscious participant.

Your focus from then on is to increase your light and expand your being. The illusion and those things around you lose your focus of attention. At this level one really turns inside to where truth is. The focus becomes almost continuously on the elevation of one’s frequency and light. There is nothing in the 3-4D world that is more satisfying than this increase of light around you... Truly it’s better than all those things we have loved here on Earth as a human including food, sex, drugs, or even rock n roll. The illusion fades as the real world is now being experienced. I know that
is difficult for one who has not made it to this level to comprehend. Here you knowingly create your reality and the experience of the illusion.

I guess at this point it is time to state that 3rd dimension is a complete disconnection from source. God is thought to be exterior of you. You don’t realize your power of creation and that you are actually the one in control of that which you manifest into your illusion. 4th dimension is the knowing of your connection to source. The astral levels are in the 4th dimension. It is where spirits reside between lifetimes and is where mediums work. Spiritual warfare occurs on this level and that is where many of the lower ETs currently reside. One learns to use the 4th dimensional internal awareness here like a radar detector. It is like knowing when a policeman is over the hill as you’re speeding down the highway. You sense it without any mechanical devices. You go over that hill and see him just as you felt. When this happens you are experiencing the 4D astral. Intuition is on all levels but really begins in the 4D experience. 5D is embodying who you truly are and knowing you are creating your reality... It is the beginning of Christ Consciousness. You realize your true and divine God self and allow that to rule what you experience, knowingly playing your part in the divine plan.

The 6th Ascension Initiation is the activation of the 7 major physical chakras. In doing so, you enter a state of 6th dimensional awareness and are now playing on a Galactic Level, rather than a solar level which you can attune to. Many individuals coming in to volunteer were already connected to this Galactic level receiving Galactic Federation messages or messages from the Archangels and Ascended Masters but not really knowing who they were as the veil of life was pulled in front of them. This veil of forgetfulness is on all incarnates in the lower dimensions. It is part of the lower dimensional experience. We ALL have to find our way back to source in this game.

Many of the volunteers incarnating for Earth’s ascension got caught in the illusion and lost their way. They fell into the illusion and forgot their mission and why they were here. Of the 1 million of Archangel Michael’s Legions of Light who were volunteers and are considered the “first wave”, a group of indigos who began incarnating about 1960 for their
mission joining together for the Harmonic Convergence (1987) and to
Open the 11:11 Doorway (1992) for planetary ascension, only 1/8 were
expected to remember and to be awake and aware at that time. This was
because the illusion of Earth was so strong. People get caught up in
thinking (ego) that it is reality when indeed that IS the illusion... Even the
ones incarnating with higher vibrations had problems... I certainly have
had my own.

The illusion switched the understanding of what was real and what is
illusion, to opposites. Many incarnates lowered their vibrations such that
they fully went into their heads, into ego mode and forgot they
connection to spirit. They became trapped in the illusion. That is and can
be a trap for anyone choosing to come to help until the frequencies on
Earth increased and these newest generations of children began
incarnating. They have more of their memories and spiritual abilities
intact. That is because these new children, starseeds, crystal children,
and golden ones are incarnating at much higher vibrations in their body.
This could only happen with Earth now being in a higher vibration as she
ascends. These new children remember their powers, and are usually in
their own world different from those in caught in the ego illusion. They
are in their hearts and own little worlds. So society drugs them and
dumbs them down as it does not realize what is going on here at this
time. Well, on the other hand, those Illuminati playing in the upper 4th
dimensional realms indeed do know what’s going on with this ascension
process.

As one goes through the 6th initiation and all of the original 7 chakras
activate, between that and the 7th ascension initiation there will be 7
layers of higher chakra downloads. It will expand your light, growing like
rings on a tree. There are 49 total in this process. In addition, the
Ascension Chakra at the top of the spine back of the head activates.

Many minor chakras will activate all over the body. Each of these higher
downloads or minor chakra activations also increase the light by a factor
of 10 times. Each minor chakra feels like the intensity of the major
chakras (like the heart) when they too activate. The physical body is
literally turning into Light as all this occurs. You sense the light. You feel
as if you are turning into a star. Individuals who see auras in color come to you and say you are dancing in rainbows as the light in your torrid and Merkabah increases so. You feel it and it is the treasure you value most. Nothing else is so important any longer and you realize this is the greatest gift ever in the whole universe. You are returning to source and really lighting up the world! You glow and it shows!

This particular 6th initiation takes the longest time because of the effect it has on the physical body. If one were to rush it the body simply would burn up. Your body would die as it cannot be done instantly. The frequencies the body is adjusting to are just too high. This is the longest of the ascension initiations as I have experienced as the transfiguration of the body really occurs here. Much detoxing is going on, and I found it was better for me to go to a strict macrobiotic diet. More toxins will be thrown out of the body and much discomfort will occur if you were like me – full of chemicals from the work, diet, drinking and partying I had previously done. I have indeed enjoyed this life and existence. What a fun trip experiencing all I could! But, eventually I had to pay for it.

Since I began the 6th initiation my density has dropped such that I went from 280 lbs and even without working out every day to this day I weigh 200 lbs... I went through times that were almost crippling as I detoxed. All pains and illnesses I had experienced as I was detoxing have now leveled out. My body is clean, but that took years to complete. I share with others this experience so that they know why they will be experiencing such problems as their body shifts becoming ever lighter. It can hurt! Expect it, and don’t do drugs trying to fix what hurts... Those drugs and pain killers too will have to be detoxed. It is part of the process, and nothing can be input that can remain... All toxins must go!

The 7th Ascension Initiation is when the original 7 chakras which are perpendicular to the Antakarana shifts to a vertical positioning. The Antakarana or Life Cord connects you from the core of Mother Earth to Source from whence you came. It is a conduit for information and is like a telephone line. This is how you descended from source and is how you get your information from the higher levels. As these chakras turn to a
vertical position, it is an amazing sensation and when experienced you realize your ascension column for the first time.

Many old paintings of Angels depict the Ascension Column around that Angel. This is a very real thing which everyone on this path will experience. One’s dimensional awareness again increases a notch as the consciousness expands. As the initiate looks back they can see the path clearly from this vantage point and understand why they had gone through these various seemingly difficult experiences. The lessons one has learned all lead to the simplicity that must be obtained before this level of awareness can be experienced.

Why did Jesus and Buddha as well as most other prophets wander around? You will understand when you reach this level. What seemed complicated now becomes rather simple as one can easily attune to the Akashic Records for any information necessary for experience. You can quickly have answers to whatever you want to know when you attune to the Akashic or learn to shift your consciousness up to the Melchizedek chakra. It’s called raising your awareness. But that can be done in the lower dimensional awareness prior to this initiation too. It is all a process of how to.

The 7th initiation is the end of the “Solar” initiations where the individual advances from the training found in this solar system. From that point on you are in service on a Galactic Level until those initiations are complete and you go to a Melchizedek Universal Level. There are many individuals incarnate on Earth now who are Melchizedeks and know it. They incarnated for the ascension of Earth and humanity. A Melchizedek is one who has ascended before and has surpassed the Galactic initiations into the higher Universal Initiations, which we all will eventually do. Everyone on Earth is in reality an Ascended Master, having ascended on other planets before incarnating on Earth. As they increase their vibrations, and ascend now, the memories will come as the veil of forgetfulness drops. You feel it, see it, and know it but it is all on the inside. We are working our way into a state of full consciousness remembering all that we are and have been. That’s coming for everyone.
As one surpasses the 7th initiation into the 8th, a person truly realizes the ONENESS as they are on the Galactic Level of consciousness. To take the 8th initiation one has to be completely of service to the Divine Plan. They can no longer be service to self. At this time the Ascension of Mother Earth and as many who choose to do so of humanity is what is happening. That is what 2012 is all about. What many individuals don’t realize is they are representatives, ambassadors of other civilizations in other star systems throughout the universe. All humans are Extra Terrestrials ETs themselves but don’t remember. Their civilization is ascending too through their life experiences here on Earth. The whole of this universe is currently under the ascension process as Earth in her own return from duality into ONENESS. Wholeness is at the center of this focus out of duality. This is why what is happening on Earth at this time is so important. **We are ascending the whole universe!** We are ALL from somewhere else, representing other civilizations of the Universe. We are the strongest of the strong here on Earth to experience and pull her up and out of duality together. Remember?

The 8th initiation feels as if the ascension column is forming into a giant bubble of light. This bubble of Light goes from the root chakra to the crown like an expanded toroid of weighty light. The Light seems more dense as it fills in. Later in the 9th initiation this bubble will expand from below the feet to way above the head and out to the edges of the Merkabah, becoming even more dense. The light surrounding you seems more round rather than a column as experienced in the 7th initiation. A sensation of becoming a star is felt and experienced by the individual. The Merkabah is so full of light it is simply indescribable to another who has not yet experienced this level. The sensation of breathing and exhaling light is strong. Of course you can taste the light as you begin the 5th initiation. Energy just flows as you surf the waves. What you sense, what you understand and comprehend is so far beyond anything previously experienced that one cannot tell another.

This 8th initiation was only achieved here on Earth in this past year since we began aligning with the Galactic Center. Each of these initiations could not occur until the vibration on Earth had been lifted and her light was increased. As it does the initiation process expands to even higher levels.
Earth herself is getting ready to birth into a star – believe it or not. We are going too and some will go even farther, not stopping in the 5th dimensional state for long. Those not stopping remember the promise before this incarnation that we can go all the way back to Source from the lowest dimension to the highest, all at this same time of universal ascension. That has never been accomplished before. Do you remember that promise? I do! If you do, do your work now, as that all must be completed before this coming shift. Accomplishing these things in the lower densities are the signs of the master. What is done on the spiritual levels in the higher dimensions is easy. **Doing it in these lower densities are where the real accomplishments are made.**

When one has taken the 8th initiation the level of awareness becomes aligned with the Elohim. These are the master creators of the illusion in this universe. They exist in the 7th, 8th and 9th dimensions of creation or the levels of the Elohim and creation. These are the levels where the Divine Plan is brought into physical existence, thought slows to light, then sound, then slows even more to form the lower dimensional levels of tangible reality of this illusion.

Once the 8th initiation is taken they very consciously work with the Divine Plan on these levels of awareness. Conscious Co-creation is happening here on those “universal” levels. Yes it is going on in the Galactic but this level of awareness is actually on the universal level, just played out in the Galactic, and Solar levels as the conscious thought of Divine Plan and its vibration and light is slowed and formed into the lower dimensional material states of matter. Consciousness is the highest state of vibration, slowed to light, slowed to sound, and into matter. All is nothing more than rates of vibration slowed from consciousness so it can be experienced by us descending/ascending souls and other fragments of source in the elemental, plant and animal kingdoms. **All is Vibration. All is Holy Spirit. All is consciousness.**

These various initiations each increase the Light Quotient of the initiate. That is the how-to’s of the Game. It is all about how much light and frequency you can hold. How much you can activate. In the past before Earth’s frequencies increased these initiations could not be taken as they
can be now. That was impossible as initiates would be increasing the frequency of Earth if they did, and Earth School would not be able to happen as we have experienced it. As we increase our personal light quotient within our field we also increase that of everyone coming into our field. That increases the consciousness levels of those who come into contact with our vibrations. I was put on Earth in one of the densest areas in North America because of the vibration I naturally hold. It was not fun but was my mission.

Before 1992, the astral 4th dimensional level was about as high as one could achieve and remain on Earth. Yes, there have been masters who have always been leading the way but the vibrational level and light they held did not match, and they could remain only for so long without shifting all the others around them. If they did, then humanity would not complete their cycles of experience in duality which we came to play in. So these masters like Jesus, Buddha, Krishna and so on came to remind humanity of the oneness we needed to eventually return to. Then they would leave. They came about every thousand years to different parts of humanity and at a time of crisis, to show us the way. This time there are literally millions of individuals who are experiencing the Christ Consciousness as we join together in this ascension process. There has never before been so many masters reincarnating on Earth at the same time.

1992, the vibrations of Mother Earth increased with the Opening of the 11:11 Doorway such that any humans on the Ascension path could activate their heart chakras, the 5th initiation and remain on Earth. Before this time that was not possible. About 1999 with the planet’s frequency increasing because of the 11:11 Gate activations, the 6th ascension initiations could be taken, but no higher could one rise because Earth’s frequency levels were still not such as they could remain here on Earth. It was also very uncomfortable to do so, increasing to higher vibrations physically, before Earth had.

Many of the recent transmissions from Galactic Federation are discussing the density or lower vibrations feeling so very uncomfortable to them in the higher 5th dimensions and above, even at this current time of the
end of 2011. It is not easy to be alive and of high vibration and in this process as Earth’s frequencies are still so low — until now. The Galactic Federation constantly sends us reminders of thanks as we do what we do in the heavy and extremely dense vibrations.

It was not until December 21, 2010 when Earth and our Solar System entered the edge of the Galactic Center and began being beamed heavily by the photon belt, along with having so many awakened individuals going through their individual ascension process that the 7th initiation and higher could be taken. And those initiates can now continue their process and remain on Earth throughout the coming cycle. The Earth is now at a frequency where the 8th through 22nd initiations can occur. It is quite an interesting time to be incarnate and ALIVE! Never before has this happened.

These Ascended Master Initiations described here have only been accomplished on Earth during these past 20 years. Ascended Masters previously entered dimensions parallel to this one when they activated, and could not be seen by those of the 3 and 4D realms. It is similar to what was written in the Celestine Prophecies. It is only now that we can accomplish this in our lives while remaining here as Earth too transitions. So many individuals are ascending now that is bringing forth the Ascension of Mother Earth. That is what the volunteers or Archangel Michael’s Legions of Light came to do. That is now occurring.

Prior to 2009 when literally thousands of masters began their ascension process it was stated that in all 4 previous worlds, in what was termed as previous mass ascensions, there had been a total of only 8000 individuals who had completed that process. That is total, and in all the previous times of ascension on Earth. In 2009, to begin this “planetary” ascension process of Mother Earth it took that many individuals awake and aware on Earth to begin the process. It began with those individuals’ own ascension which in turn and in mass of numbers lights up and ascends Mother Earth. We light her up as we become the energy bearers and the super-charged conduits walking on her surface.

There were several Kryon messages channeled a few years ago and even to the United Nations where Kryon states that there will be another
group of 144,000 coming by 2012. These are the ones who are completing their series of Ascension Initiations as stated here. They are changing this planet. I am certain this number has been surpassed already as tens of millions of individuals are waking up now and ascending. When you do have mass ascension as this going on now, like dominos falling, the rest of humanity must follow. It is a process of Light and frequency and how one holds it in their physical being. We each – everyone on Earth – will sooner or later go through this process of ascension, whether we are ready for it this cycle or not.

I am grateful to be on this journey of remembering with those of you reading this. I am so thankful for that which I have learned and experienced in this incarnation and in my previous lives here on Earth. I ascended during Atlantis as the deluge was happening. I remember the wave a mile or more high coming at me as I looked up at it in amazement.

We are soon to go through this next ascension cycle with a dimensional shift while on Mother Earth. She and all who remain with here will be rapidly ascending back to source from there. Many of us will remain there in the 5th world, the center world of balance, while many will go home to the civilizations around the universe where they came from, and to their star families while others of us will complete what has never been done and go all the way back to Source. This is a journey from the lowest and most dense of dimensions back to the highest. This blazes the trail for all others in the future to follow. In my opinion there is no greater feat that can be accomplished! All is all a personal choice and free will is given to each and every soul, for their own soul's growth.

Thank you for being you! We are ONE!
Heart Chakra Activation

The Heart Chakra activation is by far the greatest of all the Earth initiations. This is the spiritual transition from the 3-4D world into the 5th Dimension. It is the first step into ascended mastery, which, once taken and anchored, makes you a beginner ascended master. It marks the transition from the exterior world of ego ~ fear ~ (head) into the interior world of love ~ trust ~ (heart), which is a never-ending and eternal journey into who you truly are.

I have channeled other messages from my Higher Self (which in truth I now embody). But to explain the journey of my transition and transfiguration I must return to a personal experience I had. I am in “both worlds” as I tell this experience, as it does require me to return to a time when I was in my state of change.

As I look back to what has happened in my life I realize that at each stage of development I see things from my past in different ways, and understand more of the experience as I grow. This allows me to describe the experience in different ways - in ways I could not even a year ago.

Many are activating their heart chakras now, and each has a different story. I am now certain of the truth that there are as many different ways to activate – to climb the stairway to heaven – as there are individuals that are, have ever been or will ever be on the path. It is a certainty that everyone on the way home will go through an individual process.

Activating the heart chakra brings a sensation of perpetual bliss. It is experiencing the flame of Spirit in your heart and expanding it into a small nuclear power plant. It is about radiating light - energy - into the world, universe and everything in existence. You become an energy bearer when you reach this stage of ascension. You affect not only your life but the vibration of all existence. You step into the role of a conscious creator, never to return to 3D. You realize the game is about your connection to Source within yourself. From there you discover that indeed all existence is within you. The exterior world may be a trigger but the answers you discover lie within.
The Love Portal To Heart Activation

The way I activated my heart chakra was through being in love. I had a wonderful relationship that broke down the wall of emotions I had built around my heart. I was triggered into activation by the love I shared with one I was shown via memories was my twin flame. We went our separate ways after our contract was fulfilled. During our time together we had different experiences that expanded our mutual soul.

Twin flames are not necessarily supposed to remain together unless they choose the same path. What many don’t realize about the experience of falling in love is what actually happens. I will do my best to explain.

Falling in love is actually an external trigger experienced with another which allows the heart to experience love for Self. That exterior trigger (if not turned within) causes you to fall out of love (the heart) back into the 3-4D of ego and head. The love vibration is lost when it moves from the heart space into the head. Although the shift from heart to head seems to be “up” it is, in reality, a falling in vibration.

The fall of Atlantis and the human species was a fall in vibration. Ascension is a lifting up of vibration. The key to activating the heart – using “being in love” as a trigger – is to realize the interaction with another is to allow the individual to love him/herself. You are using the expression of love with another to open the self up.

If two individuals continue on the same path then they may use each other to further their personal activations. But if they split apart and go their separate ways, if the vibration is remembered, and that is what love is – a vibration – then it can be used to further activate the heart chakra.

In reality anything can be used to trigger this vibration. A memory can work. Love for your children, God, Nature, a pet, or even yourself. But as love for self is the ultimate goal there are different types of love for self. If it is ego or vanity based then that will not work.

Love Takes Different Forms

I guess I should explain there are at least two ways to love, one from the head (lust, need and necessity) and the other from the heart. Most
individuals experience love from the head. They desire love to replace other things missing in their life.

To love from the heart, even when there is no external trigger, simply focus on your heart and you will experience that higher vibration of love, that feeling of pure bliss. When you focus that vibration in your heart for a period of time the heart chakra activates. A sensation of pure ecstasy begins that signals the heart chakra has activated.

I have told others it felt as if I had birthed a little sun where my heart used to be. I have stated it is like a small nuclear power plant. Others laughed as I described it as a perpetual cosmic orgasm, which, as I look back is a pretty good description. But that is only the beginning as sooner or later, all other chakras will activate, and that cosmic orgasm grows to ever higher intensities of sensation. Activation of the heart chakra is only the beginning.

**The Activation Process**

Now there is a process to follow as you move your focus from head to heart. If you meditate you may have discovered that sacred place in the heart called the heart of hearts. Inside the heart a doorway exists to the universe you perceive around you. You go in to get out, if that makes sense.

You do not need to be in love to trigger the opening of this doorway. In meditation you find that sacred place in the heart by shifting your consciousness to your heart. When your consciousness connects with that “sacred heart” you will feel your heart flutter. It may skip a beat. You may feel an instant rise in your physical frequency or a sensation of ecstasy. It may even frighten you if you are a beginner as this is such an unusual sensation when it occurs. The key is finding that trigger and learning how to remain centered and focused there. The same feeling occurs when you use love for another to flip that switch.

Yes. There is a switch in that sacred heart space. What you have to do is turn that switch on. Simply feel love. Remaining focused on that space primes the pump. It’s putting fuel in the carburetor to fire up the engine. When you consciously focus and activate your heart chakra you realize it
is not your first time. You experience memories of home, of what it is like in the higher dimensions from where your soul originates.

There is a sensation of feeling drugged when you truly connect with Source. In the past it was said this sensation could not be permanent, but that is not my experience. *It can be and that is what we are here to do if you desire mastery!* It is the beginning of reconnection and whatever speed you choose to elevate your consciousness from that point is up to you. How quickly or slowly you progress relates to the amount of time you put into your heart-centered focus and intent.

I have observed many looking for a way out – doing drugs, drinking, smoking or using others to make themselves feel good. They were actually looking for the sensation experienced inside when you finally activate your chakras. Drugs bring the same sensations you experience permanently when you activate the heart. *It is home!*

We all have these memories of home - the connection we experience upon activation that we were looking for from an external source (from the illusion rather than truth). *The truth is only found within.* All exterior is the illusion created from within.

Remember, you create your own reality by your thought and emotion. Ascended mastery is mastery of the vibrations which create the illusion from within your self. *You are the creator of your illusion!* Ascended mastery is all about activating your energy body to give more power to creating your illusion. It is as simple and easy as realizing your role in the creative process and realigning with your Source of Power – your Heart.

*Turning inside is key.* You realize your exterior illusion is a direct result of your interior reality. You learn the best way to proceed is to go ever deeper inside, deeper into that which is what you truly are - an eternal being of consciousness, of vibration - and follow your interior connection homeward to Source. From Source you are connected to *All That Is* - every atom and component in all existence. All existence works with you in harmony as you master vibrations and ask your Inner Being to join you. That is manifestation. Mastery of the vibrations around you and the creation of exactly what you wish to manifest is then possible. The path
of ascension is about being awake and consciously co-creating experience. At some point all must walk this path.

Everything in existence is vibration - Holy Spirit. All are working their way back to Source by having experiences that feed the Akash or Mind of God.

**Let’s Recap This Important Process**

First you must *focus on love* in that sacred space within your heart until you feel a sensation of bliss. Next you must *maintain the focus* for a period of time and dedicate yourself to your Self. Remember you are God in training!

*I Am That I Am!*

When you realize that *inside is the only reality*, that *inside* is what creates the external world there is little point in focusing anymore on the external. Meditation becomes 24/7 as you turn within. Meditation is how you devote time to Source. By focusing internally for periods of time your consciousness expands and frequency encodings unlock. The key to success is your devotion to doing this – the amount of time spent. Why do anything else when all else is illusion? In an amazingly short time of concentrated focus your heart chakra will activate.

In past years (due to Mother Earth’s lower frequency) it took much longer to accomplish this activation. In the past Ascended Masters often spent entire lifetimes activating their chakras due to earth’s lower dense vibrations. Once activated these masters could no longer remain in 3D because their vibrations were too high. Stories of them physically ascending are common in all holy books.

As Earth is now vibrating faster those activating the heart chakra can remain in 3D. However once you complete the 6th initiation (the activation of all the original 7 major chakras) you do have a choice to leave the planet. At this time all undertaking these initiations are being asked to remain on Earth and serve as conduits channeling these higher frequencies into Mother Earth and raising the vibrations for an ascending humanity group soul.
Once you activate your heart (and other) chakras your next task is to make the activation permanent. All higher downloads into the physical body must be “anchored” to make them permanent. This requires remaining focused on the higher energies swirling around the particular chakra until the activation becomes permanent.

This process took a very long time for those who achieved activation before Earth was aligned with the Galactic Center. In times past it may have taken an entire lifetime to activate a single chakra. Since the Harmonic Convergence and entry into the 4th dimension the time it takes to activate all chakras and graduate through the series of ascended mastery initiations has been compressed.

It took me years to activate my heart chakra as I had to relearn (remember) the process encoded into my being. I was sidelined by events in the late 1980s that shifted me away from my heart back into my head. For me it became a back and forth volley for about 15 years. During that time I completely forgot how to do what I am explaining to you here. I share my experience with you so you may get it more easily and, in so doing, accelerate humanity’s timeline for ascension.

**The Ascension Ladder**

I wish you could see the big picture of the Divine Plan from my point of view. Together we are ascending not just humanity and Mother Earth. We are ascending the entire Universe.

*We are doing this!* What took me years to accomplish I see others recently awakened do in months. I see many who were totally asleep in 2009 awakening to what is going on around them. They are shifting their focus inward, activating themselves and going through this entire process in a year or less.

However, there is far more to go through in the overall ascension process. On the universal level we undertake more than 350 activations in our training to become Creator gods and finding our way back to Source. Heart chakra activation is #5 - entry into the 5th dimension and the end of the karmic cycle of life and death. It begins the transfiguration
process as the light, energy, prana, life force transforms the physical body. But this transfiguration takes time.

This light energy is very potent! It is the basis of consciousness. You become a Self generator of light. Initially, you receive light to aid you from the universe, ascended masters, archangels, guides, your higher self, soul monad or so on. This process is a bit like learning to walk and reaching the stage when you no longer need to be held upright by the adults. They remove their support and let you walk on your own.

Between the 6th activation of the 7 original chakras and the 7th initiation (the 7 higher chakra downloads of those 7 original chakras) you activate the ascension chakra. To accomplish this the chakras within your body rotate 90 degrees (from horizontal to vertical) within an expanded ascension column (Antakarana or Life Cord). After this occurs you become a Self generator of light with no further need of assistance.

Heart Chakra activation is the first initiation into ascended mastery. You may consider yourself a baby ascended master upon its successful activation. You are now aware of your divinity. Those who have attained before you love seeing you succeed for it expands creation! You receive much love and gratitude from your elders on the ascension path for your decision to awake your divine consciousness and the inward focus that allowed you to shift into a higher way of being.

2012 is now upon us. The first expanded wave of humanity undertaking the 5th initiation occurred in late 2009. Since then much has occurred in terms of Earth’s vibrational shift. That first wave consisted of approximately 8,000 individuals. These sent out ripples into humanity that initiated the ascension process in earnest. In fact these activations have been on-going for thousands of years. However, the activation of so many individuals at the same time precipitated the energies to begin mass ascension. The more people who join in the greater the wave.

The second wave occurred in spring / summer 2010 during the Gulf Oil spill (BP’s bottomless pit), described in Revelations 9 and the 7th sign of the Hopi prophecy. That event activated hundreds of thousands of individuals globally. By summer 2011 the ripples of those activated in
2010 caused tens of millions to activate worldwide. As we enter 2012 (the end of the great awakening and closure of the 11:11 doorway) there is one final mass group of humanity who are choosing to go through this process. The activation still takes time though it is much quicker than ever before in Earth history.

**The Physical Vehicle**

Transfiguration of the physical being cannot be done in an instant. What is occurring is the equivalent of being put inside a pot of water that is comfortably warm when you get in but, over time, increasing to the point of boiling as earth’s vibration increases. The slower the rate of vibration as you enter the water the more comfortable the experience. However, Mother Earth’s vibration is increasing rapidly as more of us light up. Soon it will be quite uncomfortable for all who do not join the ascension spiral.

Years ago many said 2012 will be the time of separation between those choosing ascension and those choosing to remain in karmic 3-4D worlds. This separation is now occurring between those choosing to do the inner work to ascend with the planet and those choosing not to. The latter will not be able to handle Earth’s increased vibration. They will continue to experience the cycles of life, death and karma until the next ascension cycle occurs but not on this Earth.

2012 is the time of culling. Life on Earth is a learning experience for soul mastery. The soul is eternal. You can release all attachments to those around you whom you love for they will make the choice to graduate from 3D when they are ready. In any event the soul you know as parent, child, brother, sister or friend is only an aspect in this incarnational illusion. If a soul is not complete with its 3D experience it is not a bad thing for it to choose to remain in the lower vibrations and gain further 3-4th dimensional experiences.

Right now, however, is the **time of choice.** We are now down to the final group to go through this process and it represents the greatest mass of humanity to ever go through this process at one time. Prior to 2009 it is said that in other “mass ascensions” only 8,000 completed the process. There are literally tens of millions now. This time, however, we are ascending an entire universe. We each are ambassadors representing
diverse ET civilizations who are also ascending through our experiences. Everyone on Earth now is a representative of specific star families. This is why the choice you make is so very important at this time. Fortunately, the civilization you represent is not stuck in the lower dimensions if you chose to remain yourself. They still benefit from your experience.

It is, in the final analysis, a personal choice for each individual. You are the indeed creator god in your life!
Cutting Cords, Clearing Energies & Raising Consciousness Levels

The ability to take fears, your separation/ego and shift that into love resonating from your heart – learning to live/think/feel from your heart – is one of the greatest tests we have in our ascension process at this level. A person can indeed activate the heart chakra while still experiencing remnants of fear and ego. I know this from personal experience. Mastering this, truly understanding that you are an eternal being connected to One Creator Source is your key to ascension. All else is illusion, for on the highest level, you are All That Is! I am All That Is! We are connected! I am you as you are me.

What we see occurring as the final part of Great Awakening is global transformation, a transfiguration and refinement of individual souls who have chosen the path of ascension. This is happening on a global scale as never before. Everything that’s happening is affecting each and every individual consciousness on Earth. On a larger scale, what is happening is affecting the entire Universe. There is a purging of old negative energies for those who have chosen to ascend (quicken vibration). This is refining your being back to who you truly are! Be thankful for these experiences. Learn to master these experiences as they occur in your life. Your sword’s steel is now being tempered and honed!

As you no doubt already know your every thought and emotion controls this illusion that manifests as the experience you call life. In New Earth’s physical 5D world your thought, emotion and focused intent manifests instantly. The New Earth is much the same as this present Earth but with far less density and far higher vibration.

Many are now experiencing this shift in their personal lives. For those who have reached the new 5th dimensional vibration the lowered density and higher vibration have made our lives very magical as we step in to who we truly are.

For those who have not chosen ascension the intensity of personal negativity as well as the illusion they have created is maximizing fully now. That experience of negativity increases as we move closer to the
center-point of the 2012 vortex and time continues to compress. The illusion each soul has created magnifies and amplifies in the coming months.

**What Happens As The 3D Matrix Collapses**

To souls around the world it appears everything is collapsing. But in truth the apparent collapse is refining and bringing into awareness what your soul has chosen to experience.

There are many vantage points from which to view what is happening. *How you observe and experience the collapse determines the experience and emotions you have.* How you look at the changes is a personal choice that helps to create your experience. From an ascension perspective the soil must be tilled before the seeds of New Earth can grow. That is the apparent chaos you see. So don’t be alarmed! It’s a good thing!

Some Lightworkers still have not understood this. They feel uneasy as the old system collapses. In America we see new restrictive laws being created like NDAA, SOPA, H.R. 3166 (The Enemy Expatriation Act). We experience global economic collapse, chemtrails, the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, and blah, blah, blah. These must be exposed for what they are and shown to the world so we can see what has been created, what has been allowed to be created, as well as what we don’t wish to have around in our future. This is all part of the unfolding divine plan.

When you observe what is going on from a higher level you realize all has been designed so we can experience our own personal heaven or hell. Notice how each and every person you meet is getting either brighter or more entangled depending on how the individual chooses to observe experience. *It is your choice what you choose to experience.* You cannot appreciate the light if you have not experienced the dark.

The “key” to an easy ascension experience is to move from ego/head into your heart, growing in love for All That IS. Fear operates from the head. It is primarily fear of change. Ego observes and thinks fearful thoughts about the collapsing illusion. Being heart centered is about “feeling” your energy field. Fear has no place in the heart. That lower vibration of negativity must be completely dissolved if you desire ascension.
This energy refinement is all part of the ascension process which we must
go through. It is unlikely those who are half-hearted in focus and personal
desire to ascend will enter the higher realms. These will likely remain in
the 3rd and 4th dimensional illusion.

When you absolutely know you are creating this illusion and desire to
manifest perfection in your life then you must let go of fear. It is the only
way to shift fully into 5D.

**The Universe Cannot Be Played For A Fool**

Each of us has the ability to fool ourselves (and others) about having
done the work to release 3D. That is ego. We can look brave to others
and appear to be fully heart-centered while in fact we are not. In
actuality we only fools ourselves. It is only appearance – outside, the
illusion. No matter how good an actor we are we may fool ourselves but
we cannot fool the universe!

*It is all about vibration and frequency.* We must equal the frequency of
the dimension we choose to experience. Remember the old saying, “You
cannot fool Mother Nature!” With ascension nothing is truer than this!
This experience of the world collapsing is designed to kick anyone who is
“fooling themselves” back into the lower vibrations. Only you know the
truth of what is truly in you. Only *you* can do your inner Christing. No one
else can do it for you!

So, be honest with yourself! Complete heart-felt honesty is directly
related to the vibrational level one may achieve. *Love*, whole complete
and full truth is required to obtain the highest vibrational levels one can
reach. Always be truthful when you speak as you are sending out the
vibrations of manifestation. You are playing against God, All That Is.
Remember that always! You are playing against yourself and the ego self
will always lose as it comes from the lower illusion!

An untruth or deception always shows in one’s aura and light just as you
feel it or can hear it in spoken word! Purity within your field is essential
for obtaining the highest vibrations. Integrity is the highest virtue used as
a tool in maintaining one’s Light quotient!
If you are still reading this message you do so because you realize the need to make the effort and learn how to become a Christed Being of Light! Help is always available from the universe if you ask. Be sincere and just ask/pray. Then patiently wait and observe. Take time to listen and/or meditate.

Every soul will go through this ascension process, if not now, at some time in the distant future. Of course there are many who want to be brave and do this process alone, as a baby learning to walk. They say, “Let me go, mommy, daddy. I can do this on my own.” That’s the way I feel from time to time. When you undertake the ascension process in this manner you connect more directly to Source, and become more focused on listening to the messages you receive through your higher Self.

On the other hand many will indeed need help. However you must ask for it. Nothing is ever done to us or for us. We create our own experience. St. Germaine, Archangel Michael, Your Higher Self, Jesus, Buddha, or any ascended master we personally relate to, can be called upon to come to our aid.

Learn to use St. Germain’s Violet Flame (Ray) to cleanse the negative energies.

**The Rays In Creation**

Many have heard of or are using the rays to assist in the ascension process. Originally (before the 1980s) there were only 7 rays available for use. Now 12 Rays are being projected to Earth and available for use. I will not go into that here as that is a book in itself. Much is online for your study of this subject.

However, in summary, the rays are tools, each having a different colored light, vibration and properties. Each color ray can be used with focused intent. It is almost like painting a picture. The rays help to out-picture the illusion, to highlight details we might otherwise overlook in this illusion we experience and call life. Many are mastering the use of these rays. I highly recommend learning about the rays if you would like to consciously manifest your own illusion.
In this life illusion, what you “feel” or sense around you are the energies in your aura. Your chakras help to create and grow your aura. That is why it is important to activate and expand the chakra system, to make your aura, light body or Merkabah as large and filled with light as you can. The feeling you sense is the vibration you yourself create along with that is merging from others vibrational fields. There are a myriad of vortexes that are all affecting each of our fields. Ascension mastery is the mastery of those vibrations we experience.

*All That Is* (God) is simply the One collective consciousness. You are an individual fragment of that Whole collective consciousness expressing your individual creation, your manifestation. *All That Is* contains the highest and best expression of all that we are.

Simply put, consciousness is vibration. That consciousness or vibration is slowed and manifests into what we see as the universe and experience as the dimensions. It is conscious thought with the intent of the Divine Plan back of it.

**Life Consists Of Frequencies And Vibrations**

What you feel around yourself (your fragment of the whole collective consciousness) is a variety of frequencies and vibrations. These vibrations impact your aura - your magnetic field (also known as the light body or Merkabah). In the ascension process you must learn to keep your aura complete and whole, intact and not leaking. You don’t want your (light) ship to have holes in its hull! If it does it may not be able to sail into the 5th dimension.

Being whole - not fractured in your aura, light body, or Merkabah - is what keeps you feeling strong, light, and powerful. Your aura or light body contains a vast amount of light. This light is the raw energy needed for manifestation. The chakra system is only one of the individual components within the light body / auric field.

When the aura or magnetic field surrounding the physical being is broken or fractured you will feel some lower vibrational feelings. *Pay attention to them*. These are literally cracks in your aura that leak light and allow others to feed off your light.
Most individuals living in 3D experience this auric breakage as wildly uneven sets of emotions. The aura / Light Body is in chaos and they are too. This makes them easy to control by 4th dimensional beings who understand how universal vibrations work. But these 4th dimensional beings are in ego/head/astral levels of vibration. Until these 4D souls choose to complete the ascension process they cannot rise to the 5th (and higher) dimensional vibrations. If you choose to ascend to 5D you must repair your auric field so that becomes a shield of light.

Many negative ETs are in 4D experiencing their own illusion. The Illuminati “dark forces” playing out their games of control and humans going through their “personal hell” are all in these lower 3rd and 4th dimensional levels of vibration. Ascending individuals have to break free of these lower vibrations, detach and shift into the 5th dimension of love.

This is done by mastering these lower vibrations within ourselves. The key is maintaining a consistent focus of living from the heart and dismissing fear.

There are different vibrations of love. Love is always the highest vibration in each dimension. Fear is the lowest vibration. Those in a state of fear are easily controlled and manipulated by others of higher vibration within and above the same dimension. Lower vibrational (fear-filled) beings are limited within the dimension and experience while those who master fear rise above and are not affected by the lower frequencies and controls/manipulations projected by dark forces.

Cracked or fractured auras must be repaired to keep light from escaping. Your power, energy, prana, chi, life-force – remains available to you once your aura is repaired. Your aura becomes fractured and leaks energy if you are corded (linked energetically) to others by karmic attachment. This is what keeps the drama going.

Forgiving yourself is one of the most effective methods of self healing. Forgiveness is also the key to releasing attachments to others who have wronged you in some way. Simply ask forgiveness from them or from their Higher Selves if you cannot resolve the issue directly. This plugs the
holes in your auric field and begins the healing process. It allows you to hold more light in your Merkabah and physical vessel.

**Karma**

Karma is the game we play to learn lessons in Earth school. It is for soul growth and also used to determine how much negativity is required for conflict resolution in higher dimensions in order to return to Source. To complete Earth School we must release all karmic contracts with others so we can move on. If souls we play with choose to remain in 3-4D after we release them a different soul who also chooses to remain picks up the contract so the karmic games and lessons can continue.

Addictions also lower vibrations and “fracture” the auric field. All who choose ascension must address issues with addiction, and heal (plug) all auric leaks and fractures so as to hold more Light. No one can do this for you! You must do this for yourself.

You must “re-member” your spiritual powers. Knowing who you are on a higher level than just the ego you inhabit in this lifetime empowers you. It is about remembering you are a great spiritual being, an individual fragment of personality descending from the One. You volunteered for this experiment in duality. So use your spiritual tools to go inside and connect with your Self. In reality what is real is the invisible, the eternal. It is *That* which creates the visible/tangible illusion.

The things we think are real (because they seem so tangible) are fake. They are created from slowed-down vibrational energy which allows us to see and touch and feel in our collective illusion. They are powered by the force of focused intent slowed in vibration and composed of the various “rays” manifested and experienced in the illusion we call life.

If you have studied science you know that the atoms within everything we experience as matter are spaced far apart. In relation to each other (according to size) they are as far apart as the stars in our universe. Two galaxies on a collision course pass through each other without stars hitting stars. With that in mind, so too might the atoms in two separate objects we think of as solid pass through each other within our illusion – e.g., our hand through a table. The reason we don’t walk through walls or
fall to the ground when sitting in a chair, or simply pass through the earth is that we have collectively agreed to rules of this illusion. This is done in all the dimensional games we experience, in all the various illusions. This forms our collective (false) reality of the illusion. To change it we must collectively change the agreements and rules of the illusion. That is the coming dimensional shift about to happen which takes us into the 5th dimensional world and higher.

Our individual dreams manifest the collective reality. Our thought projected into a higher level slows and manifests into the (fake) reality or illusion we experience.

When we alter existing rules - rules that set limitations and construct the grid that creates the illusion - our frequency climbs. We change the illusion easily. It is like magic! We become empowered! This is what 5D new earth and new universe is all about. The reason no ascended being can tell you what will happen is that we are all jointly manifesting what is to come through our collective consciousness. Everyone is participating as a creator, whether they consciously recognize this or not. It is up to us to choose what we desire to experience next as the new Earth.

Why is there not a better description of the new earth in the biblical Revelation, other than it being heaven? Because we have not collectively manifested it yet! We are all participants! So, please don’t limit yourself or the collective by establishing rules and limitations here! Dream big! Be unlimited in your imagination! We are jointly creating it as we come to the center point of 2012!

To manifest a new creation we use light! It is the raw energy of creation. Light is life-force, chi, prana, energy - whatever name you choose to call it. Light is what fills and is your auric field (energy body, etc).

Don’t get hung up on words. Words are only a projection that allows us to communicate with each other in the lower dimensions. It is a very poor form of communication. It is best to picture what you conceive in your consciousness in its entirety. Envision how it connects to and affects everything (All that Is | God). Observe how your vision of new earth changes the entire hologram, the Mandelbrot. Break it down and
sense/feel/see the various tones of sound (vibration and dimensions). This is a far better way of communicating a concept and joining with others in manifesting whatever new state/experience we desire to create. Telepathy (a higher-dimensional tool) uses this process. Many are already functioning in this manner.

**Plugging Light Leaks And Healing The Self**

As we picture and “feel” the Auric Field (Merkabah or Light body) there are many different geometric shapes to the energy that may be perceived as we go through initiation. Initiation involves introducing new vibrations into our energy field or light body. The shape of individual fields change as we develop. It is a process requiring steps to be completed before attaining the next higher level.

The process is identical for each individual. The basic energy field is shaped like an egg. This field (the egg) surrounds our body. Any attachments to energy in the illusory 3D/4D worlds (other people, material possessions, or even addictions to food, drugs, emotions) – these attachments are cords that penetrate the shell (parameters) of the energy egg.

These cords penetrate the shell and pierce the aura (light body, merkabah). The point where the aura is pierced allows life force to flow to the attachment. Energy - light - drains out. This is how spiritual vampires and unwelcome karmic connections bleed or drain life force. We are literally being leached by a spiritual parasitic infestation. We individually must cut these cords, patch our auric shell and fill any fractures to retain as much light as we can.

If you poke a hole in an egg what happens? The life force feeding the embryo (the connection to your higher spiritual self) leaks out and the egg slowly dies. In patching the holes we retain light. The greater the light retained the more easily we raise the self to 5th dimensional vibrations and beyond. This ends the cycle of life and death, of karmic earth school, for all time, except, of course, you choose to remain or come back to continue experiencing the lower dimensions.
We heal ourselves when we cut unhealthy ties to those we love and allow them to experience what they need for their life lessons. It is similar to cleansing and healing organs weakened by parasites. The same is true with our spiritual selves and light bodies.

Addictions must also be released and these consist of more than drugs. Addictions can be foods or emotions and even our ego which we use to identify our self – that provides us with a sense of being important or makes us feel “good” about ourselves. These addictions bind you to the lower dimensions.

At this time many are realizing their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and friends did not come from the same place in the universe before arriving on Earth. We have incarnated from different worlds and civilizations all over this universe and have the ability to return home when we leave here. We came and played this karmic game for soul learning and to absorb experience for the civilization we represent. So release all attachments to the lower vibrations! We are each going to different places and dimensional levels when we leave here. Cut the cords and heal! It is now time to do so.

**How To Clean & Maintain Your Auric Field**

Once the karmic cords have been removed it is time to clean inside the auric field (light body, or merkabah). Like cleaning house it must be done on a regular basis for optimal performance. This inner cleansing involves invoking St. Germain’s violet flame, or for me, the higher and more newly manifested “Pearlescent” flame.

To clean your energy field you must be completely inside and aware of it. See, sense and/or feel it. Visualize either the violet or pearlescent flame entering your aura from the Soul Star positioned approximately 18 inches above your head. Sense the light and energy contained within your “egg”. Feel its boundaries as only you can perceive it. Now envision your life cord (silver cord, or Anta Karana) flowing down through your angelic self, (monad, soul family, soul) and into you. The life cord runs through all the higher chakra systems, through the body’s chakra systems, and down through the root chakra to the core (heart) of mother Earth.
Move the violet flame down through your life cord into your light body. Sense it, lower it, and “feel” the sensation as it cleans and clears your auric field. Move it through you to clear all negative debris and lower vibrations from your energy field. Next, shape these negative energies into a small ball within your auric field. Pick up the ball and call on Archangel Michael (or your personal guides/guardians) to remove these negative frequencies from Earth’s auric field.

A technique I personally use is to envision a cosmic toilet above my head, upside down, with its plumbing system going to the black hole at the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. It is a giant sewer system with a cosmic treatment station at the other end. So begin the clearing process from your head. Force all lower vibrational energies down from above the head, downward through each and every muscle, every cell in your body, feeling the lower vibrations move from where they are in your body. Keep sending it down into a collection sphere below your feet. Encapsulate it with white light as you do. Compact those lower energies as if you are wadding paper into a ball. This is your ball of lower energy negative chi.

Whether you hand these energies off to your helpers or send them to a cosmic treatment station, you have moved them out of this field of existence and not added negativity to Mother Earth whose vibrations are also being raised.

After the balled-up negativity has been cleared from your field it is time to use the violet or pearlescent flame to transmute any remaining debris. That is the purpose of these flames. After you cleanse your field, you can add the various rays to your now cleansed field. This will strengthen the field to whatever effect is desired.

Each ray has a different vibration and is used in spiritual construction for manifesting what we desire. Here is a short description of the rays and the chakras. Please note the colors associated with the rays are different than those associated with the chakras (except for the 7th ray/chakra).
The Rays (from Alice A. Bailey)

1st ray - Blue – Power
2nd ray – Yellow – Wisdom
3rd ray - Pink/Rose – Love
4th ray - White - Discipline/Joy/Purity
5th ray - Green/Gold - Truth/Science
6th ray - Purple/Metallic Gold – Peace/Service
7th ray - Violet/Purple – Freedom

The Chakras

1st chakra - Red – root
2nd chakra – Orange – sacral
3rd chakra - Yellow – solar plexus
4th chakra - green – heart
5th chakra – blue – throat
6th chakra – indigo – third eye
7th chakra - violet - crown

On the higher planes the rays generate the “matter” you experience in physical form. By use of these rays you can literally alter your physical body. This is why beings on higher dimensions can alter their appearance and remain youthful. Thought literally creates reality!

How Manifestation Works

The divine plan issues from Creator Source into manifestation in the lower dimensions. The Elohim take the divine plan (which is similar to an architectural drawing) and carefully modulate vibratory rates to create various lower dimensional planes of experience. The Creator Source vision and its several components and definitions are carefully lowered in dimensional frequencies to create the scaffolding for manifestation. Once these frequency foundations are in place (in the 8th dimension) the rays are used to create the components we experience in material form. From there the frequencies are again lowered into tones, sounds, and lower vibrations of light for manifestation in even lower dimensions.

Creation begins at spiritual invisible levels beyond physical form that are responsible for manifesting the illusion. Each level is connected to all
others whether we realize it or not. You exist at all levels whether you realize it consciously or not. The trick is to be *consciously aware* of your part in the manifestation of the divine plan.

The 6th dimension is the highest level where physical reality is experienced and is at the cusp of the spiritual/physical dimensions. It is an unstable, ever shifting dimension. Nothing is anchored. It is where plans can be changed instantly and manifested into reality.

So first Creator Source has an idea It wants manifest into form. The Elohim create the architectural plan. We in physical form are the builders, the spiritual construction workers who build and erect the divine plan. Ascension into the 5th dimension is moving to a physical dimension that, unlike 3D or 4D, materializes thought instantly. This is why it is important to master thought and emotion before entering 5D.

Without such mastery a super negative thought could destroy your entire world. This is why time in Earth school is required to master thought and emotion.

Negative vibrations, separation, and duality exist in the 4th dimension and lower. You enter 3D karmic school to learn self mastery and experience the result of your actions. You must experience this completely before being allowed to proceed to higher creation realms. By the time you graduate to the 5th dimension the only controls are the quantum laws of creation and those you place on yourself. You become a conscious creator of the illusion you experience from that point on until eventually you become a universal creator. In actuality you already are a universal creator within your own body and in understanding the hologram that can repeat on forever more, eternally!

A large aspect of the graduation-to-5D process is realizing the divinity of each and every other soul’s (God in Training) manifestation. You attain mastery when you experience your indivisible connection to All That Is and are aware of how your individual actions affects all else.

All illusions are a Mandelbrot, a hologram. What you put out as thought and emotion creates a vibration that affects the whole of the hologram. Each inputs its part into the manifestation of the collective illusion. Once
we recognize the process we cannot remain in the 3-4D realm. We have completed our schooling. So now we create a new game. That is what 2012 and the coming dimensional shift is all about. It is creating the new game – new Earth!

**Graduating From 3D**

The final test of mastery is designed to see if you can walk through the spiritual fire of a collapsing 3-4D world illusion without getting burned. Can you be *in* the world but *not of it*? Each individual must pass this test before entry into the higher dimensions. It is an individual attainment. *No cheating allowed!*

It is quite likely that many will enter even higher dimensions than 5D after the shift occurs. The requirement for graduation to these higher dimensions is being of service to all. The 8th initiation, for example, is the first ascension initiation where the initiate must be completely devoted to serving the divine plan. It occurs after the solar (soul) initiations are complete and is the first of the galactic initiations.

By the 8th initiative you will have transcended all service-to-self issues and single-mindedly focused on the requirements for ascending the entire universe. You have reached beyond the focus of personal desires and entered a selfless part of the process each soul masters sooner or later.

There are no shortcuts other than the ones being offered right now in the form of time speeding up. Yes. Time is compressing. And because Mother Earth is also ascending much help is being given in 2012! It is my understanding there has never been a time prior to now where so many individuals are undertaking ascension. Quite literally tens of millions are going through this process. The entire universe is ascending.

Remember, multiple civilizations sent ambassadors to Earth to represent them at this time. You are more than likely an ambassador representing some ancient civilization and are here now because you were among the strongest of the strong souls from that society and civilization. *You are one the chosen ones!* Your entire civilization ascends as a result of the experiences you have - the sights, sounds, sensations and emotions you
process. And it does not matter if a single ambassador ascends or not. The civilization being represented may still ascend as a result of the totality of experience the ambassador had on Earth as the Earth herself ascends. So the one, in this respect, will not hold back the many.

*There will never be an easier time of rapid spiritual advancement than that being made available right now.*
The Final Battle of Light and Dark

This is indeed a marvelous time to be alive on Earth! We are in the final battle between Light and Dark! This is a frequency war. All That Is (Creator Source) is frequency – various vibrational levels of consciousness. What is happening now is the final test for those choosing to ascend.

The whole battle of light and dark is nothing more than a test for each to show what we have mastered over our many previous lifetimes. As we come to the end of the Piscean Age and begin the Age of Aquarius all the old illusion MUST collapse. The soil must be tilled to plant the seeds of New Earth. This is precisely what is going on now. And watching the world collapse around you is not an easy thing, even if you are fully set on choosing ascension.

I find it fun to observe all that is going on. I love to watch it as if I am watching a play. What happened within me that allows me to view the illusion and have no fear is I learned the secret. It is shifting my own consciousness from my head to my heart. Doing so shifted my whole way of observing from a point of fear to a point of detachment and love. I witnessed a new protection, a light that surrounds and protects me through the chaotic illusion surrounding me. It was ALWAYS there but now I am consciously aware of it and call it forth if or as I need.

We all have super power abilities to make ourselves invincible if we simply acknowledge it and bring it forth while living in our hearts. Don’t get this ability confused with ego as ego can easily get you killed. Experiences I have had in my life as Bill Ballard prove my point here and in a very dramatic way for all who have witnessed what experiences I have been through. I am nothing special and only equal to all else! Anyone and everyone can do what I do! My present life experience just proves this point to everyone that it can be done!

We will all go through the process of learning to shift consciousness from head to heart. That is the basis of what ascension is and is the minimal requirement for entry into the new 5D Earth. Truly we are only returning to a state we have “fallen” from at the end of Atlantis at the time of the
deluge that brought that civilization to an end. Many of us are having memories of that event that we must process and release to move on without fear.

The test going on (as what we thought we knew collapses) is tough for many individuals to take. For me, speaking as Bill Ballard, even with years of knowing what was going on – the 4D spiritual warfare and energy projection occurring behind the scenes – it is still humbling to witness the extent of all that was being controlled by the Illuminati. Humanity was pretty close to being in a trap that was complete, one with seemingly no way out. We have passed that point now. That is what the End of the Great Awakening was/is about – the exposé of who most thought were their protectors, their government, and what that government was doing to control and manipulate the masses.

The other part of the Great Awakening is about WHO WE TRULY ARE! We truly are great spirits having a human experience, feeding the Mind of God and our Souls. It is all an illusion, one that collapses and then births into something new to experience as human consciousness expands/ascends back to higher dimensional awareness.

The Illuminati – those who control our planet – definitely do not want this awakening to occur. That is the reason for dumbing-down humanity via food, vaccinations, education, religion, chemtrails, environmental pollution, and all the other frequency-lowering control mechanisms they have put in place.

The extent of the Illuminati’s control is quite amazing to those who know what is actually going on behind the scenes and who expose these plans. The expose’ can be a dangerous game but on the highest levels it is still only a game for those of us who play it to free Earth and humanity from the Illuminati’s control. The Illuminati control almost all the pieces on the game board except for the Light Warrior’s personal spiritual powers. These powers empower us for our individual missions.

The awakening is, quite simply, a rise in an individual’s vibrational field. When you, for example, choose to return to a higher physical vibration – a higher level of comprehension of the invisible field around you – you
engage in a conscious interaction with the field. Everything changes. Your perception shifts and grows into a much higher state of awareness, a multi-dimensional potential where your spiritual powers are remembered. We always had these powers, but we were dis-membered while in the lower vibration.

This dis-member-ment of our true power is what allows others to control and manipulate us. At the end of the Great Awakening and just before the mass ascension of humanity occurs, those choosing to ascend must become aware of who they truly are, the true history of what has happened, and what must be done to prepare for ascension. It is nothing more than raising one’s physical frequency to the minimum level necessary to move to new Earth. This minimal vibratory level can be found when you shift from head to heart. And, of course, the Illuminati and powers that be want to keep you from this.

Actually we can consider what is going on like spiritual boot camp on Mother Earth. We are coming to the end of our training and the war games, the Final Battle of Light and Dark has begun. In past years many of us thought this was going to be a physical battle. However, as we begin to understand that thought and information is light, and we increase our awareness of who and what we truly are, a shift into a higher vibration of awareness occurs. The dark side does not want us to know this information as it is truly powerful when one really understands. All we thought and believed about our magical powers and abilities when we were young, is really the reality.

It was when we forgot that reality and bought into the illusion that problems began occurring in our lives. We took a bite of the apple of Un-Knowledge and stepped into the trap. By doing so we lowered our vibrations.

Have you ever noticed how happy a child is when he is still in this state of grace? We have taught our children to believe the illusion is true and the invisible spiritual world they come to Earth with is the illusion. What a trap! As we believed the knowledge of those all-knowing adults we bought into the illusion and forgot what truly IS real. And this is how it
happened. We fell for what our parents taught us. Well, most of us did. Some of us, however, kept on believing what we came here with.

Jesus stated you can only get into heaven with the heart of a child. There is no better advice about ascension than that. We must all re-remember our childlike nature and those things we came to this life with. We learned ego – the false teaching that leads to separation, disconnection from source and full entry into the lower vibrations. We now must get back to that state of being we had as a child, full of unconditional love and the awareness of higher vibrations. To do so we must unlearn all we were taught was reality in this illusion. That is a somewhat difficult task for many who have ventured into the depths of the lower vibrations, separation and duality.

Right now we see the whole world collapsing around us. This “seeing” is Light, and Light is information. Information is the key to seeing through the illusion. This “seeing” does not feel good to one exploring the depths of ego. I know this for I, too, do the same thing, despite having the awareness of much of what was really going on all my life. We all go through this. However, by returning to the heart space, our child-like nature, all the illusion we have been indoctrinated into dissolves, and the memory of truth resurfaces.

Information is Light. Light is love. Love and Light are Vibration. To totally infuse higher vibration into life, we must expand our light/love vibration and enter a much higher level of comprehension and dimensional awareness. There are many different levels of light/love vibration, all attuned to various octaves of frequency known as dimensions.

This world illusion must collapse so a new experience can take its place for those choosing to ascend. This collapse destroys all the things we have identified ourselves with within the 3rd and 4th dimensional experience, especially our little egos. Let it go! Don’t hold on! Remove all perceptions of rules which set the guidelines and controlled the reality you have experienced within your illusion. Remember that we create the rules we play with in any level of the illusion. Wouldn’t it be better to play with no rules? I guess that is a personal decision and one we each must make to define that we believe in. I personally choose not to have
limitations to my comprehension. I choose to be able to attune to the highest levels of consciousness I can attain.

Now, the collapse of the old world falling away will bring up "thoughts and fears." If this is going on inside you look at why this is happening and what you are doing. First, become aware of the focus of your attention. Are you perceiving the illusion from your heart, or are you actually in your head? If there is fear you are perceiving from your head as only love – not fear – can be in the heart.

During the time of transition from head to heart, even after the heart chakra is activated, you enter an in-between state. One aspect of consciousness is heart-centered while another aspect remains in the head. This is when the ongoing process of shifting between head and heart occurs. This process of shifting from head to heart takes time.

Consciousness is connected to All That Is, to every atom in all dimensions of the multi-verse. As a human you are continually pulling more of that higher self/ALL THAT IS consciousness into your physical being. I mean this in the spiritual, higher vibrational way. It is difficult to put that lower dimensional physical rock into the body and enjoy it. But when you “remember” Source or God IS All that is- that Source is ALL various levels of vibrational consciousness, then you begin to realize you truly wish to embody as much of “All That IS” or God into your physical being, bringing as much spirit (LIGHT) into yourself as possible. That realization is what raises your light quotient and physical vibration into higher levels of consciousness. That is how you become multi-dimensional.

If you are not completely anchored in your heart the collapse of the system will seem frightening. Even stepping into 5D seems frightening at the beginning levels of heart chakra activation. As you continue the process from 5D Ascension Initiation into the higher initiations, you experience deeper and deeper paths into self. All the chakras are explored as you activate, increase light, and turn ever more inward into truth. You begin to realize that is where all your knowledge and power reside. That is where the remembering of higher power occurs.
Remembering cannot occur in the illusion! In order for a new world to be born the old 3D/4D world must collapse. And so, too, must the illusion of your personal matrix collapse so you can be reborn into higher levels of awareness.

The 4th dimensional beings controlling Earth at this time, as well as the negative ETs influencing them, are dimensionally limited by ego and thought. They have not made the quantum leap to the power of the heart field. All individuals vibrating at a level less than those beings can be easily controlled by them. That is why so much is being done to keep humanity’s focus on the external – focused on the illusion rather than turned inward toward the internal and higher dimensional reality. It is this over-focusing on the external that keeps humanity dumbed down. Maintaining that external focus is a critical aspect of the plan designed and implemented by our wonderful End Times Drill instructors, the Illuminati. The plan is to keep so much chaos in the illusion that humanity is trapped and unable to complete the shift from lower vibrations into higher, from head to heart, from ego to love, and from 3-4D into 5D and higher. The ascending initiate must realize that is the game – to keep you tied to the illusion and giving your power away. This domination and control is leaching the un-awakened ones life force and is a display of spiritual vampirism at its finest. This is being done on a global scale. But that is what these End Times are all about!

What is your choice? For indeed, we each have choice!

Mastery is the taking back of your power. I state this on multiple levels as we each create the illusion we think of as reality. Taking back your power requires “response-ability”. For mastery to occur you must be “responsible.” You must control where you focus your consciousness, thought and emotion. It is consciousness, thought and emotion that create the illusion you experience. As I have stated previously 5D vibrations allow you to create directly through thought and emotion coupled with focused intent. Creation can be done consciously or unconsciously. Either way it can and will create your experience for it is all about vibration.

Taking back your power allows you to be consciously aware and in control of your experience. In addition you must also know you are
playing this game of experience with others, and that we are all vehicles for soul. Soul in the lower dimensions begins a focused embodiment at the 3rd ascension initiation and during the 4th, requiring Soul control rather than ego control of life experience. The 5th initiation is the activation of the heart chakra and the permanent bliss state that comes with its activation. The 5th is the first true mastery initiation where you must have the intent to manifest a certain level of vibration. You must choose to focus on the sacred place of your heart and remain with it for longer and longer periods of time until you successfully activate your heart chakra.

As you take back your power by going ever inward the exterior illusion falls away. Fears and old habits, all the training you received from external sources within the illusion, gradually falls away. Yes, you can get reversed and perceive from that old comfortable fear you once had, not believing that a permanent state of grace can be obtained. But that is a falsehood and a trap. New rules apply here and you make these rules. See? This illusion must be collapsed and all fears and ego must be confronted and put into proper perspective - that of being the tool necessary to experience and transcend the lower dimensions.

When in the higher dimensions your light bubble protects you and you can walk in the middle of the most incredible hurricane or disaster unfolding and remain completely protected. Believe me!

We must all learn to recognize and master old habits. Next we must dissolve these habits to make way for our new 5D Selves of Love and Light. That is a process we all must go through when we decide we have had enough of the 3-4D games. No one can do it for us. There is no one coming to “Save Us”. When you “activate” you are part of the return of the Christ to Earth! From that moment forward (living in and through your heart), you are the embodiment of the Christ on Earth.

We have much help from other Christed beings, angels, Archangels and other higher dimensional beings if we ask. They want us to ascend and return to Source, our eventual destination on this spiritual journey. This Christing (resulting from heart chakra activation) and living from the heart is the key to peace and happiness. It is the key to mastery of our Being in
the End Times and experiencing a wonderful journey as the world around us - our old familiar ways - dissolve to make way for the New. Together, all doing this, we create a New Earth as we change, transform and transfigure ourselves with higher vibrations, Light, LOVE, knowledge and wisdom.

With Unconditional Love for ALL That IS!
Is This Love From The Head Or The Heart?

In the recent past I have seen many individuals coming together, thinking they have found their one other – their twin soul – only to get disappointed. This disappointment invariably happens when they believe happiness is related to this other and/or they experience love from the head and not the heart.

When you truly love from the heart it does not matter what another says or does to you or whether or not you remain close to them throughout your life. Although you may feel emotion brought to the surface as a reaction to interacting with another, that which you choose to feel is a personal matter. No one has done this to you.

It is a difficult thing to express to others the feelings of loving fully from the heart if they have never loved other than from the head. Love from the head is a sensation reflecting the attributes of others we have feelings for. It is limited. It is a form of love that comes and goes. It is love expressed from ego and not from the higher nature we truly are.

At this pivotal time of ascension this way of loving is undergoing change globally because true love of ONENESS can only be expressed through the heart.

In past weeks and months I have watched many searching outside themselves for love, for someone to help complete them – make them feel better – only to have these relationships break up. Those experiencing these breakups are loving from their heads – living from ego rather than truly from their hearts. These breakups are happening because all exterior is an illusion and the illusion itself is breaking up.

The illusion is collapsing. Simultaneous with this collapse something great is going on. True heart love is being born!

In my own experience of Heart Chakra Activation it did take another whom I love dearly to activate me. Notice I say this in the present tense as it is truly heart-felt love. I still and always and forever will love that other who put me so completely into my Heart Chakra Activation. The love I felt was multidimensional. It was experienced initially in the head.
(3D) but later moved to my heart (5D) as the depth of love grew and wished to be expressed more fully. As I told her I knew it was the path I must follow. I now know that is what leads to one’s personal ascension. Although it was a memory - an encoding that was unlocked within me - I was not as certain then that it was the critical key to my ascension as I am now. That heart love focused on the sacred space within the heart indeed is the key to ascension.

Many are creating relationships and initially experiencing great love only to find them deteriorating in a short time due to the fact we are approaching the global mass ascension zero hour. If you experience love for another in order to find heart-love within yourself you must realize what is taking place.

The work must be done by yourself, for your Self, with a focused intent in mind of walking forward in your personal spiritual growth. No one can do this for you though another can help you see what is going on in the deepest levels when you open your awareness.

When you examine your relationships from a greater perspective – when you quit thinking and start “feeling” - you sense the difference between thinking love and the deeply-felt heart love. You quit thinking about love and allow yourself to feel love. You shift from head to heart.

It is true you can play in both head and heart at the same time but you must be aware of the ego when you do this. Ego-driven thought-based love causes you to get upset with the other. Heart-felt love is unconditional.

You cannot feel love when you are angry at another. Thinking you love someone but feeling mad at him or her occurs when you are in a state of duality and interacting from your head. What you aren’t realizing when you think about love rather than feel it is that the heart-love only feels oneness and wholeness. There is no duality in the heart. There is only love of the One and for All That Is! And the heart is where unconditional love is experienced.

When you are “in love” the whole world is beautiful, yes? Everything is more colorful. It seems like all is in a state of perfection and the energies
are heavenly. What is experienced when “in love” is true heart love – the divinity of All That Is and a true state of grace. At that level of vibration magic begins to happen. The trick is making this vibration permanent in your life! To accomplish this is to step into mastery.

This is interior to who you are, not exterior! You are sending forth vibrations from your heart into the universe and that true feeling of love is being reflected in the illusion around you. That is why love feels so magical. True heart-love is quantum in nature. It is a taste of the 5th dimension.

Now let us explore the difference between love from the head and love from the heart. Love from the head cannot maintain the frequency that sustains the magic. Love from the head is ego centered, lustful, controlling – not in the now. It depicts details of likes and dislikes of others around you. It is dual in nature. It states “I will love you if you do or not do this or that” – if you do what makes my ego happy. This love is physical, exterior and cannot stand the test of time.

True heart-love is unconditional. It keeps on loving even if another harms you. Heart-love is timeless. Effortless. It has no conditions or expectations. It keeps on going for ever and ever. It loves from the One to the One because that is all that is.

Heart-love is the love of the One True Self. This love of Self begins the path to Oneness as only from oneness can one realize the connection to everything else. This type of love – heart-love – begins the process of ascension, an ever expanding path of the individual back to the higher realms of vibration and dimension. Heart-felt love is eternal and eventually integrates all individual relationships with each and every other fragment of consciousness into All That Is.

All are connected. All is One! Heart-love recognizes this connection to everything and sees all as One. Heart-love is divine love.

Now this explanation is not intended to discount anyone who is looking for love, searching for true love or having a relationship breakup at this time. What I am pointing out is what is going on. If you have had the experience of finding another and falling in love, or are having this
experience right now, realize the gift you have been given. Spirit has
given you an external opportunity to activate yourself. But it is up to you
to take that magical love you are feeling for another and make it
permanent – to create the condition inside you that allows this love to
continue even if that other leaves your life.

I mean by this that you take the love felt for the other that is both head
(thinking) and heart (feeling), and make it anchor forever into your heart.
This is how you activate the heart chakra. You use this love you are
blessed to experience and make it your key to ascension! For indeed the
love you feel for this other is the love you feel of yourself. It is you doing
this! Just recognize it for what it truly is.

What you experience when you fall in love with another flows from a
sacred space in your heart. This sacred space contains an on/off switch. It
is the key to ascension found within your heart. When you consciously
touch with focused intent this sacred space in your heart you feel a
flutter, a bliss, a heart-beat skip. This sacred space is located about the
same position in your heart as your heart is within your body. You may
feel the sensation of your heart speeding up, of a jarring of your breath,
or a dizzy feeling. Everyone feels a uniquely personal sensation when she
or he locates this region in the heart.

Although the sensation of finding this heart-space may feel strange
initially when compared to experiencing from the ego and head, don’t be
scared. Just know your heart is letting you know its sacred space has
been found and triggered when you feel these wonderful and blissful
sensations! It is the spiritual G-spot (God Spot). It is the magical “tickle
spot”.

Now, to live in and from the heart you must move your consciousness
from its habitual placement within your head. At times the ego may make
you feel scared when you find these sacred portals to higher dimensions
within your body. The ego tends to fear the unknown – of what might
happen to you when you enter these hidden portals. Truly, there is
nothing harmful that can happen to you because you are truly your
consciousness and not the ego aspect which is projecting the fear.
You must shift from head to heart, from fear to love.

**Make the jump**, as that is the only way to master self. And mastery of the higher levels of self begins in your heart.

For those experiencing the loss of these seemingly failed relationships please see clearly what is going on and take these opportunities given you for your heart activation. The other person you “felt” you loved so was key to helping you find that sacred space within your heart. Remember where that space is! That “in love” feeling/vibration is the gift that allows you to identify that sacred space.

Use the feeling of being in love for what it can do for you permanently. That other person may have been contracted soul to soul prior to incarnation for your activation at this time - to show you where that sacred heart-space is. Find it. Remain focused there. And turn your switch on! It took me 40 days of perpetual focus with that specific intent (after 5 or so years of trying) to activate and anchor my heart chakra. Now it seems many are doing this in far less time.

We each have to do this for ourselves. No one can do it for you. Remember it is not ego if that sacred heart-space becomes known to you and you are able to reside there full time.

It is the ego that moves you from that sacred space back into the head as the relationship falls apart. This switch in the location of your consciousness starts you thinking about what was wrong with the other person and/or the relationship. This is a lowered, mostly un-loving vibrational view of the situation. To reap the benefits of the relationship you must move back to the vibration you felt when you were “in love.”

All you can experience is vibration – a feeling, a thought, a sight or, simply put, consciousness. That is All That Is. It is up to you to choose what to feel and how you experience the world around you. What you think and feel is vibration. This is either expressed (projected outward) or experienced/impressed upon you (coming in from the illusion). The key to controlling the illusion is choice – selecting the vibrations you choose to put forth (express) to the universe for manifestation (experience).
When you consciously choose to express heart-felt love your manifest experience will be Heaven on Earth. And, of necessity, the opposite is also true. It is a choice.

When an individual functions from the head and is not heart-activated there is a vibration that can be measured and has a factor of x. When the sacred heart-space is switched on the individual’s heart chakra is activated. Science has now proven this. The switched-on heart-space emits about 50,000 times more energy than the original measurement factor of x.

This amplification of the energy field is the goal of heart chakra activation. When accomplished you begin to experience mastery within the illusion. The Merkabah is automatically activated once the heart chakra activates. A toroid-shaped energy field forms and its power can be measured.

After the heart chakra activates it takes a bit more time (maybe a few weeks of staying focused on that sacred space) before the activation anchors. Once anchored a permanent bliss akin to a never-ending cosmic orgasm is achieved. Anchoring results in making this new state of being permanent.

As the frequency increases in your physical body you will detox old lower-vibrational energies. This detox can occur in any (or all) of the physical, emotional, mental and astral bodies.

There is much to be dealt with as you complete this cycle of numerous lifetimes. The clearing is not simply just from this incarnation. This process clears all the old and lower vibrations from your being as you begin to vibrate ever faster. It will be uncomfortable for a time as you shift into the higher frequencies. So expect this. The more trauma you have experienced, the more you have abused the body the more you will need to clear out. The more lower vibrations removed from your field the more higher vibrations and light can be put in to replace them.

Instead of looking at a seemingly failed relationship please realize the golden opportunity given. The love you experienced – when used properly – will show you how to love yourself more fully and completely.
For that is the feeling you were experiencing. You felt you were loving another when truly the other was simply an instrument teaching you to love yourself.

Used properly all the love you felt and thought was for this other becomes what you need to begin the ascension process. What must be remembered is the individual that was so loved and has now left taught you how to feel from that sacred space within the heart. That was the gift!

In order for you to use this gift as a tool you must begin to see things in a different way, to take that love, put it back into the sacred space in your heart where it is supposed to be, and amplify it. This process must be done in love and in gratitude if it is to accomplish activation and anchoring of the love frequency within the heart chakra forever more.

If you have experienced a recent relationship breakup then try to re-examine that relationship in this way. That person may have shown you how to love yourself again. See it for what it is! See that love as the gift it truly is!

If you find yourself falling in vibration back into your head the ego will tempt you to believe you hate or are angry or feel hurt whenever you think about the person. That is ego thinking! That is not unconditional heart-felt love! To return to heart-chakra activation remember and feel the “in-love” vibration that you originally experienced. That is all you need to focus on. Just remember and re-create the IN-LOVE feeling and focus on that from your heart. Let All the negative go! Let all the “think-love” feelings of hurt, distrust, pain and ego go. Those feelings must be discarded. Let them go. It is the “In-Love” vibration that is your Gift, one that can be used as a tool for ascension.

Use the BEST and let go of the rest!

If you are are having difficulty activating your heart chakra you must take responsibility for greater focus. Energize your intent. Find the sweet spot in your heart-space and switch it on. Maintain your focus “in” that sacred space! What you will eventually realize (possibly long after activation) is you were just loving you when you were feeling in love with another. The
world and the magical illusion you experienced was a result of the vibration you emitted and projected from your heart – what you put out to the universe and Source field. That magic was you despite the fact you were controlling your reality on an unconscious level. Mastery is doing this same thing but doing so consciously, thereby knowingly creating the illusion to be experienced by the vibrations put out to the universe.

Ascension mastery is all about mastery of vibration!

Learning the difference between being in your head thinking you recognize what love is and living truly in and from the heart, sensing these feelings of love, is something we all must learn and be able to define during our self-mastery process.

Truth is only found in the heart. That is where you determine the various levels of vibration. The head can deceive as it views the illusion you experience but it cannot determine your level of vibration. Vibration must be felt. Only by truly living from that sacred space in the heart can you activate your heart chakra and begin the journey of ascension.

I know that there are many other ways to activate the heart chakra and love of another is only one way. Ultimately, heart-chakra activation is a personal experience.

Eventually you will discover that all is only a love for Self (beyond ego) and Self realization is all there is in existence. There is a whole and complete universe within each of us just as we are collectively experiencing ourselves and others as individual fragments of the whole in our exterior universe. It is all a hologram, a Mandelbrot. We are each fragments of the One – whole and complete within that sacred universe within ourselves.
Doing the Dimensional Slide

The Dimensional Slide. It sounds like some New Age dance step and in a way it is. As frequencies rise and spiral into the center many are experiencing contact with parallel dimensions and other realities. As frequencies elevate the veils become thinner and we find ourselves shifting into alternate realities – all happening in the now.

We know thought creates reality and vibrations allow access to various dimensions. However, as we near the center of the 2012 spiral (coming ever closer to the point of oneness) there is something else also happening. Various possible realities are conjoining. Multiple possibilities of All That Is are manifesting before our eyes.

There is a choice that each must make. It is, “What do I wish to manifest from this illusion for my own future self to experience?”

For many years we’ve been told this time would come – the time of merging timelines. This reality has now arrived. Many are now perceiving these parallel experiences and stepping into them. Many are becoming aware as they witness and/or feel moments of alternate possibilities. From my perspective these are the possible choices we can shift into for various experiences.

This is what mastery is about – that we create exactly what we intend and not step off into another cycle of lessons because we could not master our thoughts and emotions.

This subject gets deep as I ponder it. How best to express this in words?

I had experiences of this as a child. They seemed to occur as various encodings were unlocked for my spiritual growth. When I look back to those magical experiences from this time-frame it seems dimensional slides were what had actually occurred.

It is all about the possibilities of alternate realities. As we experience a slide we shift from the current reality we experience into, for a moment or more, other existing realities where our souls are also incarnated. As you know consciousness and our true selves are far greater than what the ego experiences in this life – in this body.
Yes. You have the ability to raise your frequencies and shift consciousness up and down your Antakarana to experience different dimensions and levels of consciousness anchored at various chakra levels. But you are not just what is on the Antakarana connected from Mother Earth’s Sacred Heart through you and back to Source. There are many additional fragments of yourself in alternate realities – parallel universes – experiencing all the alternate choices that were possible for you to experience in this current incarnation.

This is a deep subject, a bottomless pit in itself. What I’m saying is when you experience a meshing – a conscious touching of alternate realities while your current life plays out – it is a decision point, an opportunity to go in another direction. It is a chance to walk through a doorway that has opened when two probable realities merge for a short time.

Is this what Jesus meant when he spoke of the End Times, saying two would be in the field and one would be taken? It sometimes seems to me a doorway opens that I could step through, a portal manifesting in this reality I am used to. Do I have choice? I think so. This is no doubt why each must master experience by controlling thought and emotion.

Messages concerning mastery of thought and emotion keep arriving. That what we decide to picture in our minds is what creates and manifests our reality. As Mother Earth shifts into the higher 5th dimensional vibrations thoughts and emotions manifest more instantly. This is especially the case as we individually raise our personal vibrations.

Mother Earth’s shift into these higher vibrations is a big problem for those who have not learned to control/master personal thought, emotion
and mental pictures. It is now a time of great responsibility for our personal behavior. This is what the End Times and the separation of Wheat and Chaff is all about.

You can go into any reality you create for yourself. It is all about how high you raise your frequency, what thought and emotion you wish to envision as you create the illusion you experience. The awakening is the realization that you are indeed creating reality. It is knowing you are here to experience All That Is. This includes many different levels of experience in alternate and parallel universes overlaid and side by side with the one you are attuned to in this reality. These alternate pathways are in addition to the higher dimensional levels you attune to in your day to day life.

**What Is Happening In 2012**

Humanity is arriving at the center point of the spiral - the zero point where all time, space and realities converge. Individuals who are just awakening may have difficulty comprehending this. I feel deeply for them. It is such a vast subject and level of awareness. That said, I also know all individuals will be given the understanding they need for their souls’ growth in these times. The Law of Attraction will see to that. The vibration each chooses to experience will create the level of teaching that resonates with personal choices for experience.

This is why you need not focus on the spiritual development of another. Each has free will and interrupting such may create a karmic tie. You really don’t want any of that to have to play out and complete! Indeed, no more Karmic bonding for me!

Back to what’s happening in 2012. As we approach Zero Point and veils continue to drop, dimensional slides will increase and get stronger. They will remain unveiled longer. We will no doubt experience gateways to other realities – portals or doorways we can step through for that alternate experience. What we think and feel, and the level of vibration we emit at the time the dimensional doorway is visible brings forth resonance with the alternate reality.
I have heard of others going through portals such as this and learned it is easier to go through than it is to return to the previous reality. An example is the story of the Men In Black – those alternate universal beings that slid into our universe and brought the negativity needed for ascension. They created a portal not knowing what reality was on the other end of the wormhole. They stepped through into our universe in the area of Sirius and could not return to their point of origin. They came from a lower 2nd dimensional vibrating universe into our 3rd and 4th dimensional levels. This turned out to be a good event, one that has played an important part in Earth School’s duality experience.

It is my belief these doorways are wormholes into various alternate realities that are attracted by the vibrations we emit. It is a fork-in-the-road provided for choice. We could go either way. It is our choice whether or not we experience these alternative possibilities.

This is the dimensional slide I attune to when I experience these alternatives flowing in. My experience urges me to remind you to guard your every thought and emotion. Master them! Mastery is Key to this ascension experience! That is exceedingly obvious at this time.

And don’t get hung up about your ego. Let it go! Ego is only you in this lifetime. It is not you in these alternate realities and certainly not in the higher dimensions where ego doesn’t exist!

**My Early Childhood Experience With The Dimensional Slide**

My first experience was as a child. I was still in touch with my other worldly powers, having not yet been told these were just imaginary powers. I would experience times when I felt I had options concerning where to go and what to do. Looking back from my current level of comprehension I now know what my child-self believed was true. I could have been anything and done anything I wanted. These doorways were decision points capable of affecting future manifestations within this illusory reality. What I experienced were multiple forks in the road of what would/could happen as a result of the choices I made.
Later in life I found these experiences occurring in those higher levels of awareness as my spiritual encodings were unlocked. As Jim Carrey stated the awareness was experienced – felt as whole – but then slipped away as we attempted to grab it and hang on. In any event the decision we made sent us through the doorway into the life we ultimately chose to experience. What Jim Carrey was attempting to hold on to is this ultimate knowingness that lies between two worlds – the connection to the wizard behind the curtain.

**The In-Between Reality Phase**

The in-between phase is the doorway we step through. It is the middle ground – the point from which we see both sides. It is an unveiled point of connection to Source from which we perceive with full awareness. As I matured these dimensional slides within my field of awareness occurred from the high vibratory state of love.

It was the act of making love that opened the doorway on many occasions. At first I didn’t understand what was going on. All I knew was that it felt exciting, familiar and was triggered at the peak of oneness that results from a heart-to-heart chakra connection. I thought it was because of the partner I had at the time and our being in love. I have since discovered it has nothing to do with a certain other, even though they can take you to that state of Oneness by the love you feel for them. What I subsequently discovered was my experience represented the level of love I had opened myself to – a level that can be experienced with or without another partner.

I have since found I can experience this dimensional slide while making love but not limited to a certain individual. It is my connection to the Source Field – to that Zero Point where the veils drop and possibilities can become endless. It happens because love is Creation! But partnering can be a problem within itself as karmic bonding can occur. That we don’t want to have happen at this time! Making love is best undertaken with a prior agreement that no “cording” or emotional bonding occurs that creates karma. Sex must be sacred and only heart to heart.
How To Avoid Karmic Entrapment

Energies are transferred when you make love or allow someone to bond within your energy field. This can be a problem if your choice of partners is not a good one. People bring the energies of others into your field. These energies may consist of others they have been with, energies of other family members, their environment, or even past experience and life issues. You must be exceedingly careful regarding who you allow into your field at this time as the baggage they carry can indeed trash your energy field. Each needs to take care of personal garbage rather than leaving it in another’s field to clean and clear up. Be careful and choosy concerning who you allow to be close to you. It is as much your personal experience as mine is my own!

I do know that love making with the right partner, and having sacred sex can take the couple into the higher dimensional awareness as that heart to heart connection is created and the heart chakra fields of the two merge into one. (Heart chakra fields merging is not the same as cording.)

Remember we are all one anyway and you are only sharing love with another aspect of your self. Making love is a reconnection with another you. The sensation of being in love is simply the true loving of you! You are loving yourself and allowing the experience to enter from an external source. You think you are in love with that other you, but truly that other you is helping you break down barriers of living from the mind and assisting you to shift into heart.

The heart is where you must learn to stay. Being with others can help you make the connection from head to heart but you must stay in the heart to anchor that way of being. Doing this allows you to really love your Self and find that connection to who you truly are inside rather than looking to the external illusion for happiness. That internal connection is the connection to Source and the only true reality that is eternal. All exterior is finite and will dissolve.

On occasion – once true love is present – the perception of an opening to a different world occurs. From my perspective this is very real. It is a doorway in consciousness to experience a different reality. It is just a portal through that sacred space in your heart from which you can
perceive the entire universe no larger than a beach ball in your hands as you step through.

What’s on the other side of these dimensional slides – these portals of reality that open? I don’t know. What I do know is that each time I have had supernatural experiences in this Bill Ballard lifetime the energy that has stopped me is fear. I would have a single thought emerge that limited my experience, and that single thought set the reality I would later experience. I believe my reality would have been changed. The only thing that held me back was me – my thought, emotion, and perception.

The 2012 Center Point And Dimensional Shift

We are approaching a definitive time cycle center point as we spiral ever tighter towards the galactic center. Time will continue to accelerate and unresolved issues will repeat with greater intensity as we move closer to that point. This is why now is the perfect time for mastery and completion of all lessons we came to Earth School to learn. It is time to clear karma and decide what we each wish to manifest and experience. That is what 2012 and the coming dimensional shift is all about.

Many individuals will remain on this 3D level of experience while others will choose to step off this ride and opt for one of myriad other possibilities. If it can be thought of it exists. If not in this universe then definitely in a parallel one. We have the choice to experience anything our hearts’ desire and we are by our thoughts and emotions attracting that new experience. The excitement of 2012 unfolds with increasing rapidity. Those who have so deeply immersed themselves in the lower dimensions may find themselves having a difficult time. But that is what they need.
It is my understanding that messages as this one will always find the person seeking. That is the Law of Attraction. What we choose to allow ourselves to perceive and to experience will be aided by Spirit bringing us the tools, awareness and comprehension into our lives, for us to gain the experiences on the path we choose. There is, in reality, no good and no bad – just choice. Choice is what must be made. We have a myriad of choices allowed – choices limited only by our capacity for thought.

Not making a conscious decision to ascend is one of your choices at this time. If you decide not to ascend you will remain in the lower dimensional vibrations for another cycle of duality. That is an additional 26,000 years of time as we perceive it, and a Self-selected number of reincarnations until the next astrological cycle of ease and grace occurs.

These increasing numbers of dimensional slides are the doorways into alternate realities. You can choose to step through if you want. Simply observing the myriad options offered for alternate experience can also be done. For me personally seeing those possibilities and remaining in this ego/higher-self manifestation is my choice. I choose to create and stay in this reality until the ascension of Mother Earth. Earth’s ascension is my mission here. It is quite interesting to have these experiences and encounter Source in those portals between worlds.

Many are attempting to explain – with limited words – the experience we are having. This is occurring with greater frequency as many reach higher levels of vibration. I bring this subject up because I have heard no discussion of it as yet. I hope this attempt attracts others to share their ideas and understanding. This in turn helps me view my experience from a more enlightened perspective as I am then able to contemplate other’s perceptions of similar experience.
Super Solar Flares And The Incoming Big Buzz

One of the largest solar flares in history was unleashed January 27 2012. It marked entry into full consciousness for those choosing ascension. This is the single greatest event in history activated to raise the frequency of both Earth and humanity. This frequency increase marks the beginning of humanity’s return to an awakened state.

We have been asleep since the Fall of Atlantis. This is the time we have been waiting for! Be thankful you are alive on Earth.

Steve Rother (at ~minute 8 of this [video](#)) discusses what’s going on. The actual CME is shown towards the end of the video. It represents the first of many CMEs to pulse this year.

There will be the naysayers who fear what is happening as these solar flares continue throughout 2012. By law of attraction that fear may be their own demise. These flares may indeed cull all who decide not to redirect their focus to their spiritual development. It has been said repeatedly that all who decide not to ascend with Mother Earth will remove themselves from the coming 5th dimensional New Earth. The solar flares mark the beginning of that time.

Everyone has the choice to ascend, to enlighten themselves and to experience higher dimensional heavenly sensations of rapture. No one is being left out! The opportunity is inclusive to all who choose and do the inner work. The task involved in moving to new Earth is that of re-centering consciousness from head to heart, and making a firm decision to ascend. **Time for that decision is indeed short.**

These solar flares are unleashing ever higher frequencies. There is no other way to look at what’s happening. These higher frequencies affect and raise the vibrations of all that is encountered. The Earth and all consciousness located here is being lifted into higher and finer levels of frequency. This frequency increase can be uncomfortable even to those who have prepared for some time as we vibrate at ever-increasing rates into realms to which we are unaccustomed. Sometimes it takes a while for my physical being to attune to these higher vibrations. It is a bit like
drinking too much coffee and experiencing an effect of anxiety or a rush in adrenaline. The impact is that of increased bliss – sometimes too much bliss – for those who are heart-chakra activated. These sensations are felt as a tingling in every cell of my physical body and energy field.

This speeded-up vibration will be uncomfortable for those not working to increase frequency. They will increasingly sicken from the impact of the incoming radiation and all the man-made pollutants in the environment. The pollutants on earth are now toxic for 3D-4D life forms. Those choosing to remain ego-based do so because it is necessary for their soul’s growth. This year will greatly aid in their lessons.

Earth School and dimensional mastery is about vibration. That is as simple as it gets. All levels of consciousness – that which we perceive as physical and tangible – is nothing more than various levels of vibration. We are consciousness which lowered itself into very slow vibration to experience a physical separation from Source. That game is up! That cycle is now coming to an end. It is now time to remember who and what we truly are.

We do this simply by raising our vibration. The easiest way (without all the details) is just Be Love! There are some who are shown how and why it all works. These individuals relate their intuitive knowing to help others who are desirous of expanding their consciousness. I, for example, channel my higher self when in an expanded state of awareness through my ego living this life’s incarnational experience. I blend the two as best I can.

If you desire to ascend state that to be your choice. It must be stated with heart-felt sincerity and broadcast to the universe. Once you have done so know it to be so and begin your personal spiritual work.

Turning inward is that work. That is where the true You will be found.

All external to your heart is illusion! That illusion is created by the thought and the emotions you choose to entertain. All truth is found within you, locked within your DNA.

All That Is, Is Within You!
The solar flares unlock DNA encoding and cause life to vibrate at a faster rate. That faster rate of vibration is raising Earth and all choosing to go with her into the higher 5th dimension. Dimensions are levels or octaves of vibration that we either exist in or attune to. The levels of life and consciousness around us which we don’t perceive vibrate at levels we are not currently attuned to. We are moving rapidly into a state where all that is now unseen becomes visible. Don’t freak out! Understand what is happening. Or simply be love. Learn to just be!

Earth and the entire universe is ascending a step up. It does not matter what dimensional level an individual consciousness is attuned to. All levels are shifting up as the In Breath of Source begins. That time of the In Breath is now! Everyone who has sought spiritual teaching knows this time would arrive but none can describe what will happen after the actual shift. We enter a portal into individuated timelines and realities. That is because we each have our own dream to dream, our own reality to experience for our souls’ growth.

Envision your dream now! Put your emotions into it so as to manifest and align with that reality! True 5D Magic begins now.

Don’t worry about anyone else and what their dreams are. I know you love your family and friends but see what is going on. You can only dream your dream and manifest the heaven or hell you wish to create after the shift. Those you love cannot do this for you. The shift is already happening and we are not all going to the same place. And while some may indeed continue together don’t be overly attached to that possibility.

We came to Earth School from different places, timelines, dimensions and parts of the universe / multiverse to join together for this game we have played. We are teachers and gods in training. Earth School was the training ground. That time is now over. It is time to graduate to higher levels of learning, to venture into the universe and teach what we have learned.
Earth School is the toughest school in this universe. Those ascending will have attained the master’s degree! So be proud of your experiences and accomplishments!

**Back To The Solar Flares**

One major recent solar flare arrived on earth on February 2, 2012 and was the largest solar flare recorded to date, with a CME 5 times greater than the size of the sun. That blast directed at Earth was definitely felt then and into the future. Generally speaking, these blasts will continue for many years and affect everything in this solar system.

These super-high vibrations originate from the Galactic Center deep within the universe and are being beamed to each solar system. These extremely high frequencies are processed and stepped down in intensity by the suns of each solar system. From there they are beamed out to each planet or moon. This is what unlocks the ascension encodings in DNA. Our bodies recalibrate and reconfigure when this occurs. There is life on every planet and moon in our solar system. There is life everywhere in the universe.

We are aligning with the Galactic Center of the Milky Way which can now be seen in the night sky. The stars, dust clouds and other solar systems which formerly kept this radiation from hitting our Solar System directly are no longer doing so. This allows a clear path for the energies of the Photon Belt and the Great Central Sun to flow from the Galactic Center to this solar system. So these higher spiritual vibrations are now directly impacting Earth.

These higher vibrations align directly with earth every 26,000 years and initiate that cycle’s ascension timeline. There are other points as we spin around the galaxy that allow for increased vibration but none is more clear and direct in regards to higher frequencies than our current placement.

Previously we destroyed 4 worlds as we came to this time period of mass ascension. You may have heard of the demise of Maldek, the planet between Jupiter and Mars, which we blew up before coming to Earth, and whose remnants can be seen as the shooting stars occurring August
11-13. It is my birthday each year as I watch and have memories of that time. August 12, 3113 is also the beginning of the Mayan Calendar. This 2012 birthday I will turn 50. Very interesting how that worked out.

Mu was destroyed as we had ET wars going on above. Funny, as fused nuclear fuel pellets from over 100,000 years ago are being found in Africa in uranium mines, proving that we indeed were using the same nuclear fuels back then. The Hindu religion has many stories about this time. In the process of continued descent into lower vibrations we sank Lemuria and then Atlantis once more. We finally “fell” into the 3rd dimension, completing the divine plan of separation from Source. Now it is time to ascend back up those dimensions and that is what all of this is about!

Mission Complete! Time to go home!

**DNA Mutation**

As the higher frequencies of these incoming solar flares begin to affect each individual the DNA will alter and rearrange. If you allow it these feelings of ecstasy and bliss will be the norm. Parts of our DNA which were “unzipped” to allow us to “fall” after the demise of Atlantis and experience the lower vibrational dimensions will now be reformed and recalibrated into their natural state.

We also have many more strands of DNA that have never been used. These will allow us to climb even higher in dimensional levels of awareness and comprehension while remaining in human-type light bodies. These strands will now be activated. As these are activated we will become increasingly conscious of who we are, of our individual past lives, of our god-like powers which we have been denied use of. Heaven on Earth is about to occur and the solar flares trigger the beginning of this part of the process.

I have stated in previous messages that the solar flares may be a problem for those not focusing on their spirituality and increasing their own physical frequency. The time is now for this to be seen.

Remember there is no good and no bad. There is only free will choices and the outworking of the divine plan.
We dance this dance together!

**Divine Perfection**

All is in a state of Divine Perfection regardless of how we view it individually. If you are viewing things as a problem back up and look from a more expanded/ascended perspective! From that perspective you will see it all differently.

Dimensions are multi-layered - similar to an onion – with all intertwined and working together to bring the divine plan to fruition. This 2012 moment in the divine plan allows all who choose to become awakened divine beings.

As we ascend our level of understanding (comprehension) expands. We will soon be manifesting and creating our dreams instantly – far beyond anything we can imagine at this time. For many who comprehend the mechanics of the process we are already manifesting instantly. Instant manifestation is a natural state of divine being.

As we dream of and manifest our future on an individual level we also do this collectively. **So remove any and all limitations.** Remove rules of the game. If we advance to 5D with no rules we can define each experience at the time it happens.

Begin to perceive everything from an unlimited perspective. We must do this on the deepest levels of ourselves as we go through this process in order to collectively affect what we will be as we pass through the final 2012 vortex and dimensional shift.

**Let Go Of Limitations**

Now is the time to develop what you intend to be afterward! If we go into this shift putting rules on ourselves or have preset limitations then so shall that be.

Why have any limitations? Haven’t we already experienced the limitations? Remove them please! Any limitation you impose affects the whole - the collective. The goal is to obtain the highest vibrations and with that the highest levels of consciousness and abilities. As multidimensional masters we can travel all levels of vibration and dimensions at will.
Solar Flare Impact

As these Solar Flares come through us we may feel a bit nervous. We may feel headaches and joint pains. Thoughts may be difficult to hold on to. This is because solar flares are magnetic and the brain stores memory magnetically (like an old 8-track or cassette tape). Short term memory may fade. I am having an issue with that as I watch the illusion fade. This is normal whether or not you understand the mechanics of what is occurring. For those ascending the focus on 3D day-to-day trivia will fade. The lower 3D vibrations may feel increasingly sickening.

For me, there is a restructuring of the chakras within my auric field and Merkabah. At times I find myself doubting this or that as I am used to “feeling” things first rather than thinking them. From my experience, this occurs as one is recalibrating the DNA and Light Body. There are lower vibrational energies affecting me as I go through this transition. These make me feel uncomfortable even with all my prior preparation for this time. Occasionally I have found myself doubting my messages and what I do. But listen to me – don’t do that! Follow what your higher self tells you even if you feel these strange and unsettling sensations. It is a release and restructuring of your light body that you are sensing that feels so strange. All the old lower vibrations must be released from deeply buried places within the very core of your being.

As frequencies increase we may begin to have “memories” of childhood thoughts and dreams, and of past lives too. Most adults don’t realize we as children were really higher vibrationally. We slowed our vibrations to conform to the illusory material world. We shifted from a natural state of love into the ego and head trying to figure everything out, instead of feeling it. As we grew up and learned about the material world we lowered our vibrations into separation and illusion. For those ascending, that time now shifts again where we will focus on feeling before thinking. Feeling is the way of living from the heart.

Many of us will begin to remember our past lives in this cycle and previous Earth cycles in Atlantis, Lemuria, Mu, or Maldek. Many have begun to remember times before Earth School when we were on other planets and in other star systems. As children we remembered these
things but were taught they were not real and were the mind of a child. I find it funny how that way of being that we were taught was not real, is where we must return to. As these frequencies increase on Earth in 2012 these memories will be returned to all of humanity.

Past Life Memories May Prove Disturbing For Some

Memories of past lives and knowingness can be a real problem for those choosing not to awaken and understand what is going on. There is a strong possibility we may see individuals going crazy as old memories come flooding in. That is especially so if they choose continued identification with the 3D world as real rather than an illusion we together have jointly manifested. There is a potential these individuals may become violent to themselves or others around them. Anything can happen now. However, we really should not focus energy on things we don’t wish to manifest in our reality.

At the same time be prepared for any outcome. Many can describe what is happening but as to what will happen none of us can know with absolute certainty.

Protection Is Available For All To Request And Use

All who focus on building and intensifying the light within their Merkabah are being protected. Destructive events may occur all around you but these will not affect you. To invoke protection envision yourself inside a forcefield of light through which nothing can harm you. This focused intent manifests the Light shield and protection!

We each need to remember our spiritual tools. The memory of these tools and how to use them is inside. It is time to begin using them now. To use them picture them in your mind with focused intent. This IS our “image-in”-ation. Call on your guides and higher Self for help. Know you have all the help you need.

This incoming magnetic solar radiation may cause much chaos on Earth but it will not destroy our physical body if we maintain a raised state of vibration. Invoking the higher vibrations may result in additional detoxification which may cause discomfort.
Detachment Is The Key

Detachment is the key for all choosing to ascend. Yes, feel love and compassion for all others but remain detached as all this unfolds so you don’t become trapped in someone else’s illusion or allow that to bring you down into lower vibrations! Yes, we will be concerned about those we love deeply. We all have friends and family who are at this time consciously choosing not to remember. Those are their freewill choices and we can do nothing about that. We each choose our own life path for the experience we will manifest, thereby fulfilling our individual soul contracts.

We have to perceive truth from a higher level of observation. In this Earth School we are all classmates, parents, children, friends and adversaries playing a karmic game to learn our lessons. We have each been male and female. We have at various times been husbands and wives, parents and children, friends and adversaries. We have birthed each other and likely even killed each other. We have stayed and played karmic games within our soul groups that were required to learn lessons.

It’s Graduation Time

2012 is graduation time for those who have completed this schooling. These incoming solar flares mark the beginning of the graduation ceremonies. Some will choose not to graduate and that is fine. Some will choose to repeat the class for another cycle of learning. Again, there is no good and no bad. Those not choosing to ascend will be removed from this particular version of the game by their own choice.

For those on the fence about personal ascension please realize not making a choice is making a choice. Please understand that simple fact. By not consciously choosing we actually are choosing not to raise our physical frequencies.

The entire planet has been informed of this 2012 ascension event for at least 25 years and more. When someone refuses to believe and work on their personal ascension with commitment he or she makes the choice to not ascend. So we must detach from all others as they have free will to make the decisions they make. Entanglement can be karmic if you attempt to force ascension on another. Speak your mind. Yes, please do as it is time,
but never force another to do as you desire as this creates karmic ties. All karma must be dispensed with at this time.

We must let those who choose not to ascend go on their way even if they remain physically present in our lives. Detach from them interiorly with love. Love them for who they are. There is no need to be cold or unemotional as we release them to their choice interiorly. And it certainly does not mean we need to remain behind with them, continuing to experience the 3D-4D lower vibrational worlds. Indeed such choice may not be possible as we are far more alive than those choosing not to ascend – simply because we are recognizing who and what we truly are. This enhances our experience greatly.

**Be Aware Without Fear**

The culling of 2012 has begun. We each need to be aware of the possible intensity of what is about to happen. Solar flare magnetic radiations, the Fukushima Nuclear Radiations, poisoning of the food supply, disease, famine, war, earthquakes, tidal waves, floods, extreme weather, etc., are various methods by which souls not choosing ascension will be removed from Earth. In addition, the cleansing and restoration of Mother Earth will also happen and be completed prior to the coming dimensional shift.

All of this has already begun. If we get caught up in linear thinking – of watching the exterior illusion and growing chaos from our head – this could be quite traumatizing. This is especially so if we attach emotionally to this disintegrating illusion and anyone or any event within it. This includes our attachments to anything material or even our addictive attachments. *Any attachment has the possibility to redirect focus and suck us into lower vibrations.* This is the final exam of mastery and graduation from Earth School. The exam has begun. That is why mastery of thought and emotion is the most important attainment we can demonstrate at this time in our own lives.

It is indeed the case that not everyone is ready to graduate. Spiritual development and mastery is a process that takes many lifetimes. It is said the average person ascending now has had around 2,500 lifetimes in Earth School. Some have had many more, and some less. Anyone can ascend any time in any cycle when the individual decides to *set their*
intent on Ascension and mastery. Normally this process takes many lifetimes of focused dedication. However, this time is precious because everyone incarnate on Earth has this option. Choice must be made.

Many souls on Earth right now are from a variety of dimensions and places around the universe. Many are from other star systems. All are here for different reasons. Many are here as ambassadors representing the ascension of their home planets. Many civilizations from other star systems are ascending through the experiences of their ambassadors on Earth.

Some incarnates are newbies to the lower dimensions and are here to play with those old souls who have been doing this a long time, helping those old souls to remember who they are. Many of these old souls have forgotten (because Earth School is such a long process). Some newbies may be beginning a cycle of many lifetimes in the lower dimensions and are here to witness this mass ascension. This is so they too will remember at a coming future cycle when they too will ascend.

Every soul on Earth sooner or later goes through this ascension process. Some starseeds are here this one and only time to hold the higher vibrations for this cycle’s ascension. Many newbies who will later return for another cycle of 3D-4D school are here to witness the magic of the higher vibrations and the mastery of the ones now ascending. They are receiving what they need to know for their coming lower dimensional incarnations. The torch is being passed. Those returning will be the Bodhisattva or light bearers of the next 3D-4D cycle.

Some of us are very old souls who have gone through all the “previous worlds” of Earth and Maldek history. We have been on Earth far in excess of 2,500 average lifetimes. The 4th world is now at its completion and we are soon to step into the 5th or New Earth. Negativity and duality has been experienced to the extent we have learned all we can from it and that is why we are now ascending.

An “old soul” is only one who has been through a 26,000 year cycle of Earth School. In reality all souls are the same age as all are eternal beings as we all come from The One. “Old Souls” simply have more Earth School
experience in the lower dimensions than others. These “old souls” have been through previous cycles and sometimes over tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands of years, experiencing thousands of lifetimes. It is these souls who need to be awakened as to who they truly are. It is time to move to a new game. It is the remembrance of who we truly are and the process of raising our frequencies that constitutes ascension!
Cleaning House For The 5D Shift Starts With Ego

Dealing with ego is something each must address. To do so we must identify what ego is within the illusion.

The Role And Purpose Of Ego

Ego consists of all we have known, been taught and think ourselves to be. It is the aspect of Self that informs individual and separate experience. These individual experiences feed our souls – the mind aspect of Creator Source – and allow Source to experience and know the lower material levels of consciousness.

Ego identifies who we are. It separates and makes us feel special regarding our accomplishments. It can be vain concerning how we appear or what we have that allows us to compete with others. It provides that mental edge – that secure feeling that keeps us from experiencing fear resulting from how small we really are in human form.

Think back to all those times you might have built yourself up by comparing yourself favorably to others and putting them down. Ego works that way. It needs others who are “separate” to compare itself with.

When we advance on the spiritual path and start realizing who we are on a higher level we don’t compare ourselves to other ascended beings. We don’t think “because I do this or have that realization I’m more ‘ascended’ than St. Germain or Lady Master Nada.” It would certainly be silly to compare ourselves in a way that promotes lower vibrational separateness. Indeed, as we ascend we increasingly recognize our oneness and connectedness with each other within All That Is. We know ourselves as individual cogs in one giant cosmic transmission.

Ego allows the experience of individualization and separation. Ego is a tool of consciousness that recedes as we step into higher levels of vibration and consciousness. Ego allows us to experience our individuated selves – the physical being that we become while incarnate. But ego does not transcend lifetimes.
For example, if I remember what I did in my last lifetime it would be strange indeed to hear me say, “Man, I was a fantastic Rocky Mountain sheep herder last lifetime. Yes, I held the Light in some of Colorado’s darkest times in the 1800s. Look at me and what I did last lifetime. Wasn’t I marvelous?”

In other words once you have completed an experience what do you gain by continuing to gloat about who you have been?

**In point of fact we are eternal! We are not mere perceptions of former lifetimes.**

We each experience unique lives in which we feel, think, and witness all that goes into the communal Akash. We are scouts compiling data though personalities inhabiting a physical body. The ego is created from your experiences while in this physical body.

**Who Are We and What Is Ascension?**

We are far more than just body. **We are consciousness.** To really make magic happen we must awaken to who and what we truly are. We must recognize the smallness of who we think we are from the ego perspective. We must let this go so we can move to a higher level of consciousness.

Ascension is moving into greater awareness. Ascension provides a new vista. New experiences occur and new doors and levels of consciousness become activated.

From the lower egoic level we often think of ourselves as something special and try to hang on. In point of fact we are privileged to have experiences that make us feel special. Of course we must be thankful for these unique experiences. **But ultimately, these are not who we are!** We are actors playing a part in a grand play. Our lifetimes consist of acting out our parts. Sometimes we act together. Sometimes we act individually. And, in the final analysis, none of it matters beyond the experiences gained and insights earned.
Ascension Means Letting Spirit Lead

Those inhabiting higher vibrations have learned to walk hand in hand with Creator Source. They do things and demonstrate powers that appear supernatural to those of lesser attainment. Any lower vibratory being witnessing the acts of an ascended being are awed by their seemingly magical abilities.

Now the only way to perform these seemingly supernatural feats is through Spirit – Creator Source. The only way is to allow Spirit to guide and lead from higher vibrational planes.

Believe me when I say there is nothing peculiar or special about ascension. Ascended beings are simply the first up the mountain showing the possibilities of what can be done when inhabiting higher vibrations. Walking with Spirit – letting Spirit be in control of your life – is what makes life “super” natural.

It all comes down to dimensions and levels of vibration. Personal mastery is about attuning to and using these higher vibrations in your own life. Everyone on Earth has this potential. Everyone. Everyone is already a master. Most are still asleep and now it is time to wake up.

As we awaken to realizing our divinity and true power we may appear superhuman. This is the result of having entered the higher vibrations while on 3D earth. And certainly when compared with lower 3D vibrations these expanded abilities do seem superhuman. But they are not. Those wielding these abilities have simply unlocked a higher level of vibration.

Anyone can do this! There is truly nothing special! Do not worship those who have these abilities. If you feel amazement at an individual who performs seemingly supernatural feats, remember that he/she is just another “you” vibrating at a personalized level. Anything that one can do you can too! You are only limited by the rules you have placed on your Self.

Many Rules We Live By Are The Result Of Fear

Many of us feel scared because our ego is afraid. This, in turn, limits our experience. If we think someone brave – if we think we can’t do what
they have done or experience what they have experienced – we create limiting rules for ourselves. **We make a box of limitations to play in.** We allow ego to control our reaction, often to our detriment.

We must learn to control a fearful ego, to trust our ability to walk freely and willingly into the experience we dream of. It is ego fear of “what if” that keeps us from jumping right in.

Each time you stop and think about what’s going on in the illusion – for example you think “If I do this I may be harmed” – you create the possibility of being harmed. In the higher vibrations you learn to manipulate and master these negative thoughts. This allows you to walk though the illusion unscathed. You learn to trust and “feel” the (heart) energies surrounding you as you walk through the illusion.

You can be walking through the most intense hurricane ever, everything collapsing around you, missiles of broken debris flying everywhere – and simply being in that light of protection, in the security of “**knowingness,**” allows you to walk through the hurricane unharmed. Ego (fear) has been set aside and a once-feared experience lived through.

Your decision to undertake this type of experience checks the ego and causes it to disappear as the experience unfolds. If you were in such an experience and gave in to fear in the middle of wind-flung debris and huge waves of water you would no longer feel the energies directing you to move this way or that. You would no longer be trusting Spirit to keep you fully protected whilst the experience unfolds.

It is the removal of ego that allows you to experience safety in the midst of a raging storm. Ego must be diminished – put aside – in order to more fully experience and feel the field. This is being in the zone.

To become superhuman you must master ego and do so in **all** experiences.

**Ego Games Must Be Set Aside**

Sometimes the ego thinks it is tough. It manipulates you into a situation it has convinced you it can handle. Normally when this happens you find
yourself brought down in a hurry. This is because ego acts from a lowered vibration of separation.

Those who believe their egos to be special - invincible! – perhaps because of who they are this lifetime – invariably discover otherwise, usually when it is too late. This is because ego keeps us separated when truly we are part of the same Holy Spirit.

I have done this many times myself, thinking others should do things this way or that – my way. But I have discovered this is ego wanting them to have an easier way of doing things.

It is true I have learned many good things from the ego which make this incarnation easier. However, it is ego leading when I attempt to get others to do this or that so as to make “their” life easier. Yes, the easier way is something I do wish for them. However this simply keeps them from their growth.

Each must go through his or her learning experience to discover what does and does not work. Telling another to do it “this way” or “that way” takes away from their learning experience. Each person must figure out what does and does not work. When they finally get tired of repeating mistakes and the frustration that comes with doing the same thing over and over with no new results they invariably come to their senses and decide for themselves to do things in a different manner.

We cannot do that for another. We cannot do another’s learning. Each must do this for themselves and, in doing so, learn to tame their own ego.

Notice how many are insistent about a problem they have that they attempt to solve the same way over and over again, often despite the fact that that particular way simply doesn’t work. Look closely at that individual and observe if they are in their head or heart. You will invariably find the individual is operating from the head. When you discover this just let them be! Let them learn from experience! We can certainly offer advice but we cannot do the work for another.
Now some may say there are individuals doing supernatural feats and enjoying wonderful experiences who operate from ego. This is backwards thinking! It is the individuals in awe of these others’ lives who are in fear of doing it themselves who are in ego. The one going through experience and living life to the fullest has set aside ego in order to have the rich experience. If they have not they will most assuredly crash and burn, no matter how high their attainments in life.

**Cleaning House**

The ego was a fine tool for the lower vibrations. However, as we approach the center point of the 2012 vortex and go ever deeper into our core of oneness the ego must be addressed. In order to shift into the heart-space it has to be put aside.

This is because ego has no place in oneness. Ego is a function of duality and polarity of the brain and not the heart. As one ascends the ego with its separation and fear must go.

**Become Who You Truly Are**

Unlike the ego, the individual personality does have a place in oneness. Make the shift into the heart and move out of polarity and ego separation. Reconnect with the eternal Being you truly are.

Once the shift occurs the ego you developed in this life begins to fade. All self importance and special feelings resulting from believing yourself separate and apart must fade. As each is part of the One all individual experience ends up in the Akash for each unique aspect of Oneness to experience for itself. There is no more ego and separation. You discover you are simply another me and I another you having an experience and feeding that experience into the Oneness we all share.
Remembering the 11:11 Doorway Opened In 1992 & Celebrating Its 20th-Year Anniversary

My Story

20 years ago today (January 11 2012) 144,000 of us gathered to do ceremony at various sacred chakra points around Mother Earth. We joined hearts and minds in unified focused intent to open the 11:11 doorway.

The unlocking of my encodings began the year leading up to the 1st Persian Gulf War, January 16, 1991. Isaiah 13 unfolded before my eyes as Peter Arnette filmed the first Iraqi battle with a night vision camera. Green anti-aircraft fire glowed in front of a mushroom-shaped water tower. It looked like something out of War of the Worlds.

This was my trigger.

A few days later a friend handed me a Bible which he had opened to Isaiah 13. I completely understood the meaning of the message. I was so spooked I read the Bible cover to cover. I discovered I knew what it
meant. When I finally read Revelations I recognized myself as a member of the 144,000. The feeling ran deep. I knew there had already one group of 144K (known as the Sun Dancers of the Harmonic Convergence five years earlier - in August 16 & 17 1987). I still have a copy of the 25-year prophecies from that gathering. Now in 2012 there have been three specific groups of 144,000 who had gathered to bring in the End Times. The last group is forming now as individuals activate their chakras and step into personal mastery.

These groups of 144,000 are mentioned in the Book of Mormon. In fact, the only two chapters copied from the Bible into the Book of Mormon are Isaiah 13 (the first Persian Gulf war) and Isaiah 14 (the second Persian Gulf war). These chapters describe events precisely, including finding Saddam Hussein in a “pit,” his sons being killed, and then Earth economies collapsing due to events which would transpire on this timeline predicted by Isaiah.

I had a great deal of uneasiness in me as I remembered end-times nightmares I had in childhood. You see I incarnated with the ability to remember the future. The collective human consciousness experiences prophesied events tuned in by its collective vibration.

*Thought creates illusion.* The collective in the early 1960s believed we were headed for nuclear war. I was born in the middle of the cold war and Cuban missile crisis with Russia. Where I grew up was still the “Old South” in Mississippi. The vibrations I experienced then were of future events we are experiencing now. I was shown a very destructive world. I remember having dreams and being very scared of these future events as a baby in diapers and through my younger years.

*We have changed these prophecies I saw.* I know this. Years ago I perceived the biblical Bottomless Pit to be in the Middle East. It resulted from a nuclear bomb set off in the oil fields. The oil field collapsed and blazed continually. No one could put it out.

Well, the Bottomless Pit did occur but not in the Middle East. It occurred 45 years later in the Gulf of Mexico – practically in my front yard, only 75 miles south from where I lived at the time. It happened when the British
Petroleum Macondo oil rig blew. I recognized what was going on immediately and told others. I knew instinctively that humanity had altered the prophecy I was shown as a child but I did not know how bad it would be. I now feel the combined efforts have lessened what would otherwise be worst case scenario effects. I was indeed tied to the prophecy I saw in my future when a child. But humanity had changed the Earth-killing human-killing possibility. We lessened the pain even though the prophecy had to occur. It manifested in a much less disastrous way, saving hundreds of millions of lives globally.

We had evolved sufficiently to alter prophecy.

**The Gathering of The 144,000**

In 1991 I told practically everyone I met that a second gathering of the 144,000 was imminent. The 3rd Group of 144,000 (assembled in 2012) consists of individuals who have fully activated their heart and other chakras and are on the path of ascended mastery. These are “Energy Bearers” tasked with activating the planetary ascension process.

The ripple sent out in 1987 began a chain reaction that has activated others globally. The 1992 Opening of the 11:11 Doorway triggered the beginning of Humanity’s steep rise in frequency, the final wake up call, and Mother Earth’s super-duper energy shift.

The 11:11 Doorway Opening Ceremony Dance from Solara which was later found to be Ezekiel 1 ~ Wheels within Wheels ~ The Living Beings see: [http://kingbibble.com/ezekiel/1.htm](http://kingbibble.com/ezekiel/1.htm) (Please copy & paste the link into your browser.)
Life in Mississippi

As a child I had many dark visions of this time and thus began my training as a warrior. I became an expert woodman and survivalist. I trained in martial arts. This began a lifelong practice that activated many of my spiritual powers. I trained in yoga and higher levels of awareness. I practiced my 4th dimensional skills of intuition and seeing-feeling vibrations, and did blindfold training in martial arts. I became highly skilled in hand-to-hand fighting and the use of weapons. I lived at subsistence levels for many years in the wilderness and also the arctic. My wilderness experience put me in close attunement to God Source.

Much of my encoding was finally unleashed the year after my Bible-reading marathon. I kept telling people in Mississippi who I was, the reason I had incarnated and what was soon to happen. During this year of telling everyone what was happening my vibration increased gradually and I was shown many things. I saw probabilities that were clearly aligned with prophecy. I also saw that these prophecies were based on the rate at which human consciousness was collectively vibrating at that particular time.

Probability Shifts

Since the early 1960s humanity’s vibration had increased as a result of various individuals breaking through the 3D barrier into a 4D connection to Source. The 1987 Harmonic Convergence had attuned the planetary vibration and altered the super-dark outcomes I had previously seen. And though much unfolded as I saw in childhood it has happened in a much less drastic and deadly way.

But the future (by 1991-92), though improved, was still rather bleak.

And so I prepared for the gruesome outcome I had seen in my dreams. I learned all I could about everything I could (militaristically speaking) in case that scenario evolved. At the same time I kept the dream alive that humanity could shift what I was seeing. I was playing in 4D while those around me were in 3D. My vibrations never felt easy as I was speeding along much faster than those around me.
I nonetheless kept telling everyone I could find what was about to unfold. There were 2 possible timelines I saw, one dark and one light which I described, the events I write about today. But back in 1991 they thought me crazy.

Despite this I persevered. I went to churches and spoke to individuals - those in control - all over Mississippi and was eventually told that if I didn’t keep my mouth shut I could be locked up, put away, or taken out (meaning killed). They did not like what I had to say. I already knew about the Illuminati, Trilateralists, Bilderbergs, and what was going on. But no one listened.

I spoke of being one of Archangel Michael’s legions of warriors, something I had known all my life. I also knew I was a Melchizedek since I was a child and that I would somehow play a part in the bottomless pit prophecy and be a key player in the end times. I explained to anyone who would listen that the 144,000 would soon gather again for a second time.

I was indeed threatened for saying these things and told to keep quiet. This went on for about 6 months.

**A Visit Takes Place**

I felt one of those intuitive needs one day to drive 200 miles to the coast to see my mother in Ocean Springs. At the time I lived in Jackson, MS. I knew I had to go immediately.

Immediately upon arrival I told her my story. I was obsessed with it and could not get it out of my head. It was the only thing I could discuss as nothing else mattered. Mom knew I had intuition and syncs always around me, but this one was impressive. She handed me a pamphlet titled *Opening of the 11:11 Doorway* which she said someone had just dropped off at the family business a few days before.

I read it. It said all the things I knew and had told to everyone all my life. It even included more detailed information concerning what I had been saying all those months prior to visiting my mother. The pamphlet, written by Solara, confirmed what I knew as well as explained why I knew what I knew. The pieces of the puzzle began to fit together again, just as they had in 1987 when I knew I had to be a part of the Harmonic
Convergence but did not understand the significance of what was unfolding.

The 11:11 booklet described what I had been telling others for months. I was so excited I printed up a few thousand copies and distributed them all over Mississippi. I went everywhere. I handed them out to churches of all denominations. I handed them to friends and family. I passed them out to absolute strangers. All I had done in the months before to distribute the 11:11 Opening of the Doorway pamphlets, still no one listened and I could get no one to join with me for an activation group. But I kept on trying anyway. It was my mission. It seemed I was the Light Bearer in Mississippi, and the only of the original 11:11ers I knew of there for sure.

Knowing – then believing - that thought creates reality I asked others to join me and form a group. No one would. All I encountered were ego-based people or totally religious individuals who did not understand the spirituality of what was going on. “Jesus was coming to save them” and I must be a Satan worshiper. The vibrations around me were so low I always felt extremely uncomfortable. Yet I knew I loved these people. They have great hearts though they were living in their heads and ego. I also know when they finally open to heart-centered focus that area (the South) has the potential to be one of the most enlightened places on Earth – from the lowest to the highest vibrations. Because balance is how it all works.

My mother offered me a ticket to Egypt to be with the main group at Giza.²¹ But that was not where I was supposed to be. I knew I was supposed to be somewhere near Mississippi because the lower vibration there had to be shifted. And that continued to seem impossible. For even with literally handing out 2,000 11:11 Doorway Opening pamphlets no one agreed to join me. The lack of participation to change our planet at least in the South, and especially in Mississippi was a sickening feeling for me.

**Solara Introduces Me To Walt**

I contacted Solara and found out about Walt Burchett in Cookeville Tennessee. Walt was a Cherokee medicine man who made his own traditional medicines. When we met he and I immediately recognized each other. We had memories that we worked together many lives and
knew we were supposed to be together again for whatever time we had left. It was a great comfort to finally find someone who knew many of the same things I did.

Walt gave me directions to meet him at his home in Cookeville, Tennessee. We caravanned from his place to Jellico, Tennessee. The 11:11 Doorway Opening gathering and ceremony was to held on Dove Mountain, next to Angel Mountain. Amazingly (or maybe not) the ceremony was located at Hwy 11, exit 11 in Jellico Tennessee, up in the Daniel Boone Wilderness Area.

11:11

11:11 began to haunt me 20 years earlier. My first love had an 11/11/61 birthday. Even in 1978 when we dated I had the sense 11:11 was special. 11:11 was continually appearing around me – in my name, my numerology, my birthday and on and on. I saw it everywhere and commented on it to everyone. But what did it mean? There was no information highway (internet) back then. No one else was seeing this. It was only me and those I was around who thought it special.

Can you imagine the test of following signs in what was then an exceedingly dense 3D material world? It was a battle of believing in the invisible spiritual world and dismissing the false messages of the external material world. It was a time of trusting blindly in the spiritual. This was a big test for me. Many around me said I was nuts and would not amount to anything. But I just had to keep following where Spirit led.

Walt Burchett also followed Spirit’s guidance and found the place we gathered at in Jellico, TN. The entire group participating in the ceremony met together for the first time at a motel dining room in Jellico on January 10, 1991. There were 200 other 11:11ers gathered here for this event. When Walt and I walked in together the strangest thing happened. Everyone there seemed to know each other, but having never met before this lifetime. We knew each other’s faces energies and had many past and future memories.

We did a rehearsal ceremony that night and then slept to gather again early the next day, January 11.
We awoke about 2 hours before sunrise, got breakfast and caravanned to drive to Dove Mountain. A hundred or more cars drove to the gathering point about an hour before dawn. As we walked to the top of Dove Mountain I looked up as I always do to see the stars and confirm my bearings. However that night/morning the electromagnetic field had done something and my usually perfect (right on) internal compass was very off. This was odd as I can usually “feel” and know where north is. I looked up and encountered the wildest experience I had had to date on Earth. All the stars were in the wrong places! I know my constellations well and nothing was recognizable!

I was not the only one to notice something unusual. Some with psychic 3rd-eye sight saw 4th dimensional space ships. Others saw angels. Everyone saw something and with every extraordinary observation there were others confirming and witnessing what had been seen.

We did the procession and Opening the 11:11 Doorway ceremony dressed in our whites as a sign of purity of heart and Oneness. I felt the sensation of peace and bliss with an intensity never repeated until this past year of 2011. The sensation was, quite simply, otherworldly. We merged hearts, thought, emotions into one Being! We felt connected to all others on Earth that day. Together we activated the planet, opening the 11:11 doorway to allow these higher energies to come to Earth on January 11 1992.

You cannot have ascension without increasing the frequency. That event began the planetary frequency increase required for Earth ascension. The 11:11 doorway and all the 11:11 Gate Activations that followed were about raising frequency to support the upliftment in consciousness. This event represented the 2nd major global planetary activation that precedes planetary ascension.

These are the events predicted in prophecy that would bring on and initiate the End Times. It is almost complete now in 2012. Because of the sheer volume of persons now joining in on a global scale participating in these unified focused events, these events will now unfold in very different, less traumatic, ways. The final battle of light and dark which I originally saw
fought with weapons has shifted! It will no longer happen that way. The game has changed.

As the 11:11 Doorway closes 20 years later\textsuperscript{23} the battle of light and dark has been altered from actual physical war to one of information, of waking everyone up to what we truly are. We shift to a higher level of spiritual vibration as we activate. Each person who activates the heart chakra can balance the energy of 50,000 individuals occupying the lower negative vibrations. There are some who say that number is 10x that. The activated heart chakra counteracts and neutralizes those lower vibrations. And now literally tens of millions are activating around the Earth.

We have indeed shifted the planet and changed the probabilities. This process continues and gains increased momentum daily. This is what the end times are all about! We have fulfilled our destiny by shifting the planet into higher consciousness. Humanity is awakening. I am exceedingly thankful to have been played a part in that.

I also wish to thank everyone who is consciously participating in raising planetary frequencies by the spiritual work they are doing on themselves. What you do as work to awaken and activate affects every atom in the hologram we collectively experience as our real exterior illusion. The inside shifts the outside. What you as work to better yourself you do for all else in All That IS (Creator/Source). Together we shift the illusion into a new game. And no one knows what will happen after the coming dimensional shift. Why? Because the process is not complete. We complete it as a collective, those who are choosing to ascend.

The preparation for this shift is what 11:11 is all about!
Bill Ballard ~ Star Knowledge Gathering ~ Venus Transit ~ Mt Shasta 6-6-2012

Here is a picture of orbs with Chief Blue Star Eagle. Bill is the one holding hands up in the air, holding the energies as he always does, in the back to the right of Blue Star Eagle.
The Ballad of Bill Ballard ~ John Goff

We strive to experience things of good, better & best....
and to explore the whole land...from east...to west!
And one of the souls who contracted to open things now...
Was Bill Ballard...a cosmic cowboy----a boy of the Cow?

Now Bill took a liking to a Mountain real high...
A Mountain named Shasta that reached towards the sky!
So to see it---and to re-energize it... Bill ventured to go...
and he merged energies there with many old souls: Yippee! & Aho!

They performed sacred service...they ceremonied a lot...
And on the energies they blissed mightily---and well..quite high they got!
So they invoked and they cleansed and they cleared and all that..
Until the Mountain started PURRING...just like a cat!

So I only had time to watch the first half of the new video...
But I can see Bill is a happy Cowboy---who has triumphed at his Rodeo...
He accomplished his end-goal...he captured his prize!
So a New Age is coming: Do you feel & see it? Open the eyes!

The energy from Shasta is old energy you know...
So soon Old will blend with New in the rebirthing we sow..
And Atlantis and Lemuria will be born quite again
It's all about rebirth now: the egg and the hen.

So rise up...and breathe deeply and give praise for the now...
With each new morning--and sunshine and cosmic boys of the cow...
The roping is done by those of each sex
And the new age is dawning---without trials or vex.
A Closing Statement About Energy Exchange And Finances

We live in a world of duality where the human collective continues to believe in the use of money as a store of value within the exchange of energy and time. For this reason I must address this issue. There are untold numbers of Lightworkers and Light Warriors who have been doing the work of pushing the limits of human consciousness. We have intentionally removed ourselves from the illusion the collective continues to play in, a collective in which many gain material wealth and pursue a life of luxury, while we lightworkers have been doing without.

The Subject Of Money Is Quite Amusing (Except When It Isn’t)

I find it quite amusing that the majority inhabiting the collective finds nothing unusual in paying ball players many tens of millions of dollars each year and/or hundreds of millions for multiyear contracts. Equally amusing are actors who earn tens of millions for a single movie that may take them – at most - a few months of effort and work to produce.

And then there are the CEOs. A glance at the corporate world reveals CEOs who make hundreds of millions per year (often billions over a lifetime) who have literally produced nothing of value for society. Rather than value these often invest heavily in developing schemes devoid of intrinsic value and centered solely on making more money and/or stealing money from those with less.

Doctors and lawyers are also amusing. These make hundreds of thousands per year oftentimes practicing rather than being expert in what they do. And while these and others obtain handsome rewards for their energy and time we who hold the Light for Mother Earth – we who are the ones mentioned in the Holy Books - struggle with finding enough for beans and rice.
A great many of us are homeless and living from our backpacks at this time supported by other Lightworkers who work standard jobs to make sure we have enough to continue doing what we do.

**There Can Be No Doubt Something Is Very Wrong Here!**

The values of the human collective are as illusory and backward as the values of those playing or lost in the illusion itself and there is no telling how much longer this will go on. It seems to me that which should be at bottom is often on top and that which should *always* be on top is at bottom. *This must change!* The dedication and devotion of Lightworkers to hold the higher vibrations and energies must be realized and compensated while we remain in 3D-4D Earth.

**Light Warriors**

We have put our necks on the line for humanity to expose Illuminati activities emanating largely from three City States from which they control Mother Earth - the Vatican (religion), London (the global financial center) and Washington DC (center for the global military state).

Throughout history many Light Warriors have been forcibly removed from the game via witch trials, the Inquisition, and assassinations. These criminal acts have increased in recent years, no doubt in reaction to humanity awakening from its long slumber just in time to welcome Mother Earth’s 1,000 years of Peace.

Very few of the newly awakened know what Light Warriors have endured. Many of my heroes were among those who were targeted, marginalized and/or murdered. Tesla, for example, had all his funding cut once it was realized his inventions would free humanity from the tyranny of powers who desired to control the energy game. At least Tesla was not murdered though he died a pauper despite his great genius.

Many of the truly great Light Warriors even in these past decades have been locked up or killed. Stanley Meyer was killed for producing a water powered car in the late 1990s. William Cooper was killed after revealing
Illuminati secrets for more than 10 years. He was silenced for predicting the planned 9/11/2001 event. In fact more than 50 whistle blowers I know of were killed for telling truth about 9/11/2001. The same happened with the Gulf oil spill and Fukushima, 2 catastrophic \textit{planned} events. These \textit{were not} accidents.

Many light warriors have been revealing these truths for some time now. We have become targets of the Illuminati because of this. It is time humanity creates an energy exchange for that which is of \textit{real value} rather than allow those who contribute \textit{nothing} to society gain all life’s luxurious comforts. We Lightworkers and Light Warriors have \textit{never} asked for much as we are \textit{not} materialistic. But now we ask for an \textit{even exchange for what we do and have done}, in this life and many previous ones before this one.

\textbf{The Promise}

Many of us remember the promise before this incarnation that \textit{we would be financially supported}. Abundance \textit{is} having what you need and want without over abundance, which is itself a curse. We don’t ever ask for more than we need.

For me I have always dreamed of having a few pieces of property in seclusion where I could move around with the seasons from the coast to the mountains and maybe even into the desert. Like many of my heroes I have always worked as an inventor, a toolmaker/machinist, researching and developing things to make our world better. I have in fact designed wind turbines. One which is now commonplace is the helical Turby wind turbine. I did not have the finances to manufacture the turbine but did draw and tell many others of this design I received while in Alaska in the early 1990s. There are many more and far better residential wind turbine designs I have in mind and ready to be built if I can find the resources to do so. These plans I keep in my head until the time is right I was in Alaska healing a sacred vortex in the 70 mile river area, on the backside of Yukon Charley at Crooked Creek. I was doing my spiritual work as the helical designs came through.
This is one of many. I worked with reverse permanent magnet motors, and constructed many designs of water fracturing devices for separating hydrogen and water to be used as power systems. I helped research, design and test LED lighting for commercial and residential AC applications that is now common place. Over the years I have given my life to changing this planet with full dedication. I have made many individuals wealthy from my efforts and, like Tesla, have not received financial compensation for my efforts.

Some might say this was a clearing of karma. What is likely equally true is that I live from my heart and trusted those I was involved with to compensate me. This never happened. It is the common place I have found in this 3-4D world. Those attached to playing the game seem to value their monetary gains over sharing their wealth with those who helped them gain it in the first place. This has happened with friends, family and others alike. I am not whining about this. I am stating fact.

This crap has got to change!

I remember the promise before I came on this lifetime’s mission. I remembered it when I was four years old and finding out who I am and why I am here. So far, the financial support has never materialized other than from other Lightworkers who fully recognize our collective mission. How sad that humanity has thrown such great talent away.

I’m not the only one. As long as the collective of humanity continues to believe in and support the illusion and their Illuminati puppet masters things will not shift. It is time that those awakening know what we have done and what gifts are being offered, even here in this collection of my own writings. There must be an energy exchange from those who can afford it. We cannot continue doing this work with access only to the small paying jobs we obtain as others try to control our great talents. ALL who are on this level seem to have similar problems.

Humanity needs to recognize the Lightworkers. Even more the Light Warriors who put their lives on the line for humanity while walking the path of love. Several of my friends have been removed from this game
doing what I have done. I became silent for several years as I had a
daughter to raise. In these past years knowing what was coming I had to
remove myself from my daughter, my family and certain persons I love to
continue my work for Mother Earth and humanity and not have them
become targets. I have lived from a backpack, driving a truck that is
falling apart from Hurricane Katrina surge rust. I don’t know where my
funds for my next project will come from, but they always arrive.

It would be wonderful if humanity would wake to what has been being
done for them and express their appreciation on a constant basis. There
are many like me who are doing this work and dedicated to bringing in 5D
New Earth. It takes full time dedication! We for the most part sail through
this by the seats of our pants with nothing to spare. I walk around in rags.
I am homeless. I cannot even afford to take someone I am interested in
out on a date. I have grown to love beans and rice. But I stand tall. I
continue!

I ask those of you who have been locked into the illusion and are now
awakening and gaining new levels of understanding and consciousness
from the work of those coming before you to help out financially. We
need your support! If you resonate with this work please contribute to
help support it. I have never asked for this before! Ever!

My dear friend Gillian Grannum (another Melchizedek ~ Light Warrior)
has put herself on the line to expose the truth of what is going on globally
at http://shiftfrequency., Gillian edited these writings I previously wrote
and created this eBook. We discussed the possibility of this early in 2012
when we both were penniless and still finding ways to get the
information out there. I told her to take what I was writing and produce a
book. That is how this work came to be.

Donna and Jerry Creamer did this to keep me going while I was in
Flagstaff. Another dear friend who I will not name is doing this for me
through April/May/June 2012. This forced leaning on other Lightworkers
must stop! It is time for others to help.
How Your Money Is Spent

Do you know what your taxes to the IRS pay for? Do you know how funding supporting the military is spent? Do you know what your tithes to churches (especially the Vatican and Southern Baptists) support? If you know what is done with your money then you know you have been sold out - sold into slavery by these institutions. If you do not know where it is all going ~ Educate yourself! We can tell you!

I believe the time has come for you to consider alternative ways of spending these same funds, ways that will help those who have been fighting for your freedom. I cannot state this loudly or strongly enough.

Please Assist If You Can

This last trip to Mt Shasta cost my dear friend Kim about $2,000. Does anyone recognize the spiritual importance of the work that was done? Do you realize humanity is now on a positive timeline because of this event? People, please wake up! Help out! We have been fighting for you all our lives all the while being discounted, attacked, laughed at, belittled and stolen from. Our love for you has been so great, our connection with God so strong that we kept on, even if it meant our demise. Please understand!

This eBook will help to finance the work that needs to be continued. Please use the PayPal account below to help both Gillian and myself support our work. We would love the luxury of not having to worry about where the next bag of Short Grain Brown Rice was coming from! We would love not having to focus on how to manifest vehicle repairs, clothing, rent, utilities, and travel expenses to cleanse and open important vortices and portals! A tank of fuel is pretty expensive these days, especially when you must make a choice between a tank of fuel for doing vortex activation, work, or food. All we as those chakra activated have to do to clean and re-energize vortexes is to simply be there! But these vortexes are everywhere and an activated individual doing this work is still quite rare! A little extra for having nights out with those we love would be luxury.
I miss those I love but could not attach my response-abilities (my work or the possible consequences for doing my work) to them. This is my own and this is why this book is out! I have one mission in front of me and that is to Ascend Mother Earth into 5D New Earth! Help Me and the rest of us on this mission if you would like to participate!

I send the Greatest of My Love to you all whether you can help financially or not. I ask that no matter what you do, please understand that nothing you have here in 3-4 can be taken into 5D! That Is A Fact! For those of you who can help I thank you here and now as I cannot respond to all the requests being made of me these past months. It is simply too much.

Know that I appreciate all you do. I thank you. I pray for you. I will help you in any way I can! I am dedicated to this shift and have nothing else to focus on than this! We Need Everyone On Board! The more the merrier and there will not be another time for ascension for a long, long time!

The choice is yours.

I Love You All!

Be Love!
Bill Ballard

**Donations Are Blessings Sent & Received**

Please make a donation in whatever amount you can affford to our [Paypal account](mailto:billballardebook@gmail.com). Thank you.

May the blessings of the Most High be with you today and always!

Bill Ballard/Gillian Grannum
Footnotes

1 January 11, 1992
2 August 16 & 17, 1987
3 The Illuminati are members of a secret cabal consisting of the most powerful and influential elite families in the world. They created and are members of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderburg group and the Trilateral Commission. They meet in various locales around the world to plan the fate of the world. In addition to European royal families, these groups consist of international bankers, top government officials, leaders in the energy cartel and media monopoly owners. They control the United Nations and UNESCO. Feeder organizations to these powerful groups include the Freemasons, Yale’s Skull & Bones fraternity, and the Knights Templar. Their goal is the creation of a One World government and currency. They desire absolute control and ownership of all land, property, resources and people.

4 Google the “Georgia Guidestones” for more information
5 HAARP High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program
6 Part of the population reduction agenda.
7 Fracking is a slang term for hydraulic fracturing. Fracking refers to the procedure of creating fractures in rocks and rock formations by injecting fluid into cracks to force them further open. The larger fissures allow more oil and gas to flow out of the formation and into the wellbore, from where it can be extracted.

8 Bankster - A portmanteau or blend word derived from combining "banker" and "gangster." Usually referred to in the plural form "banksters" to refer to a predatory element within the financial services industry, such as those offering “too good to be true” adjustable mortgage rates for home buyers.
9 Previously identified as the Elite, the banksters, and the multinational corporation heads
10 Ascension can be also be termed enlightenment
11 There is no “male/female” polarity at the soul level.
12 The term “negative Sirians” comes from this.
13 Check out the Vedas. They tell stories of nuclear warfare. Enriched uranium rods have been found fused together in Africa that are more than 100,000 years old. That does not happen naturally. Look up the small carving of the Aztec gold space shuttle online. The proof exists.
14 There are roughly 90 trillion cells in your body times 90 trillion atoms within each cell. Think about what science now states about the number of stars in our universe. It is about the same. See any similarities in this Mandelbrot? It is a hologram within a hologram. As one thing in the hologram changes the hologram itself changes, down to the smallest detail. Looking into the hologram it continues on forever. As we are an atom within a cell of creator’s body so an atom within our cell may contain a whole universe going on and on throughout eternity.

15 This is similar to what happened to the Grey aliens on Earth in the 1940s who were upset because our exploding of nuclear weapons was affecting their planets in the constellation of Orion. It is a hologram.

16 Of note, the Mayan Calendar began August 12, 3113 BC. Maybe the Mayans knew something we have forgotten.
17. We are all descendants of those original 144,000.


19. 8,000 activating together November ~ December 2010.

20. To live "subsistence" is to live off the land, hunting, fishing, gathering berries, building shelter off the land... That is what I did. I took my moose, 7 caribou and about 800 salmon per year. I gathered my berries and other wild veggies, raised my gardens and made most of what I needed. I have done this in many places even in my months in Coconino here in Arizona. To live subsistence is to be one with the Earth. Yes I have done this many times, but in the Arctic, that is pretty unusual for most humans as the next nearest grocery store, hospital or major town was Fairbanks, some 400 miles away, 1 way. Also during the time I lived in the Arctic bush It was still the old world where I saw temps going down to -70 below Zero for 6 weeks. It only goes to -30 now which was then would last at -30 from October to March and sometimes September and April. So the proper wording for this is: I learned to live subsistence (off the land) in the wilderness of many areas of this country, even did so in the Alaskan arctic. (which was where I was performing the cleansing and reactivation of the sacred portal to the Han Indians, in the 70 mile river valley some 30 miles west of Eagle Alaska, south of the Yukon River.

21. This group was filmed and can be seen in the Legend of Atlantis movie on YouTube.

22. I was told Walt was eventually detained in 1994 while I was living bush in the Yukon, for manufacturing his natural medicines, traditional Indian salves, ointments and tinctures. While he was in enforcement custody, again as I was told they began drugging him, most likely saying he was crazy for his beliefs. That was common with many Shaman and Medicine men and other Light Warriors in these past decades. Walt never made it out alive and he was one of my good friends who will not see ascension from this side. I have mucho stories to tell about what all Walt told and taught me. He knew it would be that way as he said he was never “Sealed” as many of the rest of us were. I was. There were special “off planet initiations” in what is termed biblically as “The Upper Room” that many of us went through that spring after Opening the 11:11 Doorway. My own off planet initiation occurred on Easter Sunday 1992. In Memory of Walt Burchett, I have been missing you dear Light Warrior Brother, close friend and teacher of mine! He was silenced for predicting (exposing) the planned 9/11/2001 event. It is well known now that was a planned attack on the two World Trade Center Buildings and then later Building #7 which was not hit by debris or aircraft.

23. December 31, 2011